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CARRIAGE,

The Best in tlie World.
The prices rflnge from

$3.50

to

SfjSIS.

OILS, WALL PAPER.

W. CUSHMAN & SON.
DIRECTORS.

No. 1 Franklin Street,.ELLSWORTH, ME.
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Best Line of SUMMER CLOTHING
ON THE MARKET.

Underwear, Hats, Caps

Furnishings

at Prices to Suit the Times.
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CARRIAGES.

BACKBOARDS.
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Largest Stock in Kastern Maine, and all up
to date in Style, Finish and Workmanship.
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BUGGIES. EXPRESS and ROAD WAGONS. SURREYS.
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time to harden thoroughly before using.
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F. F.

Simonton, of Wesleyan university,
class of ’99, arrived Friday to spend his
vacation with his parents, Rev. J. P.
Simonton and wife.

will be on sale at Pareher’s drug store at
9 a. m. next Monday morning.
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:

Mrs. A. J. Saunders, Mrs. Charles I.
Mrs.
Wheelock
Welch,
Craig, Mrs.
.i.
F. Ji syiiing, Mr?.. Ella F. Hale, Mrs.
ms
wile and son, is
accompanied
Charles
B.
!
Mrs.
Andrew P.
Partridge,
spending two weeks’ vacation with his I
Wiswell, Mrs. Lorenzo D. Foster. Mrs.
parents, Levi B. Wyman and wife, in this Carlton McGown, Mrs. E. E. Rowe, Miss
city.
j Alice Scott, Miss s. D. Crosby, Mrs. Eu1
nice G. Swott, Mrs. (_’. C. Burrill, Mrs. F.
M. V. MeGown, of the First national
j E. Smith, Miss Ahbie Joy, Mrs. Frank
hank, is enjoying a two weeks’ vacation. Newman, Mrs. S. 1). Wiggin, Mrs. A. F.
j
He will visit Belfast and the White I (lively, Miss Mary McFarland. Mrs.
Henry E. Davis, Mrs. A. M. Hopkins.
Mountains.
M. 8. Smith relieves him at
Miss M. A. Greely, Mrs. Chandler Male,
ttu- bank.
Mrs. Homer H. Emerson, Mrs. W. 11. TiJanies H. Lange, of Boston, is at the tus, Mrs. C. H. Drummey, Miss J. Gertrude Loud, Mrs. Henry M. Hall, Jr., Mrs.
Nicolin club-house, seeking rest and
J. F. Knowlton, Mrs. Mary A. Osgood,
recreation, and is in hopes of benefiting Mrs. A. W. Curtis, Mrs. Join H. Brimhimself in health by the bracing air of mer, Miss Lena Foster, Miss Mary F. Mopkin-., Miss Anna i\ Might, Mrs. S. J. MorBranch pond.
rison, Mrs. John M. Male, Mrs. W. M.
Rt-v. J. 1*. Simonton and wife went to
Dresser, Mrs. J. I). Hopkins, Mrs. Geo. A.
Trenton on the Fourth to attend the cele- Phillips, Mrs. Charles A. Hanscom, Mrs.
A rno W. King.
bration. The eelebratiun was under the
During the afternoon, Mon. C. A. Bouauspices of the King’s Daughters society. telle, of Bangor, addressed the association
mi the present
Mr. Simonton delivered the address.
situation and the new
The work of t he association will
navy.
To-morrow Supt. of Schools E. L. be conducted
according to suggestions
Moore will conduct an examination of given by Miss Ella S. Sargent, chairman
those desiring to teach in the Ellsworth of the organization committee of the Volunteer Aid association, of Portland, and
schools. The ex unination will he held at
Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, whose great exth high school, beginning at D o’clock.
perience in the sanitary commission durA small tire on the roof caused by the ing the civil war, renders her advice in
t he present crisis of t he greatest pract ical
burning out of a chimney at the Black value.
place on the Surry road, occupied by R.
Meetings will be held on Tuesday and
B. Holmes, caused an alarm of lire last Friday afternoons at 3 o’clock at Manning
hall until further notice is given, and all
The damage was ladies are
Saturday afternoon.
cordially invited to attend.

Repairs.

7.30 p.

dealer in all kind* of

Fresh,

Smoked, Dry

Salt,

Hartwell Lancaster, of
was in
Ellsworth Friday on
business.
Mr. Lancaster has
been
a
deputy sheriff for Penobscot
county

FISH.

market.

the

YACHTING
In this

vicinity

are

THURSDAY MORNING.

PARTIES

notified that the

yacht

SUMMER

DRINKS.
SODA—all flavors.

ANNIE LEE
1- ready to take them at short notice anywhere
along the coast. To charter by the day or week.
W. E:. WHITING, Ellsworth.
Apply to

TEACHER

AND

J.

OF

HARMONY.

A.

CUNNINGHAM.

CUT

FLOWERS.

from

-'cm

BETTE If I f.T

20

Orders for a Party, a Wedding
Funeral promptly filled

or a

AT

August 29.

to

ON MAIN STREET.

MAINE.

Albert C.

Stover, Manager.

an
Last Friday evening
interesting
“talk” was given to the members of the
Ellsworth camera club on ‘‘Pictorial Ef-

Frank Mackie, Walter Tracy and William Conary, of Bar Harbor, arrived at

Fenley,
Photography” by
the expert photographer whom B. F. Joy,
a
few
weeks
has
for
of this city,
engaged

tence of

W.

n[ bis

WMpi.

studio

on

Main street.

K.

noon

county jail last night to serve senthirty days and costs for intoxication. Mackie was discharged only a
week ago, after serving a similar senthe

tence.

train.

A party of young men has chartered Will
E. Whiting’s yacht “Annie Lee” for a
cruise among t he islands.
In the party
are Maurice Ginn, of Boston, and three
friends from away, and A. K. Cushman
aud K. E. Mason, of Ellsworth.

Rev. D. L. Yale, who expected to leave
this week for a vacation of two months,
at the last moment had to change his
plans, and will remain here two weeks
longer, lie is at present a guest of C. R.
Foster at his Shady Nook cottage.
Rollins and daughters Helen

Harriet arrived in New York last
Thursday on the “Kaiser Wilhelm der
Grosse” of the North German Lloyd line.
They are now with relatives in Massachusetts, and expect to come to Ellsworth
some time next week.

Donaqua lodge, K. of P., elected officers
Wednesday evening as follows:
Chancellor commander, A.
K.
Cushman;
vice-chancellor, G. L. Wiswell;
prelate, J. A. Lord; keeper of records and
seals. W. F. Aiken; M. of F., Harry C.
Stratton; M. of E., Embert C. Osgood;
M. of W., Samuel L. Lord; M. at A., C.
O. Wood;** inside guard,
Harvey W.
last

fects in

the

and

The DUTTON GREENHOUSES
Course

on

Mrs. F. W.

HOLT,

3IISS GKORGIA

PIANO

To-day many Ellsworth people are enjoying a picnic at Phillips lake, under
the auspices of the Fnitarian Sunday
A large number went up on the
early morning train and others will join

FRESH FRUIT ARRIVAL

1«

■

county

twelve years.

school.

unsurpassed.

team

y=—

*

on

Sheriff

twenty years and for Hancock

them

will )»«* run dally, and
delivery
family trade of Ell-worth and vicinity 1* respectfully solicited.
Campbell A True Bldg.. Hast End Bridge,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

1

Flavor

Best

LOBSTERS.

CLAMS, OYSTERS,
A
the

HANCOCK POINT.

Fresh every day.

on

m.

Deputy
Oldtown,

PHILLIPS FARM
AT

the

question of
establishing fishways in t'nion river. The
hearing will be at the American house at

FROM THE FAMOUS

EDWIN M. MOORE,

The American has at its

THEM-

disposal

paper
of

this ollice with the
it will count

When

W. Wyman, of Waltham, Mass.,

day evening, July 18,

STRAWBERRIES

&

HELP

three

sent to

ana

name

candidate

a

Ellsworth had
After the

one.

ing,

the

a glorious I <;
i
lirst noisy salut- of *he

morn-

quiet.
town
panied by £1.50 and the name of a new The two hose teams were
The Women of Ellsworth Organize subscriber, is received it will count thirty. and a great
^hem.
many people f«,
The
contest
will
close
with
the
last
At the democratic State convention in
for this Work.
mail received on Saturday, Sept. 24, and
o enjoyMany of those who did not
Bangor last Thursday, E. E. Brady,of this
In response to the call published in last
the young person in the city of Ellsworth
city, was re-elected State committeeman week’s paper, fifty-four ladies met at the receiving the largest number of votes will ing small picnics here and there. The
be entitled to six months’tuition in the town, during the greater pRrf c* the dny
from Hancock county.
home of Mrs. Eugene Iiale last Thursday
Shaw business college; the person receivreminded one of a Baiquiri o.- a .J1; agua
A Hag-pole has been erected at the afternoon and organized a Volunteer Aid
ing the second largest number, to three when the American
troops appear.
association
for
the
of
months’
tuition
in
purpose
the
•Nicolin club-house.
working
From it float the
stenographic
for the soldiers and sailors.
Wirnt a difference in the
But, oh!
course, and the person receiving the third
stars and stripes—the gift of
VV. H.
Officers were elected as follows:
Pres- largest number to three months’ tuition evening!
Then the picnickers came
Whittemore, of Boston.
ident, Mrs. Eugene Hale; vice-president, in the regular course.
trooping home, the streets begun tilling
Mrs. A. M. Hopkins; secretary, Miss M.
Following are the ballots:
Mrs. Charles A. Hanscom, of Baltimore, A.
and
smoke
increased.
up, and noise
Greely; treasurer. Miss Elizabeth
is in Ellsworth to spend the summer with True; finance commmittee, Miss Eliza- PV——---What was the cause of this sudden
her mother, Mrs. W. B. Campbell.
Mr. beth True, chairman, Mrs. A. P. Wiswell,
The wires had brought f om
change?
American's Scholarship Contest.
Mrs. J. K. Manning, Mrs.C. H. Drummey,
Hanscom will come later.
Bangor and Fairfield the news that in
Mr«. N. C. King, Miss Alice Scott; work
Three Scholarships in the
both places Ellsworth had captured first
Harry LaMarr and company appeared committee, Mrs. A. M. Hopkins, chairat Hancock hall Monday evening iu the man; Mr-*. Sarah Partridge, Mrs. H. M.
prize. Even the news fro.v. Santiago
Mrs. S. I). Wiggin, Mrs. H. E.
•
Hall,
jr.,
SHAW
Business
shrank into insignificance beside such
College.
comedy “A New England Home”. Mr. Davis, Mrs. A. W. Cushman, Mrs. David C.
LaMarr has a strong company.
news as this.
Hale, Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr., Mrs. W. A.
When the Dirigos arrived home in the
Miss Mary F. Robinson has returned Alexander, Mrs. C. McGown.
ONE VOTE
The following ladies were enrolled as
evening there was a crowd at the depot to
from Brockton, Mass., where she spent members:
Mrs.
Eugene Hale, Mrs.
FOR
meet
them
and
to
esc ir:
them in
the winter. She was accompanied by her George P. Dutton, Miss Sarah Alexander,
Miffs Belle Alexander, Miss
Elizabeth
noisy triumphal procession to their club
little niece. Margaret Bragdon.
True, Miss Louise Dutton, Mrs. E. F.
house. The Senators did not reach home
H. \V. Carr opened his market on Water Robinson, Mrs. N. C. King, Mrs. AuName
until Tuesday
morning, so that the
street last Saturday.
gustus W. Clark, Mrs.Sarah Cunningham,
Mr. Carr is not a
crowd to meet them was not so large.
Miss Agues Lord, Mrs. W. A. Alexander,
new-comer
in
the Ellsworth business
Mrs. F. A. Coombs, Mrs. L. A. Emery,
The race in Bangor, a wet race, was won
world, and needs no introduction.
Mrs. E. F. RedniRn, Mrs. A. W. Cushman,
A del ress.
in 15 seconds.
The Dirigo^, of Brewer,
Mrs.
J.
A.
Miss
Grace King,
Peters, jr.,
John Jameson was found guilty in the
and the Eagles, of Orono, tied fur second
Miss Mary A. Clark, Mrs. John F. Whitmunicipal court of assault on Mrs. Hol- comb, Mrs. John Partridge, Mrs. David
place, their time being 43 seconds. The
land. He was lined f5 and costs, and C. Hale, Mrs. A. P. Royal, Mrs. Linwood
Dirigos’ prize was $60.
H. Cushman. Mrs. Arthur W. Greely,
AMERICAN’S
committed to the county jail in default.
a
was

The State fish and game commissioners
a hearing in Ellsworth on Mon-

Ellsworth.

JOY & CO.,

_MORRISON,

PERSONS TO

SELVES—THIS TELLS HOW.

on

TO AID SOLDIERS.

SIIADY

NOOK

one

Shady Nook, Ellsworth’s cottage colony on Union river bay, is a lively place
just now’. Nearly all the cottages are oc-

cupied.
The Phillips cottage is occupied by F.
A. Coombs and family, who have had as
guests during the past week Hoyt A.
Moore, Percy Bartlett and 11. E. Walker.
Dr. H. W. Haynes and family are at
t heir

cottage, with Miss Sara Brow n, of
Oldtown, as their guest.
The
Haslam
cottage is occupied by
James E. Parsons and family.
George A. Parcher and family are at
their new cottage.
The Call cottage is occupied by C. 1.
Welch and family, with guests.
Curtis R. Foster and family are in their
cottage, with Rev. I). L. Yale and Miss
Louise Dutton as guests.
The Morrison cottage is occupied by
Mrs. Morrison and Prof. Gleason and family, of Roxbury, Mass.

In the upper Haslam cottage is a gay
party of young people, chaperoned by
Mrs. S. K. Whiting, 2d. In this party is
Herbert E. Fiske, of Boston, formerly of
Ellsworth, who is spending his vacation
with friends here.

CHURCH NOTES.
METHODIST

EPISCOPAL.

Iler. J. P. Simon ton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday morning worship at 10.30 with
sermon by the pastor.
Sunday school at
11.15. Epworth league meeting at 6.15 p.
m.
Evangelistic service at 7.30 p. m.
Tuesday evening at 7.30—Class lueeting.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
Regular morning worship at 10.30, with
sermon by the pastor.
Sunday school meets in the vestry at
11.45.
CONG. R EG AT 1 ON A

Sunday morning service at 10.30.
pastor. Sunday school

by the
usual hour.
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Sermon.
The sermon preached by Key. Samuel
A. Eliot in the Unitarian church Sunday
l>r. Kllot’s

morning

was a

grand appeal for

a

Physicians' Supplies
^

and

Mail Orders

deeper

religious spirit. He took for his text the
words of LHe Psalmist (139:9) “Take the
wings of the morning.”

Dr. Eliot said many attempts had been
made to detine Christianity, or religion.
Some said it was a belief, a creed; others
He believed neither of
that it was life.
these definitions was adequate, but likened religion to an emotion—it was more a
matter of the heart than of the mind. The
religious sentiment could not be defined,
could not be measured.
He drew some striking illustrations.
Unemotional scientist says of the flower,
't is but a combination of guesses, a
vapor; of the picture, it is but an assortment of cheap paints; of our country’s
flag, it is but a few strips of colored bunting; of the cross, it is but two sticks sev
at right angles.
This is indisputable
logic, but to the man of sentiment these
are
more
than
the scientist calls
things
them. The flower is more than a coinbinat on of guesses—it is beauty, it is the
handiwork of a master poet and painter;
the picture is more than an assortment of
colors—it is a communicable thought, a
striving for the ideal; the flag is more
than a few strips of colored hunting—it is
an emblem for which men have died and
are willing yet to die; the cross is more
than two sticks of wood at right angles—
it is the grandest emblem of triumph in
the world.
Science, said Dr. Eliot, goes on foot:
emotion flies ‘on the wings of the mornng”. He drew a sharp contrast between
sentimentalism, which is superficial, and
sentiment, which is something deeper,
it is more of this deep sentiment which is
needed in the church to-day.
The sermon was listened to with intense interest,
and
the congregation
seemed to imbue something of the spirk
of the speaker.
After the meeting many
’net Dr. Eliot and found him as pleasant
socially as he is masterful in the pulpit.

L.

Rev. David L. Yale, pastor.
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer meeting.
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YOUNG

fifty quarts of milk.
the loss of the milk, damages were
democratic
county convention
held at Hancock hall
Wed-

delicious*

“THE AMERICAN” WILL HELP THREE

some

slight.

wholesome and

EDUCATION.

slight.

Very Low Price.

Haying Tools, Machinery

Royal makes the food pure,

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A BUSINESS

scholarships at the Shaw business college.
LOCAL AFFAIRS.
By “scholarships” is really meant tuition
at
10.30
nesday
morning, July 20,
fee. We have three of these; one for six
o’clock. The basis of representation is
months, worth £48; one of three months
For other local news sec pages -/, 5 and 8.
one delegate at large for each
one
town,
in the stenographic course, worth £32,
Maurice E. Ginn, of Ginn & Co., Bos- for each forty cast at the last
guberna- and one of three months in the regular
ton, is in the city for a few days.
torial election, and one for each twentybusiness course, worth £24.
That is to
five votes above the first forty.
Miss Effle E. Davis is studying telegrasay:
Any person going from Ellsworth
phy in t lie Postal telegraph office.
Preparations are being rapidly com- to the Shaw business college would pay
Absolutely Pure
Collections for the Volunteer Aid asso- pleted for the festival chorus concert to those sums for tuition.
ciation for soldiers and sailors were be given in Hancock ball on Thursday
The American having these “scholartaken in the Ellsworth churches Sunday. evening of next week, July 14. Much of ships” at its disposal, offers them to the
Walter Kemick, of this city, is em- the music that will be sung on tliis three most popular young persona of Ellsoccasion will be of a character not often worth; these three to be determined
3P
by
ployed as conductor on an electric car
••m—m
heard
more especially the oratorio
popular vote.
running from New York city to Coney music. here,
One
selection
from
Handel’s
This is a voting contest; the prizes are
Island.
: \>IS.
ELLSWORTH HOSE
“Messiah” will be sung, and several from
Mendelssohn’s “Elijah”. The prices of three fjcholarships; who shall have these
Miss Annie Stockbridge entertained a
tickets have been placed at 25 and 35
is to be determined
by the votes of They Bring Home First Prizes; from
small party last Thursday evening in honcents in order to bring the affair within
friends. Below is printed a ballot. This
Bangor and Fairiieid.
or of her guest, Miss Clara N.
Fogg, of easy reach of all. Reserved seat tickets ballot cut out of this

John

O W 15 N

|

and

MfJdocks started the excitement by running away. He collided with
A. M. Hopkins’ delivery team, which in
turn upset George M.
Barron’s milk

2U)l)crtisnncnts.

WORK TOLL WIN.

Charles

cart, spilling

Bowdoinham.

FURNITURE, PAINTS,

IA.

Cunningham—Confectioner.

It F Joy— Photographer.
I) F Tribou —Variety store.
Smith— Dry goods.
Owen Byru—Clothing.

There were lively times on Pine street
A horse driven
Friday morning.
by

No. 27.

POWDER

WHITNEY

;BABY^

FUNERAL

women

The

estate

outside guard, George Thomp-

son.

ami children.
A din r notice—Est Charles E Babbldge.
Admr notice—Est Samuel Scammon.
Mrs G I* Dutton—Greenhouse.
.1 A

M orang;

will

WE SELL THE CELEBRATED

.

notice.

Edwin M Moore—Fish market.

collateral.-

-..

WKKK.

Gould—Confectionery, cigars, etc.
Morrison, Joy A Co—Bicycles.

Reliable Home ami Foreign Companies.
Lonyst Rates Comjtatihle with Safety.

Most

B

THIS

Treworgy—Caution
Benj F Jackson—Foreclosure notice.
Mrs I)r Drew—Specialist in diseases of

BURRILL & SON,

Burrill Bank

nuticatt.

tPDrtfj

Attention is called to the advertisement on
page 4 of Mrs. Dr. Drew, specialist In diseases
of women and children. She will be at the
Hancock house the rest of this week. Consultations free.— Adit.

SPECIALTIES.

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

COMING EVENTS.

Thursday, July 14, Hancock bai!—conby Ellsworth chorus of Maine music
festival; 75 voices. Tickets 25 and 35

cert

cents.

illJUrrtisnittnta.

SHOUTING
we
our

leave to

others, and let
shout for

garments

themselves.
and

Pay

examine

us a

visit,

our.

Men's. Youths' and Boys' Spring
and Summer

Clothing.

K Is

Caps,

Furnishing Goods. Mackiniosr.es.
THEY

ARE

BARGAINS—
in the ordinary
word, but con
ing the make, fit,jHtylgeneral excel'ence, :

not

of the

are

real

bargains,

a*

prices.

LEWIS FRIEND & 00.

Liglit

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

(Prayer for the international Christian Endeavor convention.)

c.
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God, because it brings great responsibil-

ity. God will demand cf us an account
for all Ho has given us. The man who
had five talents had to account for five
Wo often envy those who are
talents.
rich, those who occupy high positions
iu life, and wish we had similar riches
and positions, hut when we thin!; what
great responsibilities come with these
things had we not perhaps butter thank
God that He has withheld them from
ns. Think of accounting to God for the
use of £1,000,0001 Think of accounting
to God for the power and ability to influence for good or evil hundreds or
thousands of human beings, possessing
immortal souls! The only way to bear
the responsibility of ability, however
great or small, is to consecrate it to God,
to use it not as belonging to ourselves,
but to Him.
3. Ability should be consecrated to
God, because it is a divine command
that our all should be given to him.
“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind, and with
all thy str< ugth.
This, says Christ, is
With heart,
the first commandment.
soul, mind and strength, with our entire beings, we are to love and serve
God. This is His own commandment.
Abilities of head, heart and hand are to
bo used fur God, however great or however small they may be.
All that we
are, all that we may hope to be, all that
we have, comes from God and should
be used therefore fur Him.
Eible Readings.
Deut. vi.
1-5,
Judges vii, 15-33; I Sam. xvii, 45-54;
II Sam. xxii, 33, 35, Ps. xevi, 7-13;
civ, 34; exxi, 1-S; cxxiv, 1-S; Math.
XXV, 14-30; Luke xvi, lb-31; xix, 11-37 ;
Rom. xii, 1; I Gor. vi, 13, 30; x, 31;
Eph. iv, 11-lti.
—

Maturity ami Symmetry.

When a soul is born auew, it is “a
babe of Christ," and as sueh is an object cf inu.r< st, gratitude and expectation. The hope is that it will nut always be a babe. Birth itself is a great
event only if it is the antecedent of
something greater. The family does not
exist simply that children may be born,
but chiefly that they may be trained
into mature and symmetrical men and
women, that the race may be advanced
in strength and well being. The church
does not exist simply that men may be
Dorn aguiu, but cmeny that they may
be developed iuto “full grown men,
attaining ‘‘the stature of the fullness of
Christ. "—Commonwealth, Baptist.
Mail's Extremity.
When men get into trouble, they are
often anxious to be saved from their

troubles, though they

were

uuwilling

take advice before. It is our duty to
ask God to keep us from running into
temptation as well as to ask Him to
help us out. The best time to ask God's
help out of trouble is before one gets
iuto it. Many a child cries lustily tor
help to get out of tne poud who refused
to obey his mother and stay away from
it. It is true “man’s extremity is God’s
opportunity.” Butman had better not
wait for the extremity, but take counsel in time that ho may be saved from
the extremity.—Christian Instructor.
to

In Character.

certainly shall fool grateful, a
Messing will come hack upon us, if we
succeed in any degree in evoking a fresh
Wo

courage, a new hope, a wiser resolution. Let ns, let all remember, as our
greatest of philosophers has said, that
the essence of life is not in compensations, but in character. Of this no one
can rob us, this noue can
diminish or
make less precious, if in every trial, in
every loss, in every misfortune, wo are
true to ourselves.—Christian Leader.
A Sure Kefuge.
Oh, weary heart with caru oppressed.
With doubts and fear and toil depre.-vsed.
Hark, is a voice that call to thee,
Coiuo unto me!
And I will

Come

unto me.

give you rest!

Cast all the burdens that ye bear
Here on my arms uud rest ye there,
For I will give you sweet release
And bless thee with my perfect peace,
touch as you ne’er possessed.
Dear Refuge, yes, to Thee we fly,
And satans every shaft defy,
And, though the storms of life may rage,
Thy care shall all our fear assuage.
Thou bidst the surges cease.

There, free from all the chains which bind,
What h
ecstatic fills the mind!
What freedom from the thrall of sin
For those who rise and let Thee in,
And life knows no decease!
-Oliver Lcsher in Philadelphia Public Hedger,

Eventide.

jI

The day had been, oh, so dreary.
With its tempest, winds ami rail;.
I had longed for one ray of sunshine.
But all day long in vain,
And the night was closing round me,
Lonely and cold ami gray.
As 1 sat by the window watching
The death of the dreary day.

For tin* Week
Beginning July 10,
Comment by Rev. S. H. I>oyle.
Topic.—The consecration of ability.—Hag.
U, 1-9; Mark xii. 29-81.

^opic

All have not the same talents and
abilities in life. God has placed some
in high position and some in low. To
Some He has given great wealth, to
To one man He gives
ethers poverty.
power and influence; to another He
does not. Some men have five talents,
hut two,
some but one.
But
come
Whether much or little has been given
it has all come from God and should bo
used for Him.
1. Ability should be consecrated to
€knl because it is the gift of God. All
things belong to God and are gifts from
God. given not to bo used for ourselves,
but for Him.
“The silver is mine and the gold is
mine, saith the Lord of hosts.” “The
earth is the Lord’s and the fullness
thereof,” saith the psalmist. It is God
who exalteth one man and debaseth another. The man who has five talents rewived them from God. They therefore
belong to God and should be consecrated
to Him. Great talents possess a great
danger. We are apt to be proud and
selfish, to imagine that the greatness is
inherent in ourselves, and that we can
use it for our own glory and advancement. No matter how great may be our
talents and ability, let us remember
that all comes from God. and thank
Him by using all our gifts for Him and
His cause.

at

I

that filially I could not take my eyes froau
her.
In spite of everything, I felt sorry foi
her.
I saw the increasing emotion in hei
face, and her large gray eyes—I could nc
longer doubt it—were wet with tears. At
times she turned and pulled a
handkerchief out of her pocket. With all that she

appeared euefgetic, as though she were
able to do something desperate if occasion

opened my mother’s Bible,

demanded it.

And on its page I read
What one of the grand old prophets
In time of trouble said.
The sweet and comforting promise
That bids ua in faith abide
When the day is dark with tempest*
“There’ll be light at eventide."

I grow hot android. I should have liked
speak to her. comfort her, should have
liked to beg her to have pity and to he
compassionate to my darling. For fear of

ttt

Lo, as I read the chapter,
Dear to each trusting heart.
The clouds above the hilltops
Suddenly broke apart.
Bright with unearthly lieauty
The valley stretched away.
And God’s sunshine was all about me
At the close of the dreary day.
—Eben E. Rexford in New York Ledger.

A WEDDING.

undertaking something unusual, conspicuous. I remained seated and only clinched
my fists in weak anxiety.
Just then th« couple exchanged rings.
My excitement grew. My stout ncighl>or,
too, seemed to become restless. She fidgeted about in her seat, felt in her pocket
and then quietly moved nearer the young
She pulled her sleeve, bent down
girl.
and spoke softly hut earnestly to her.
Although I tried hard, I could not understand a word.
I only saw that she
! made signs which evidently concerned the
I bridal pair, and that the girl answered
i her by shaking her head.

There was >till some time of painful ex
It was a dreary, foggy day.
i' tried to
pectation, which was in reality short, but
read, but could not. I threw the Kxk
which seemed an eternity to me, while I
A card fell out.
away.
tried, in vain, to fathom the my>t*ry
"Tuesday, November thirteenth, at four ; Then the n-n-niniiy was ended, uml all
in the afternoon, in the Church of the I crowded toward the door.
't rinity,’’was engraved upon it, and beI. aht a*l <>f all. hastened to approach the
bridal eotiplc That I wi>hed to congratulow, written in a girlish hand: “Comoat
late Hcdwig had entirely escaped my
least to the wedding, dear aunt.
1 shall
memory

expect you."
clock. It was a quarter
before 4. and I had forgotten this wedding. from which I did not in the least
wish to stay away, as 1 could not go to the
festivities afterward on account of recent
1 had just time to change my
illness.
1 looked at the

dress hastily and
rarriairo in eider

to throw myself into a
to reach tin* rhmvh in

season.

fog did not seem so dense, the sky
1 was already cheered by
was less heavy.
the thought of seeing happy faces.
Yes.
I led wig must luck happy—happier than
The

ever

today.

.-die was tho daughter of a
friend, and my favorite from the
Iliad held her in my arms fur
time and she had looked into
I had
with her large blue eyes.

lifelong
day that

the first
my face
seen her
grow up a sweet, good, charming girl and
the sunbeam of the house in her harmless

playfulness.

Then came a time when she grew quiet
and pale, and when those same large, dark
blue eyes had a deeper expression, as
though they shed secret tears. She said
nothing, but we knew her carefully guarded secret, and yet we could not bring him
to her feet, tho man she loved, who stubbornly kept away. But her troubles came
It proved that he had been too
to an end.
proud to ask for the hand of the rich man's
daughter before he had obtained a certain

position.
Ihdwig

had not met
tho groom during their short engagement,
but what 1 heard of him In the family circle was well adapted to increase the good
opinion of him which his proud reserve
hail given me.
The carriage stopped.
The ceremony
had already begun when I entered the
church and mixed with the inquisitive
spectators. I could see only part of the
splendid wedding guests, but the bridal
couple were in full view.
Iledwig, with a serious, thoughtful ex3 r -sion on h r sweet face and a happ..
look in her Muc eyes, looked quite as I
had pictured her, but the bridegroom did
was ven’

happy.

I

not please me quite so well.
It seemed to
that he hud something intense in his
faee and elost iy knitted brows. something
reckless, scare king, in his eyes—in short.
Hot at all t' c 1 ,»oks <>f a
py man.
Tube sure. I had a friend who maintained that T’.'.'ce was no ! -ing more miserable than a bridegroom on his wedding
day. “Why,” he used to say. "the poor
fellow simply dwindles away lieside his
bride. For her the day is the most beautiful of her whole life, on which she is recei\ed like a queen. lie dot s n >t only play
a subordinate part, hut an entirely mis< r
able role is the one he has to act and one
can
easily see how uncomfortable he
feels.” But my friend was a confirmed
bachelor, arid 1 never believed what he
said about these things, and do not yet beme

lieve him.
Tho longer I looked at the groom the
less I liked him.
His uneasiness seemed
to increase, and ho heard as little of the
sermon, which was pretty well spun out
lie

nnn

nf

nur

k‘sf

eyes—I could have

nc

T

<

1 i<t

11

it—seemed to
bo directed in their uneasy search to ju»t
where I sat.
And yet I could not possibly be the object of his disquiet, even if he could have
seen me. which he could not, for I w;is
hidden in the shadow of a pillar. But fur
whom were those eyes searching?
1 begun to look at my neighbors.
Beside mo sat a stout woman with a good
natured face and a hat covered with bright
flowers and ribbons, and a little way from
us sat a young girl, who was dressed pretsworn

tily and with taste, and who had a remarkably lino prolile, but nevertheless
gave me the impression that she was a
seamstress in her Sunday clothes.
When she turned, I found that she was
exceedingly pretty. The pew in which she
sat was at right angles with our seat, so
that I could easily look at her pretty face
and the largo gray eyes shaded by long
lasho9 without being observed, particularly as the girl's whole attention seemed
to be riveted on tho bridal pair—or perhaps on tho bridegroom, and his on her.
The thought went like lightning through
me and would not leave mo again.
And now I noticed how palo she was,
and that her lids with their long lashes
were somewhat rod.
The beautiful face
told a 6tory, and I seemed to understand
it. She had been crying and for him who
just now was giving his hand to another.
Bid he know it? Had she older—perhaps,
too, greater—claims on him? And could it
be that Hedwig’s father, tho clever man of
fhe world, had not sufficiently search -d
the past of his son-in-law? Or were sut h
things so usual that he did not attach
much importance to it?
My heart grew heavy, and I thought of
all tliat might happen if he were indeed
unworthy of my innocent, trusting favor-

My imagination painted the most terrific pictures.
Would she, when the newly married pair
were leaving tho church, step in their path
in’.

thrust her accusation in his face;'
Was she going to write a letter to Hedwig,
or would she wait until tho couple returned from their wedding tour to thrust
the poor wife out of her dream of Eden?
Whatever I had heard or read of such
cases came now into my inind, and the
worst was the story which I had not been
able to finish \Uat very afternoon.
And
now it all came back to me and made me
restless and unhappy.
I lived once more
through those ugly scenes, but the actors
were no loDgerthe characters in the books,
but nedwig, her husband and the pale
girl, who attracted me more and more, so
and

a

at

moment

this moment.
to turn away

I must not lose

the threatening

evil.

Although my vague fears drove me on,
my two ncighN.rs wore ahead of me. The
older woman pushed herself forward with
an

elasticity which

was

stout, elbowing
leaving the younger
so

surprising

in

one

her way along and
to follow.
I

woman

reach the bridal pair.
As quickly as 1
could I followed her, and gathering all
and
my courage
strength together I took
her by the shoulders.
She shook herself free without looking
around.
Another step and she stood close
before the groom ami stealthily gave him
something which she had taken from her
jKX’ket. My heart beat madly, and things
began to swim before my eyes.
Then 1 heard my name, and I led wig
threw her arms around me and hid her
laughing face on my shoulder.
“Just think, auntie,” she whispered in
my ear, “ho had forgotten his handkerchief and didn’t notice it until we had
entered the church, and my line one was
wet wkh tears and could be of no uso to
You can imagine how terrible it
him.
was!
Only just now his housekeeper
brought it to him.”
“She might have got
hero a little
sooner!” said the young husband, who
stood beside her.
There was no trace of
anxiety on his bice now. He was the pictun* of happiness and laughed heartily as
he shook my hand, while I, confused,
stammered out my best wishes.
I was like one wakened from a dream,
who is not able t<> erase tho terrible pictures. when I stood a little later under the
arch of the door and looked at the row of
carriages driving off. But a feeling of suspicion had still remained with me. Who
was the beautiful girl in the church? Had
I been deceived after nil?
“That's just the way.” said a voice l>esido me—it belonged to the stout old woman with tho flowered hat—“when iteoplo
an* in love.
Otherwise ho is quite sensi-

good and sensible a man as can l^e
found. But since he has known the lady
—I mean his wife—he has lost his head
entirely. Just think of going to his wedding and leaving his handkerchief at home
and particularly with such a cold! It
would have been wise f«»r you to have staid
at home,” turning to tho young girl who
stood, as I perceived, a few steps away.
“That is my niece,” she explained to
me.
“She. t<*o, will be married soon, and
well married.
And what do you think is
the reason she came today? Simply to see
the wedding dress so that she can copy it
for herself.
So it is when vanity litis taken possession of
people! And she can
see
out
of her eyes, she has such a
hardly
ble.

as

cold.
The young girl had listened to the speech
with indifference.
She stood in the full
glare of a lantern. Now I understood tin*
red lids, the tearful glance of the large
At this moment there came
gray eyes.
again over the beautiful face that look of
It again seethed as
painful emotion.
though she were going to burst out in
but—now
1
know—she sneezed.
weeping,
—From the German.

<£l)c /arm an2> faint.

atrfjcrtisnncnts.

SINGULAR STATEMENT. ]

The

Conductor Made

a

Mistake.

Pullman car conductor who had a
run out of Broad street station recently
made a mistake in “sizing up” a passenger which quite upset his confidence in

and farmer In Hancock
hope to bind the readers of
loser together in one hip family. Contributions are Invited from the house
wives amt farmers. Communications mutt be
Address Household Dt
brief and to the point.
of Thk American, Kllsworth. Me.

county.’ Hy

The following letter to Mrs. Pinkham from Mrs. M. Hank, No. 2,354
East Susquehanna Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa., is a remarkable statement of relief from utter discouragement. She

«

partment

(
PIF8

AND POFTRY.
would

this

The editor
department
says:
have been gratified if ho could have lisI never can find words with which
tened to the conversation I heard last
to thank you for what Lydia E. Pinkweek in a company of ladies in regard to
Banking.
ham's Vegetable Compound has done I
the column. It was a pleasure to meet
for me.
several of the “old-time” pupils, some of
Established 1887.
Some years ago I had womb trouble
I whom had not seen each other for nviny
and doctored for a long time, not seeyears; we spoke of “B. J. A.” and would
ing any improvement. At times 1 have been
glad of her presence, for I recwould feel well enough, and other
her as a former faithful pupil and
!
times was miserable. So it went on ognized
valued friend.
Her letter recalled many
until last October, 1 felt something
and I wondered if this
OF KI.I.SWOKTH.
terrible creeping over me, I knew not pleasant memories,
was one of the poems she remembered :
what, but kept getting worse, 1 can
CAPITAL STOCK,
and over again,
*50.000.
hardly explain my feelings at that "Over
No matter which way I turn,
time.
1 was so depressed in spirits
SURPLUS,
*11.500.
1 always find In the hook of lib*
that I did not wish to live, although 1
some lesson I have to learn.
had everything to live for.
Had hysllankhur hours from a. m. to 1 p. m.
I must take nn turn at tin* mill,
Saturday ?■ from 0 to l.*.
teria, was very nervous: eould m»t
I must grind out the golden grain,
and
was
not
safe to be left
sleep
I must work at my task with a resolute will,
livery facility offered Customers.
alone.
J
over and over again."
Indeed, I thought I would lose my
Correspondence solicited.
Do you know it is a nice thing if we
mind. No one knows what 1 endured.
ANDREW 1* WlSWELL, Fresidmt,
< an make a
mixt
urc
busy
people
judicious
1 continued this
>. K. \\ IIITING, Vice President,
way until the lust
of pies and p<*etry, the practical and imagllENKT W. CUSHMAN, Cashier.
of February, when I saw in a
paper a
A
inative.
short
committed
PI RECTORS:
to
poem
testimonial of a lady whose ease was
r WlSWELL,
A.
S. K. WlUTINO,
will
itself
“over
and
over
memory
sing
similar to mine, and who had been
I. \ Y MKRI
K. If. (tRKK.LT,
cured bv Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegeta- again” in our minds, and weave itself in
Eugene Hale,
a. \v. Kim,.
ble Compound. I determined to trv it. ! and out of our threads of thought like a
MAIN STREET,
ELLSWORTH. ME.
line
of
silver
light.
ami felt better after the first dost*.
I
i---u 18 wen, now ami men, to nave a mt
continued taking it, and to-ilav
a
on hand that can he applied pracpoetry
well woman, and can
say from my
heart, 1 hank Dud fur such a medi- tically. Longfellow wrote so many -■mgof labor that he could not object to the
cine.”*
ELLSWORTH, ME.
u-e one woman males of a stanza of his.
Mrs. Piukham invites all
suffering There is
nothing more exasperating than
Commenced ltu<dne*N May 1,
women to write to her at
1873.
Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. All such letters are
refractory cream, and to meet that ease I
seen
recommend as a churning song the fol- \
and answered by women
Deposit* In thl* bank are by law exempt froir
only.
of

FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

1

*'

Hancock County Savings Bank,

4

"

Wonderfully soothing, lu-aling

fomfort

the skin

“The star of the uneouijuered will,
It rises in my breast
Serene, and resolute, and still.
And calm, and self-posses-ed.

owder

or

CAKKIKD
That

“I

.IOKK

THK

TOO

FAR.

know, deah boy.
Maybe they
What have they been up to now, old

fel?”
tell you, C'hawlie.
won’t mention it at the club

boys?”
“No,

I'll

This, 1 think, is

But you
or

“Well,
who

mashed

1

mistake.

It has been

to the

gust or first of September; jx*al and cut
into small pieces, throwing out all that

awound

evening,

the other

.Sue,

was

a

f«»r years past to cut up all
the rhubarb stalks about the last of Au-

'Bon honali?”
’Fon lionah !
I

and

fahneied

to

theSmytl

just

to

lias

been

s

Miss

scare

rawtber

me, doncherknow, I said I'd
made up my mind to enlist.
Of course 1
didn’t weally mean it.’’
on

\

:

|

may be woody, and preserve in sugar
just as you do berries and small fruit;
putting it up in self-scaling glass jars after
cooking it until it is thick and.red. Put up
in that way it will keep any length of time,
and is

DOAKI) OF D1KFCTOIIS:
F. r.t KNHAM,
John F. Whitcomb,
N. B. COOLIDOK,
F. ('AH ROLL Bt’RKILL,
CHARLKS C. Bl KRILL.

A

Bank hnur*

ries.

“Of

she sent
as

big

consisted of
as

a

pint cup,

a
a

who

tin

masticate his

“Aw, yes.”

“You

say

mean

determined

effort

to

when

they

army beef,
talk about

is

not

altogether

ration

of

my poem
said the

earn

If

SERIES

Sharex, £1 each; monthly
payments, £1 per share.

now

open,

WHY PAY RENT?
" lien
you can borrow on your
-bares, driven lir-t mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
payment* ami intere-t together
Will an tint to but little iiu.n-

titan

y..ii

»i
t, atui
will

are now paying tor
in about 10 vears you

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire
Ill.MU

of

\\

A. W. Kin.;, Pre-Id,

( 1 SIIMAN. Ser’v.
FIr.-t Nat'l Bunk lbrdg.
t.

lJrofcsaion.il fartiss.
K'

CARROLL

Rl'RRlLL,

ATTORNEY
AND

COCNSKLLOK AT I.AW.
Notary Public

long-haired indi-

vidual,

as he returned the
manuscript to
pocket. “Would you mind suggest*
ing something that would tend toward
improving it?” “Certainly not,” replied

his

j

the editor.

it down

“If

it

was

mine. 1

would

cut

about

one-half, ami then—”
“Yes,” interrupted the poet; “and then
what would you do?"
“Burn what’s

left,”

differently)—Never mind, Willie, every
one up here must eat his perk of gold
I

other.

a

first

satisfactory,”

Little Willie tat tlie Klondike supper
with grimace.)
Ma, there is gold
dust on my pie.
Mrs. Williams (in-

or

people

••what

Lionah!’’

dust, sometime

m

the sinews of war.”

’Foil lionah?”
’Fon

making

was

NEW

A
is

just delicious and does not have the
so common with preserved berWe reckon it among our l*est pre-

toy

ho’n about four inches long and a bean
shootah.”
“Naw!”
“Fact!”
‘Hanged if that wasn’t deuced rough! g
But you’ll keep
Hanged if it wasn’t!
mum about it?”

12

R a. m. to

Ellsworili Loan and BnilJint Ass’n.

_

dwum about

dally, from

Ik what your money will
Invented Iti shares «.f the

••tang"

course not, old fel!”
serves and we always put up quite a va“Well, the next day Miss Sue sent me a riety.
note pwaising me for my bwavery and
If anyone has doubts about the good
patriotism and begging the pwivilege of .qualities of rhubarb preserve, please give
sending me my military outfit.”
it a fair trial and be convinced.
“Naw! flood for Sue!
But 1 don’t see
(i.
Surry.
any great joke about ttiat, Algy."
••I think 1 know now,” said the sold it r
“Maybe you will when 1 tell you that

the out tit

BL’RRILL, Treasure*

Dcp .-lt* draw Interest from the first .lay of
March, June, Se ptember and December.

YEAR.

practice

our

boy.”

deah

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

barb in t heir

“1 don’t

“Well,

COO1.1D(iK, President.
CHARLKS C.

Many persons who have a spot of rhugardens make no use of it
only for sauce or pies in the spring time
and early summer. Then its stout leaves
and juicy stalks are allowed to grow as
they may until autumn, and then perish.

weally think
ft joke pretty
weally?”
do.

THE

B.

JoHX F.

M.

_

RHUBARB ALL

.V.

1

“K's"

hope

Bluehill.

Chawlie, old chap, don't you
that the Smythe girls carry
far sometimes?
Don’t you,

say,

1

meditations on this column
will result in a contribution. The sisters
who would like to add anything to this
department have only to write to it as
they would to any other friend.
I

Algy’s Opinion, but then he
was Prejudiced.

was

taxation.

j lowing:

is

grown folks,” says Sadie A. Sim-. <>f
Youngstown, Ohio, it is u j.»rf»ct powder f
toilet, nursery, or Hck-room. Trameii nurs« s ure
uMug it almost universally. 2oc. at DruggisU.
for

babies

to

and

.Justice

|JR.

Peace

H. \Y. HAYNES,

DENTIST.
•rSundolorfor the Pain]*.. Ext ruction of Teeth.
.•.OFFICE

OVER

E.

J.

continued the editor.

Hives are a terrible torment to the little folke,
and to some older ones. Easily cured. l>ouu’g
ointment never fails.
lustant relief, permanent cure. At any drug store, .'m cents,—Advt.

of the

Office over Burrill National Bank,
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me.

WALSH’S STOKE..*.

J.rrn.EFiELD,

()

m.

d.,

PIIYSK TAN,
BLI’KIUI.L,

j-Rrtnt.il.

own

sauntered into the Pullman from the
adjoining day coach and looked around
with the air of a man who had never before seen the interiur of a parlor car.
“Just watch me take a fallout of the hayseed.” tho conductor said to a party of
traveling men who were sitting in the
“Pardon me,
smoking compartment.
sir, he said with mock courtesy to the
hayseed. “You will have to pay parlor car
fare to ride in this Pullman.”
Tho passenger appeared very much surprised at this information, tolling the conductor he was only going to ride to tho
next station. “That makes no difference,
ho was Informed. “You will have to pay
fare.
The passenger fumbled through his
pockets absentmindedly until he pulled an
old wallet out of an inside pocket.
Then
he drew from its recess a Pullman car
at
tho
same
time
a fist
pass, displaying
full of railroad passes and a roll of bank
bills of large denomination. Beforo the
conductor could revive from his trance,
the “hayseed” had ordered tho porter to
carry in his grips from the day co;ieh and
“arrange a drawing room” for him. The
fresh conductor avoided the chaffing of
the traveling men as best he could for tho
rest of tiie trip into Philadelphia.—Philadelphia Record.

It we

Amkk’io\n

Thk

The passenger in
judgment.
question was a seedy looking individual

his

vehicle for the

as a

exchange of ideas, questions and answers, re
clpes, and leaves from the book of experience
of every housewife

From Mrs. Rank to Mrs. Pinkhara.

table,

A

This column Is Intended

3St>rrtiannnus.

MAINE.

TELEl'HONE CONNECTION.

who

fiiazing With Jewels.
When the sultan of Johore wears his
crown and his state clothes, the diamonds
on him alone are estimated t
be worth
£2,5<)(',(io«). His collar, his epaulets, his
and
the
handle
and
blado of
girdle
cuffs,
his sword, are all 6tuddod with precious
His bracelets are of massive gold,
gems.
and his fingers are covered with rings that
are almost priceless.
But perhaps the most costly insignia of
princely dignity are those of another tributary prince of British India, the maharajah of P-troda. This gentleman's chief
ornament is not a crown, but a necklace
of live strands containing 500 diamonds,
some of which are as large as hazel nuts,
while the upper and lower rows consist of
emeralds of the 6ame size.—Pearson’s

Weekly.

JJENJ.

Safety for the
plain

statement

telling how he was
physical and mental
vide for his family.

from
saved from

My strength was leaving me. Every part
of my body seemed to be out of order.

4t
Strong as my muscles were, I would
I was nervous and my
be very weak.
mind was distressed as well as my body.
When I awoke in the morning I dreaded
to think of the hard day's work ahead of
I was altogether w’retched.
me.
441 expected to break down completely.
441 could not sleep, k>*.t appetite and could
neither rest nor enjoy simple recreation.
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Warm weather
more and
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MAINE.

BURNHAM,
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the United States.
Business solicited.

ELL8WORTH,
44

PETERS' BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,

ATTORNEY

hard-working man
a
position of great
weakness, and teas able to pro-

Almost everybody is familiar with the
signs of an approaching break-down due to
overwork.
Almost every hard worker has felt at
some time the physical prostration, the feeling of constant weariness, the dread of collapse, on entering upon a fresh day's work
without sufficient strength for its duties.
J n P. Sonnhalter, of 58 Melrose Avenue,
eland, O., is strong and athletic
and has a splendid physique. He is married and has great pride in his family.
His daily work requires severe physical
exercise. He is yafdmaster of the Zettelmeyer Coal Company, N06. 25 to 31 Commercial Street.
He discovered recently that he had overtaxed his strength.
All the symptoms of over-work distressed
He describes them in a way that
him.
thousands will instantly recognize:
44
The blood would rush suddenly to my
44
head," he said, and I would almost faint.

WHITCOMB,

ATTOR N E Y-AT-1 .AW.

Bread Winners.
A clear,

B.

approaching
more
depressed

was

and I
every

JOHN

....

MAINE.

K. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

OFFICES AT
tired all over nearly all the time.
u
BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.
One day I read that Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills foe Pale People had cured
people
Bar Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Mt. DcsertBlocfc.
who suffered exactly as I had suffered.
BluehlU office open Saturdays.
44
I doubted whether they could cure me
but decided to try.
44
The result astonished me.
44
Almost the first pill I took made me
of the Ontario Veterinary College.
feel better. That terrible weak and
helpless feeling left me almost from the start.
Veterinary Surgeons and Dentiata.
44
AfteT taking half a dozen of Dr. WilCream or Milk tested by the Babcock Lactone
liams' Pink Pills for Pale People I
slept cter and Gravimetric methods.
soundly, as I had not done for months.
Office, School Street. Telephone, 38-2.
Then my old keen appetite and relish for
food came back, and my recovery was a
H. GREELY,
question only of a few days. Of course,
-vith sound sleep and plenty of food I
D ENTIST.
ained strength and vigor rapidly."
Mr. Sonnhalter's work required hard
Graduate
of the Philadelphia Dental College,
iysical exertion, but the symptoms are
l- uch the same when a
break-down occurs class of *75
1
a brain
worker, and, as the experiences
•^-Office in Giles' Block. Ellsworth.
c
thousands of sufferers have proved, the
:acy of Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for I
£
P ue People is just as great in such cases.
1 hey restore the digestion to
undersigned hereby gives notice tnat he
healthy vigor,
has contracted with the City of KUsworth.for
purify and enrich the blood and supply the the support
of the poor, during'the ensuing year,
elements needed to build up the wasted
ai d has made amide provision for their
support.
Hi therefore t.
1 is all persons from furnishing
nerve forces.
supplies to any oauperon his account, as without
All druggists sell these
pills; one box for his written order,
he will pay for no goods so
50 cents, or iis boxes for $2.50.
furnished.
HaruyS. Jones.
was

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLARD

RR.

Pauper Notice.
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When last week the suggestion was
that we this week touch upon the
question of the union of the English
speakers in favor of peace, it had escaped
my attention that this letter would be

For three years

has

seen

more

and

and purposes

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50

Bevel'Gear

Chainless Bicycles.
Price *125

in the

political

fence.

Granting rights

all, as I have already hinted,
people is the basis of it. These

an

unrebukal.de

POPE MFG.

Catalogue free

or

F. A. COOMBS, Colurr ia Dealer,
ELLSWORTH,
KITTKliY

TO

CAItUIOU.

She

Windowings of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
Alexander Perry, the nine-year-old son
of Frederick Perry, of Waterville, was
drowned Friday while bathing in
the
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fll.isljmg Poiutur.
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WashingPc»der

Rest for

cleaning everything.
package greatest

I .urgent
economy.
The N. K. Fair bank

head

and

—

Company,

New York.
Chicago. St. Louis.
Boston. Philadelphia.

GOLD CLARION RANGES

.
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fas

shoulders

machine,
lacerating the girl’s body badly before
into

the

stopped.
Greeley Penley, of Auburn,

the machine could be

|

J.

killed

|your thinking
V||i|
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working cap?

I

four sons,

Harrington.
daughters, thirty-six grandchildren,
ty-one great-grandchildren and six greatgreat-grandchildren.

fnn nufll nil I 0 ONE A I>oSK.
AnoUnO lILLv. say tlnv are Be-t |jv<T
I Ml made for Biliousness, Sick lieaduehe, all
l.iver tp -ltiles. Send for our Book. Price J5 ets.
N.m
dfc C'>
Custom House St., Boston.
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Malaria Cured by Pe-ru-na.

It has done more for us
than an yth i n g else
could, and we are now
Mis. A:.na
free from that trouble.

-AT-

ELDRIDGE'S.

\L

Crockery
in

great variety.

Hoiiify, Karluigton, Ky.”
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Notes.

July

No

number of

one

Scrib-

its

saw

more

accorded every privilege, and was for
weeks on the flagship “New York”.
His
account of “The First Shot of the War”
and

“The

First

Bombardment”

graphic picture
saw

when

taken and
The

the

what

“Buena

Matanzas

opening

azine for

of

was

article of

July portrays

is

the

eye-witness

an

Ventura”
bombarded.

our

presidents

have had

private

teresting

to

with

wealth of detail.

a

con-

a

most in-

The

illustra-

Hides—per

ber of

excellent

portraits

a

from

Cow,
Bull,
Calf

new

flock

homes, they

snakes

and
In

an

thither
will

to

have

Figs,
Dates,

include

among their family I Raisins,
article on “Life in Manila”in
Prunes,
1

t he Youth's

Comjyan ion

for

the

week

Pe-ru-na cures malaria in a manner
that is marvelous.
Druggists v.-rvwhero sell Pe-ru-na.

Thk Amjcktcan:

be

rather

crisp crust.
exceedingly

small, with
graham

The round

with a
centre.

a

silver

hand.
“One

vance

fellow

squat

straight

black hair

a

a

bullet from

them struck him in the elbow. His
arm fell to his side.
The bone was shattered. Staggering back, the man turned
to the one who had shot him—his brother-in-arms. ‘Viva Cuba Jibre!’ he shouted
with a smile and sat down on the hillside
while the other patriots plunged on.
“Another here was pierced through the
He fell at the
breast by a m a user bullet.

Capt. Elliott, ‘Fighting Biil’ they
His eyes were glazing, but he
clutched feebly at his choking throat and,
murmuring ‘Cuba libre’, ceased to breathe.
“After the fight was over and the last
fleeing Spaniard had cleared the crest of
the hill, Lieut. Lucas met amid the brush
a
wounded Cuban
being borne on a
blanket by his comrades. He had been
shot through the breast, and the lieutenant stopped to see if he could aid him.
He bared the breast of the already dying
feet of

call him.

was

examined the wound.

and

man

no

blood; the hemorrhage

There

was

in-

.05 y*
.05
.05

respect, at least, for his having lived
in it. The whole past progress of mankind has been thus brought about, and
future progress must depend upon the

some

on

hand.—Advt.

tb—

.01 >£
.03

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per tb—
.18
Red,
tb
.18
Alsike,
Dried Fruit.

.12
.13

.10
.123.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.OS3.12
.06
Apples, string
,10a.14 Apples, sliced
.10

.O83.I.5

Colored Map of Cuba Free.
On receipt of your address and a 2-cent stamp
for postage, the Boston Herald offers for a
short time to send a beautiful colored map of
Cuba free to all.
Every young person should
have this map, as it is a great educator.
With
this map you can follow the movements of a
single battleship or the whole fleet. While they
last, this offer is open t.* all.
Address The Boston Herald, Boston, Mass.—
Adet.
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TRIBOU
IS STILL

ON

DECK,

AND DON’T YOU FORGET IT.
We are not selling goods for less than
cost, but our prices are down to hard
War cuts no ice with us.
times’ ligure.
We know

we

will

not

be called

on

to

fight, so,;of course, we say, give it to those
Spaniards. Drive them into the sea and
keep them there. Don’t worry about
war, take things as they come and you
will be happy. By the way, if you want
to be
those

happy don’t fail to

secure

one

of

RUGS

REVERSIBLE

that we have sold so many of
in the past. A m u lot just, in
at prices that will astonish
you. A few more sets of those

MILK and PUDDING PANS.
Sizes 1 to 6 quarts, going
Also

20 cts. per set.

at

a

large line of

AGATE
at

COUNTY

bottom

everybody

WARE

prices.

We want
to call and see our

new

DIRIGO COOKING

UTENSILS.

Wo have sold over 1,000 of them in the
past three weeks, and everybody is delighted with them. We have a few
Clothespins left at 1 c. per dozen.
We have

just

added

a

large line of

SHOES
ranging

are

THE AHERICAN.

piece

dollar, and

blunt knife

or spoon take out the
The space may be tilled with any
seasoned
highly
chopped meat, tish, lobster, crab, or even fruit, t be lid replaced,
and the sandwich served in a pretty basket.
Tongue sandwiches may be made by
either c hopping tin tongue;or cutting it
into thin slices.
Wlitre the tongue is
chopped it should be rubbed as described
in ttie receipt for chicken sandwiches,
and highly seasoned.—Mrs. S. T. Rarer
in Ladies' Home Journal.

with streaming,
rushing on in ad-

of his comrades when

and

rolls

was

of

one

tender,

a

nicedor this purpose.
Remove from the top of the roll

of the crust the size of

Tallow—per
Rough,
Tried,

Paper.

Sandwiches for Outdoor Luncheons.
The rolls for sandwiches for outdoor
should

uu

ire-ea,

hide

A little life may he sacrificed to an hour’s deCholera infantum, dysentery, diarrhoea
come suddenly. Only safe plan is to have Dr.
Fowler’s Kxtract of Wild Strawberry always

of

“Our

perfectly fresh,

no

behind. The marines, under orders from their officers, lay along
the ground, seeking every shelter, but not
these men. Springing high into the air
with uplifted machetes, their black faces
working with the passions that tore their
souls, they shouted their defiance at their
foes and rushed to meet them hand to
rocks to

skins, green

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per

lizards

June 30, Charles B. Howard says:

mem;

ureasiwurKS iur

lay.

Pelts,
.403.50
Lambskins,. .IO3.20

establish
to

bounds.

broke its

same means.

.25 3.75

num-

special

photographs.
If the Philippines ultimately become a
possession of the United States, and
Americans

lb—

Ox,

tions of ttie article consist of typical wartime scenes in the White House and departments, drawn from life, and

.08
.153.20 Tripe, per tb
.11 3.12 Honeycomb tripe,tb .10
.12 a.25 Ham, per tb
.123.14
.09a.lu
.083.16 Shoulder,
.08 3-14 Bacon,
.12 3-16
.003.10 Mutton, per tb .063.10
.15 Poultry—per tb—
.16,
.10
Fowl,
.10 3.12
.18 3 25
Chickens,
.10
.10 Bologna,
.16
Cooked barn, tb
.14
Boneless ham,

6 00 36 50
Patents—
6 75
Winter wheat,
7 06
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .95
Corn, full weight per
1 00
bag
Oats, western, per
bu
.43a.45
Hides and Tallow.

and

conduct

McKinley

150
1 25
.75
1 25
1 25
Provisions.

bb—
.95
Shorts—bag—
1.00
0003050 Mixed feed, bag
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Middlings,bagl.OOgl.10

President McKinley from
the first dawn of the war crisis down almost to the present moment. Only four
war; and how President
ducts one Is here related

160
Cement, per cask
.85
Lime, per cask
7 311
Brick, per M
White lead, pr lb .05 3.08

Flour—per

official life of

of

Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
24 326
Spruce, No. 1, 17318
Clear pine,
35a60
Extra pine,
35 360
Laths—per M—
2.00
Spruce,
Nails, per lb
.043.06

Flour, Grain ami Feed.

was

McClure's Magthe

Building .Materials.

them in the beautiful little

valley between two rising crests, all the
pent-up fury of their half savage natures

ternal. so the officer ordered the men to
bear him on. As they did so the Cuban
Fish.
turned, waved his hand and called out in
SaltFresh—
triumphant voice, ‘Cuba libre!' The
.05
.07 3-16
Drvcod,
Cod,
.05
.04 3-05 effort resulted in death.
Haddock,
Pollock,
.10 3.12
.30
Mackerel,
Flounders,doz
“These are the men whom Spain has for
.15
Halibut ilns, .103.12
Lobsters,
.12
Halibut heads,
.05 years been trying to crush. Small wonder
Pickerel,
.20
Boneless cod, .08 3.10 that she has failed.”
Clams, qt
.403 75
Tongues and
Oysters, qt
.08 3-10 J
sounds,
Scallops, qt
.12 Smoked—
Halibut,
“.lust throw me six of the biggest
.12
.12
Halibut,
Blutdish,
.25 of those trout,” said a citizen to the Ash
Herring, box,
Shad,
.253.35
.10
.2oa.25
Finnan huddle,
Trout,
dealer. “Throw them?” queried the deal.Jo
Ale wives, do/.
.25
er.
Mackerel, each
“Yes, and then I’ll go home and tell
.25
Salmon,
my wife that 1 caught ’em. I may be a
Fuel.
poor fisherman, but Fin no liar.”
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
6 25
3 00 3 600
Broken,
Dry hard,
Accepting gratefully the many benefits
6 25
2 00 §3 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
6 25 it freely gives, an honorable man will feel
Roundings per load
Egg,
6
25
1003125
Nut,
himself bound to do what he can for the
6 00
Blacksmith’s
world’s welfare, to leave it better off in

railway bridge Wednesday. He was rid- uuusenoiu mciuaea turee or lour uuneae
ing a bicycle across the foot path and lost ‘chow’ dogs, with thick, orange-colored
fur and coal-black tongues, and Pedro,
his balance in trying to right his wheel,
which had caught in an opening between the house-snake, a small python, which
the planks.
He was thrown upon the travelled about inside the canvas walls
rocks in the river and killed.
Mr. Petiley and kept us free from rats and mice.
was twenty-eight years old.
He leaves a Pedro never came out, and we were not
disturbed at all by his proximity.
wife and one child.
We
slept on strips of matting, spread over
A Twisted Miracle.
cane-seated couches, the legs of which
“Well, Uncle Rasburry, how did you rested in bowls of water to prevent visits
like the sermon?”
from centipedes, tarantulas, white ants
“It war a pow’ful sermon, Marse John.” and other tropical gentry, that cannot be
••What was it about?”
kept out of the houses.
Wash-stands,
“It war ’bout de mir’cle ob 7,000 loves sideboards and refrigerators are
proand 5,000 tishes bein' fed to the twelve tected in the same way.
The big white
ant and tlie little red ant seem particu- I
’postles.”
“.Seven thousand loaves and 5,000 tishes larly fond of tooth-powder, and not a
being fed to the twelve apostles? Rut vestige would be left in the morning if
a
where does the miracle come in?”
wash-stand rested directly upon
the
iloor. Tiny little green and yellow lizards
Uncle liasburry scratched his head a
Then he reused to dart about among the books on
few moments meditatively.
“Well, Marse John, de mir’cle, tbe table, after the lamps were lighted,
plied:
’cordin’ to my preception of de circumdevouring the insects which swarmed
stances, is dat dey all didn’t bust.”
around the lights.
Occasionally one of
these lizards would drop from the ceiling,
ZltiUcrtiscmcuts.
alighting with a resounding ‘smack.’

Pe-ru-na, and got
through taking quinine.

APPARATUS.

Newspaper

beginfavorable circumstances
nings
than liichard Harding Davis.
As correspondent of the London Times he was
under

pets.

‘41 and my three children were subject to
Malaria. We all took

HEATING

Steak, beef, tb
Fresh pork,
Spring lamb, tb
Veal, per tb
Roasts,
Beef, corned, tb
tongue,
Salt pork, per tb
Lard, per lb
Pigs feet, per tb

August Ladies' Home Journal will
be made up almost entirely of fiction.
There are promised seven or eight short
stories, in addition to Julia Magruder’s
serial,“A Heaven-Kissing Hill,” which is
brought to its conclusion. Julian Hawthorne, John Kendrick Bangs, Abbe Carter Goodloe, Clara Morris, Sewell Ford
and others have contributed their beHt
short stories, which are to be illustrated
by the most popular American artists.

luncheons should be

HOT WATER

Hemlock,

The

M

_

Spruce,

M

Magazine,

—

Georgia.
Physicluns

and

one,
No. 1,
scoots,

Albion

OLIVER,

Lumber

Lumber—per M—
09all
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards,09all
12 316
Spruce,
Spruce floor,
15320
12 a 15
Pine,
Matched pine,
I03IS
M—
Shingles—per
2 75
Cedar, extra
2 00
clear,
2d clear,
175

2-cent stamp.

one

.08

lb

extra

Two

six years.

by mail for

or

12

Rice, per lb
.063.08
.153.20 l’ickles, per gal .40 3.60
.35 Olives, per qt
.35 3.75
Jav 1,
.33 Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per tb—
.45 3.65 Cracked wheat,
.06
Japan,
.30 3.65 Oatmeal, per lb
.06
Oolong,
Sugar—per tb—
Quaker rolled oats, .06
.06
.06>,
Granulated,
Buckwheat,
.06 Graham,
.05
Coffee—A & B,
.05
.053^ Rye meal,
Yellow, C
<
)il—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
.35 Linseed,
.60 3.65
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.45 Kerosene, per gal
.13
.60 Astral oil,
.15
Syrup,
Maple syrup, qt .25§.30
Cohee—per
Rio,
Mocha,

CO., Hartford, Conn.

from any Columbia dealer,

a

Groceries.
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('berry field < iti/.eim Dead.
Hinckley, of Chcrryfield, died
suddenly Sunday, June 26, of heart dis- Kennebec river.
Now. if we will recognize that beginMr. Hinckley was sixty-t hree years
ease.
The Maine State Pomologioal society
ning years before and culminating with old. lie was the son of Nathan
Hinckley, 1 holds a “strawberry and rose meeting” in
1789, France had longings fur liberty
who, during his time, was an extensive the city building at Augusta Tuesday and
which unfortunately vented itself at once
In
former' Wednesday of this week.
shipbuilder of that town.
in license- we shall be able to understand
years Mr. Hinckley was a scow man on
Patents have recently been granted
the
difference between the
ho mew hat
t he river, but for some time past bad been
to Maine inventors as follows: G. H.
progress Of the 1'nglish speaker and the associated with
in
Milbridge
parties
W.
F.
of
The storm that
others.
Hanks, Springvale, shoe-last;
progress
sheep raising, being part owner of numSmith, Portland, can-tilling.
swept away the weak Louis XVI. and the erous islands
He was
along the coast.
Dr. A. E. Farnham, a native of4Pittstield
oppressing nobles has never ceased to also largely interested in real estate and
rumble since. The “Reign of Reason”,
and one of the best known physicians of
shipping. He is survived by a widow,
career
of
the
third
comctie
the
Napoleon,
Maine, died at his residence iu Fairtwo sons and three daughters.
field Friday morning after a short illness.
empire, the commune, Boulangerism and
Mrs. Eliza Archer, Cherry field’s oldest
in
one
another
have
followed
what not,
The deceased was forty-two years old and
resident, died Tuesday of last week, at t lie
a widower.
age of ninety-five years, live months.
Lewis Howard, while employed in the
fttctical.
Mrs. Archer belonged to a family noted
Her mother, t he daughter wood room of the paper mill at Kumford
for longevity.
of Iehabod and Elizabeth Burnham Wil- Falls, fell on the saw, with his right arm
Green
ley, the first white family to settle in doubled and severed it in two places, one
Greener
Chcrryfield, lived to be ninety-seven above and one below the elbow. The arm
i years of age. Of the three surviving was amputated near the shoulder.
Greenest
members of her family, one brother, SamThis spring the United States lish comGreen fruit, greener 'mail boy—‘thorn nro others.'
and greenest gm*s will cover them If care is uot
uel Davis, has passed bis ninety-third missioner collected in the vicinity of
.ivin of year about eating green or
used it this
is
Ginger
tainted fruit. To cur*' such ills Jamaica
birthday. Mrs. Archer had been twice Eastport 200 egg lobsters, which he placed
nowhere compared with the reliable pain i^stroyer
Her first
married.
husband, Robert in the hatchery in Gloucester, Mass. The
Leighton, of Steuben, died in 1864. She commission steamer has just returned and
afterwards became the wife of Harvey
Archer, who died Uvelve years ago. Mrs. deposited 3.000.000 lobsters along the
Archer possessed a remarkable memory shore from Cutler to Jonesport.
and her mind was well stored with recolMary Boulanger, sixteen years of age,
lections of many interesting events that
bad transpired, during her time, in Cher- ► employed as a weaver in the cotton mills
Every Mother should have It in the house tor colic,
summer
and
cholera
morbus
complaints.
cramps,
ryfield and the surrounding towns. In at Springvale, was caught in the belt loom
I have used Johnson's Liniment in treating our the war of 1812 she witnessed the capture Thursday and received fatal
injuries. Her
Infant tor colic, and our three year old daughter of an English
barge and its crew in
for summer complaint, and found it excellent.
Pigeon Hill bay, by Capt. John Allen, of hair caught in the gearing, drawing her
JOHN H.
Amerieus,
four

Lettuce,

ColumbiaGhainWheels$75,Hartforcs$50,Vedettss$40,$35

Possibly this brief review will lead us to
previous sentences refer to both nations greater thankfulness regarding the brave
with equal truth.
and wise men of the past than mere boastWhat we gained, however, by long and ing about
Independence Day would do.
exhausting war, England has gained We have every cause for thankfulness that
revolution.
Also
while
largely by peaceful
the stolid, somewhat unimaginative, but
our scheme of government has remained
exceedingly conscientious character of a
seems
alpractically unchanged, England
British ancestry was so strong over us at
most to have drifted ahead of us in the the outset that tiie
spirit of the country
case with which the pulse of the people is
remains the same after absorbing millions
is
felt.
this:
as
That
the of other elements. These mixed
My meaning
ones, no
English cabinet resigns whenever it loses longer held in oppression at home,
expand
its majority in the House of Commons, to our
liberty and are part of us in every
and as a general election immediately folsense; but they have left their governlows, the feeling of the people molds mental distrust at home.
government more quickly than where

massed below

Vegetables.
New potatoes,pk
.40 New carrots, bunch .08
New beets, bunch
.10 Radish,
.16
.03 Asparagus,
.15
Cabbage,
.05 Tomatoes, lt>
.15
Onions,
06
Bermuda onions,
.75
String beans, pk
.07
Cucumbers,

to

that lower rail and giving it a chance to
get up out of the mud of hojielessness and
nothingness, is the true wisdom of the
race; because responsibility engenders
conservatism.

Baled...12 it 14
Loose.7 §8

This work has been in the hands of the
most expert cycle engineers in the profession and we have succeeded in building a bicycle that everyone who has
ridden admits is a better hill climber
than any chain wheel yet made.

Is there the action of mere chance in
this similar development of the English
speaker on both sides of the Atlantic? No!
It is thegenir
people that makes
them love fai
onor, law and order,
and work for
ights in the lo.wer rail

two

Baled.10

f

“On that fearful hot

Creamery per lb.25
Dairy.20 a. 22

Straw.

all alika.

o

speaks.

Tuesday, when the
companies of marines marched up into
the densely wooded hills back of Camp
Cheese.
McCalla to run to earth the Spanish fiends
Best factory (new) per lb.12 3. 16 who infested their
rocky sides, thirty
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (imported).on of these Cubans went along as guides.
Neufchatel.05 Over the sharp rooks, through the thorny
Eggs.
cacti, under the pelting sun they ran and
Fresh laid, per doz.15
scrambled, eager, silent and watchful.
Hay.
And when they came upon the enemy
Best loose, per ton,. 83IO
Butter.

democracy.

a

WBIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Peas:

trust in the

government is elected for

have been

of France do not, because
trust their impulsive people.
France calls itself a republic, but after 122
years is nothing but a bureaucracy: under
a system of espionag
that would be unbearable to us—every laborer being compelled to carry a sort of record-book of respectability, and every individual being,
in effect, an object of suspicion until
proved to be innocent.
Germany, too, while we have progressed

attention given to the strata of society
previously despised. The opportunities of
education have been opened almost unreservedly. The voice of the plain man has
been given broader place in the councils
of the nation. A tremendous adjustability
has been demonstrated by molding diverse people with diverse tongues into one
feeling of national life. Enterprise- commercial, inventive, moral, mental has
been and is a constant wonder to those
nations that have not moved so quickly.
And above

we

The rulers

fuller

i.tW BKOARDING

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
In good order and (It for shipping, Is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds,
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, (Mi
pounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 52
bounds; of carrots, •English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.

experimenting with,
developing and perfecting

allowed

in

1776 we were wearied of taxation
without representation, we chafed under
numberless restrictions placed upon our politically, still distrusts the people; even
development, we were bewildered by the represses their political aspirations, and
Rusvaried and conflicting charters of the allows the army and force to rule.
thirteen original colonies, and we were sia is still the massive problem of the
outraged in spirit at having our lives and north, where in a sense, the people have
been granted freedom, but it is not the
our liberties held as a light matter by ob*
stinate and short-sighted George 111. Hut freedom that frees in very truth.
Italy—
even the united Italy effected by Garibaldi
we were not one particle worse off than
the English masses themselves. The voice and others—is no land of popular trust;
of the people there was about as loud as else why the bloody repressions at Milan
the voice of a bat, and their progress was a few weeks since. Austro-Hungary with
little heeded.
Yet since that time, so apparently representative government has
regular, so similar, so coherent has reached no higher stage than that where a
been the development of human rights little liberty increases distrust of each
under the genius of the English speakers, other, culminating in the disgraceful parthat one needs hardly to say “True of liamentary riots in Buda Pesth last year.
England" or “True of America” but rath- But England after 122 years still calls itself a monarchy, yet it is to all intents
er “True of both”.
Each decade

FIGHT.

The Fierce Courage of the American
Allies In Cuba.
I A newspaper writer from CampMcCalla,
Cuba, writes of the insurgents as follows:
“These thin, black men, silent save in
battle, when bullets fly and blood boils,
are made of the stuff that men admire.
Above all else they love the cause for
which they fight. ‘Cuba libre!’ is their
watchword living and dying, and the man
who from a distance pretends to scorn the
honesty and earnestness of their purpose,
Country Produce.
their willingness to die, and to be torBenin.
Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50 tured in that death for the sake of their
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25 lone star
flag, knows not whereof he
KAINK

they dare not,

In

CUBANS

HOW

A

brave.

Independence Day.
It is peculiarly fortunate that it should,
as it
will give deeper meaning to the
backward glance that we must take. The
English-speaking world has moved in 122
years and in no particular more than this
—that there is an absolute, unreserved
confidence in the in tegrity of the common
people.
to

near

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Wednesday, July r>, 1898.

to extinguish in judge
public every sense of justice,
sweeping aside with the bowlings of maniacs the prophetic warnings of Zola, the
case was

and

made

issued

atbfTttaemmtB.

bewildering succession, and unwise would
the man be who attempted to foretell the
form of government in France twenty
years hence. Even within six months we
have seen that race-hatred in the Dreyfus

O. GROSVENOR DA WE.

BY

Subscribe
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price
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65c. to $1 25.

Don’t go out of the city to buy goods
you can save money buying at
Patronize home industries and
help yourself while you help others; then
you will always be happy.
when
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Short Session and Little Business
Rolls of Accounts.
The regular monthly meeting of the
board of aldermen was held last evening.
The full board was present. Little business of importance came before the meeting beside the usual rolls of accounts,
which were passed as follows:

worth,

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Apple

tree

getting

roses are

TEACHERS’ SALARY
City schools.
High school.

almost too

county.
Ellsworth,

H. Maddocks, of North
picked a perfectly formed rose
ple tree in his orchard, June 28.
A.

on an

STREET

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 1S9S.
——-—

Mrs. Emma W. Condon, the oldest resiof South Brooksville, who has seen

ELECTION, SEPT. 12,

Deer Isle farmers
Farmers

For

a

from

Llewei!yn Powers,

say

nuutLK, oi iMisworin.
County Attorney:
JOHN E. BVNKER, Jr.., of Bar Harbor.
For County Commissioner:
PERIRICHARDSON, of Tremout.
f.

For

Register

of Deeds:

WILLIAM B. CAMPBELL, of Ellsworth.
For County Treasurer:
OMAR W. TABLEY, of Ellsworth.
•c

The
doubt
wheto

keep

fort

on

School

The

American’s

correspondent

has

secure

South
coin

a

Isle

the

one

High school,

week, and after looking in
vain to find the authority, will give the
only information at hand. As the au-

thority

is

not

now

the

firmness
have the

hand

imagination,

credited to the
coin

at

made

was

it
if

during

can

Suj't of sch’19,
Text book,

be

doubted.

one

who

a

deposits

removed from the bank ;
influence did much to secure

vote

Notwith-finding
with w!i:,

r

continue

to

the

persistency

\\

Henry

statements to the contrary
be circulated, President
has not considered issuing

,-onie

art

unexpected develop-

hiting Nominated for French-

Last

succeed

1 35

1 25
1 75
2 25
14 00
9 00
1 75
6 44
14
15 00

Hancock Co Pub Co,
Ernest L Moon*,
L l> Patten,
II A Moore,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
Ernest I. Moore,
Allyn •* Bacon,
>< ott, Eoresumn A: Co,
Werner School Book Oo,

Miss Ashie Cottle is

Bucksport.

hay
John B. Hedman. whose term lias

visiting

Springfield, Mass.,
Wednesday evening,

of

and

an appropriate
pressive manner, in the presence
thirty friends, mostly relatives.

I
I

Miss

1 30
1 sO
i»00
2W
7 30
41 •.<;

*2080
13 s5
10 30

I

daisies.

bell of white

gown of white
with muslin de

bouquet

of

L; does not expect to have to I expired. The nomination of Mr. WhitMrs. M. J.
ing has not yet been confirmed.
Went worth’s sister, of
the matter.
He believes ]
The nomination of Mr. Whiting gives1 Dedham, is visiting her for a few days.
that we have men enough now under general satisfaction. He is well qualified
M. D. Haslam, employed at Sullivan,
for the office. Mr. Whiting has been asspent Sunday and Monday with his
arms, to complete the job of thrashsociated with the business interests of
here.
family
ing the Spaniards, which has been so Ellsworth for the past twenty-three
Miss Eva Lai^e went to Boston SaturHe is a member of the present
years.
conducted
to
date.
gloriously
up
for
day, where she will visit relatives
firm of Whiting Bros. This business was

soie.

a

¥

in

Long,

bride

recipient

the

groom also

presented pins

bride

r,.~"

to each of the

established

in

1846

by

Mr.

Whiting's

Henry Whiting, and his
quarter of the year fat her. S.t he late
K. W biting.
closes with most encouraging returns, uncle,
Mr. Whiting has
never
held other
Failures have public office than that of alderman of t tie
says Dun's Review.
second

been

little

a

quarter

of

crease

been

ot

larger than in the first
the year, whereas a deti.2 per cent, might have

expected

from experience of the
past ten years, but with that allowance a difference of only 83,500,000
can

charged

be

to

whereas

war,

war

and fears of

solvent

payments

through clearing-houses

for the quarter were over 815,600,000,000.
In the
very best years defaults range from
an eighth to a fifth of 1 per cent, of
such payments, and in bad times from
a third to half of 1 per cent, or more,
but this year the proportion is less
than

a

fifth

shows

an

The nna.rt.erlv statement

aggregate of

834,498,074,

which is smaller than in the second

quarter of any year since 1890 except
one, and the average of liabilities defaulted to firms in business, and to

exchanges through clearing-houses, is
also smaller than in any year except
of the past seven years.
The remarkable
decrease
in failures for
small amounts, and especially in fail-

one

ures outside the principal centres of
credit and trade, deserves especial attention.

He is at

city.

present secretary of the
republican county committee.

successful

and

Children's Day Concert.
A Children’s Day concert was given at
the Methodist church Sunday evening.
The church was prettily decorated with
cut

flowers

programme
audience:

voting

through the newspapers. We
propose to fill this “long-felt want”.
We have at our disposal three “scholarships” of the Shaw business col-

contest

lege, a well-known Maine institution.
By scholarship we mean tuition fees—
one

for

six

months,

months in the

one

voluntary.Mrs Greely, organist
ntliein..'.choir
Prayer.Rev .1 P Simont**n
Song.Sunday school

Recitation, “Children’s Pay”.Genie Sowle
Recitation, “Following Jesus,”
Cora Stevens, Sadie Eaton, Susie Chapman
Motion song .Primary class
Recitation, “Lessons from Nature,"

course,

and one for three months in the regular course.

“scholarships”

free
women in

to the three young men or
Ellsworth whose friends give

them

the largest number of votes between
now and September 24.
This offers an

opportunity for three young persons
desirous of a business education to
get a start tuition free. We have no
doubt there are many young persons
in this city who could manage to pay
their board for three or six months,
their tuition, but who cannot afboth. It is persons like this
whom this scheme will help.
or

ford

We ourselves are not

entirely dismatter; we expect
to gain new subscribers by it.
If we
don’t, we lose what the scholarships
interested in the

have cost us. but in any event we
shall stand by our pledge.
For the time being, then, the contestants become our canvassers; every
new subscriber means thirty votes; the
liveliest hustlers will secure the schol-

arships. It will not be difficult to secure subscriptions to The American;
it is acknowledged to be the representative paper oi the county; the

are

Man ia

Duet, “Brighten the Way With

a

Sargent
Smile,”

Essie Douglass and Hester Cushman
Responsive recitation, “The Trees of the Bible,”
Class 5 and superintendent
Recitation, “Bear Ye Cue Another's Burdens,”
Jennie Dorr
Anthem, "Suffer Little Children”.Choir
Motion recitation,
Lucy Stevens and Nellie Treworgy
Recitation, “For Children’s Day". .Clara Moore
Solo, “Jesus, We Love to Meet”..Fannie Tower
Recitation, “A Part for You”.Viola Pierson
Singing, “Onward Christian Soldiers,”
Choir and congregation

Benediction.Pastor

Kxcelslor Lodge Disbands.
Burry, July 4 (special).—Excelsior lodge, I. O. of G. T., of East Surry,
East

its

its charter

working

on

members

July 2,
mostly

1898.
were

away and would be for a year or two at
least, it was thought better to die honorably than to starve to death.
In making this announcement
Mrs.
Julia A. Chatto, of Excelsior lodge, w ho
is also district secretary, mentions the
names of E. C. Lord, Gertrude Hammond
and Eva M. Dodge, who were charter
members March 7, 1890, and were faithful
to the end.
Team
A

train

Struck by Train.

from

Bucksport

struck

the

wagon of Augustus Chapman, of Orrington, on the crossing at the foot of Barstow hill last Wednesday morning, killing the horse and smashing the wagon.
Mr. Chapman sustained a fracture of the
collar bone and four ribs.
Mr. Chapman is a brother of H. C.
Chapman,
proprietor of the Bangor
house, and is about sixty years old.

Bowman,
Somerville,
visiting their parents at East

Miss Bertha Flood, who has been employed in the public schools at l^agrange,
has returned
home
for
the
summer
vacation.

was well tinea

by

bis

V

couple departed in
rice, and with the best wishes
of ail.
They will spend a few days in
travel, and be in Springfield July 7, where !
a reception will be held at the home of
Mr. Barton.

Rer. E. L. Hunt, pastor.
10 and 17 there will be
service.
Other services

I roll 11 >1 Mo n Nomination.
The

prohibition party

has

again

4

DAYS

WEEK

FROM

(CARRIAGE—Two-seated
H

2ltibrrlisniinits.

D

IIOM< EOPATIIIST.

make

a

Hours from 9

to

a. m.

9 p.

on

most

skilled

the disease* of

1:UNION
Stri-ct,

Kllsworth.

WHITING

COULD,
\\ ho now keeps the store so long occupied by the late J. \V. Coombs, is
prepared to till every want that can
be supplied by

I shall sell it In

pound packages
Sift

women

CENTS

PER

at

POUND.

Choice

ENVELOPES. 3 bunches for 25cts.
This 1- without doubt the

Greatest

Value

Fruit. Nuts and the like.

Stationery.
I have three sizes and
Cream.

two

tint.-— A /.urine and

An appropriate purchase

by

Sbbrrltsr.ntnls.

A. COOMBS.

...

I? S'TIL JFLY

A CARD.

tunity

pub-

lic of Ellsworth and vicinity that

10

my engagement with Mr. W. R.

Fenley, who

is

Watches,

Call

Ellsworth

tine

pictures

_

as

it

is

for

Jewelry,

work

l»y that date

July lO.

N. It. —All persona Indebted to me are
requested to settle same by July 4; af.er that date 1
shall leave bills with attorney for collection.

PETERS

J"

YNWOOD F.

Slain

Street,cor. State,

Attorney and Counsellor

Special attention given
Commercial business.

Ellsworth.

its

ALL Bl

B. F. Joy.
I have closed
shall Imj pleased

my store on Water Stm t, and
wait on my cudmm r? at mi

t<>

New Store

on

.Main Sr..

Ti: \CI! IKS' EXAMINATION
I.L persons desiring to teach in the pubin the old Odd
it v «•! Ellsworth the
J. V lie schools of the
coming year are notified to present them- I
selves for examination at the high school 1
room, Main street, on Thursday. July 7, at 9,
o’clock a. in. No application will be considThanking all f-*r p.t-t patronage, and de-lring
ered until after the examination.
a
continuance ..t your trade In the future, 1
Ernest L. Moohi:,
shall try to please you in quality and price.
Supt. of Schools.
4

Fellows' Building.

)

at

WANTED.
the office of the

schools,
superintendent
1 during the

Ellsworth,

-n
ensuing year.
d»-li\ered to the different school-houses
according to specifications to be seen at the
su ;•»
'.t" ndetit's office.
Bids will be received
until ! o'clock Monday, August 1, 1898, when
they v\ i.l '-e opened by the committee on fuel.
Hi.Is will also be received for transport' ig
scholars from the old school-houM-, disti let
No. 16 (Junioer cemetery), to the Falls, each
sc 100I
for the ensuing
year. Tne price
given shall be per week, and may be for the
term or year.
Bids will also he received for repairing certain school-houses, for building out-houses
and cleaning ali of the school-houses. Particulars fo. this work may he hail of the superintendent. This work to he done as soon
as satisfactory arrangements can be made.
Bids will also be received from persons
wishing to serve as janitors of the severaj
school-houses.
Notice is hereby given that no bills for work
done on the school-houses will be paid unless
arrangements are made with the superintendent of schools previous to doing the
work.
Ernest L. Moore,
Supt. of Schools.

for
to he

day.

CLASS

CONVENTION.
convention of

republican
District will be held
TFIELegislative
school-house in district No. 2. in

the
at

47th
the

Mariaville,

Tuesday. July 12, 1C98, for the purpose of
nominating a candidate for Representative to
the Legislature, to be voted for at the September election, and to transact any other business that may properly come before it.
Per order,
H. H. Hopkins
P. Silsby,
l. Ju-,

[Committee.
)

Collection* and all

LOAN.
REAL ESTATE

over

Hurrlil National

Han't,

_-

Maine.

ILrgal Xoticrs.

,,'
5pcual Xoticrs.

]>

TO

Law.

H1NL8S STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

Ki.iawuktii,

Yours respectfully,

NOT ICE

to

at

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Office*

IDS will be received
>
of

ELLSWORTH.

GILES,

SECURITY TAKEN ON

am

SCHOOL

COULD.

BLOCK,

MONEY

K. K. JOY,

noted for its

as

for

»««

TOBACCO and CIGARS.
HENRY

Clocks,

who smokes

I MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

advantage of my

Spectacles, Eye-Classes.

a century and hoping ho to
improve from my association with
Mr. Fenley that I shall be able to

scenery, I

man

a

ter of

make

oppor-

—OF—

photographer of
national reputation,
recognized
throughout New England as a
His
work will
prize winner.
speak for itself, and I respectfully
bespeak your patronage.
Thanking you for your liberal
patronage during the last quar-

as

an

a
a

BOX of CIGARS

CLOSIXi-Oj T SALE

time

Bhort

to take

Maine.
I

The public will have

a

is

FINE STATIONERY,

Kllsworth,

for

Confectionery,

offered in

ever

FREDERICK

I have extended

Ellsworth.

ivrnonrcE

WRITING BABUR.

Specialist

to inform the

BROS..

37 Main St

the Tnlted States.

pleased

"n±-

GROCERIES.

i:no,

N ATKINA >1 BOND

m.

charge may do so. This will be the only opportunity to sec Mrs. I)r. Drew In Ell-worth. She
has been most cordially received throughout

am

iines of

TI1K FA MOl’S

will lie at the Hancock House, Ellsworth, where
all ladles who wl-h to Interview her free of

I

IKKY\S

I

DRY GOODS

t«»

children,

and

>1.

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.

FOR A FEW DAYS

Mrs. DR. FRANCES H. DREW,
America's

I».

per

()ur u-uiil

E.

\

Timothy, II nmjariim, !{*»<!
Top ami I.iihii (irarni seed.
Al*yk«* ami lied Clover,
ItHrit' V Omi muih! mt«I IVhb.

beveraye.

as a

Satnrflay,

10

INI 1.1 sj

-•

JTor Sak.

we

of

princi-

4

ONLY.

WBfliiBsflay

no

Ointments fur Catarrh that Contain Mercury,
a* mercury will *urelv destrov the sen e of
smell and completely
-tom
derange th‘* wlnde
when entering it through the mucous
surface-.
>uch article* should never he u- *• l
pi <>•,
prescriptions from reputable phv*«cian*. a- tindamage they will do i- ten-fold la the g.i you
• an
po siidy derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh
< ure, manufactured
by ¥. .1. Chenev \ c,, To
I ledo, O., contains no mercury, and i- taken inDemocratic Nominations.
ternally, acting
upon the blood and
The democrats of Maine at their con- j muoou- surfaces directly
of the system.
In having
vention in Bangor last Thursday, nom- Hall s Catarrh Cure be sure you get tin* genuine. It is taken internally, ami made in Toinated Samuel L. Lord, of Saco, for govKilo, Ohio, by r. .1. Cheney'A Cu. Testimonials
ernor.
free.
.>«dd by Druggists, price 75c.
The
fourth district democrats
have
per bottle.
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.
nominated A. J. Chase, of Sebec, for Congress.
Fred W. Plaisted, of Augusta, has been
nominated for Congress in the third district.
canopy-top carJ riage and harness, nearly new. Enquire
of A. \\ Ellis. Ellsworth, Falls. F. E. HartsSeems a* If all the things we like disagree horn.
with us, and all the things we don’t like, agree
with us. Dyspepsia lurk.s in most of the good
OUSE and Grounds of the late James F.
things we eat, and indigestion follows the gratDavis on Court street, bridge Hill, Ellsitieulion of appetite, of course, it isn’t Naworth. Will be sold at a bargain. For terms
ture’s fault. Nature does the host ->110 can, and and information
apply to .Sylvia W. Dam*.
if a man will only help her a little bit at the
right time, he may eat what he likes and as
much as he likes. Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets
are for people who are troubled with indigestion.
Particularly for those in whom it manifests Itself in the form of constipation.
K. HAKKY W. OSGOOD,
The
“Pellets” are quick and easy in their action.
They are in perfect harmony with Nature. They
effect a permanent cure. You need take them
regularly only a little while. After that, use
them occasionally when you need them—when
Main St.,
Ellsworth, Me
you have eaten anything that disagrees with
8*i Over Postal Telegraph Co.
you. They may be taken ju*t as treely as you
would take water or any other nee-—ity of life.
Once used they arc always in favor.
Successor to Dk. a. l. Douglass.)

This year

Not .1 laxative unless taken before breakfast.
Slau*

The New

of

i

c'L

Excelsior Water is usetl

pally

ftfrtucal.

follows : 11a. 111., Sunday school; 3 p. ill.,
junior C. E. meeting; 6.30 p. m., men’s
meeting; 7.30, prayer meeting.
Weekly services as usual at church and
Hillside.

Hew are

j

^VUiyAlUdi glass.

nom-

inated A. S. I„Rdd for governor.

as-

Christian Kndeavorers at Bangor.
England General Conference
District Epwortti league convention is
in session in Bangor this week.
The
convention began
yesterday ami will
end Friday.
Mrs. Margaret Bottoms.
New York,
president of the King’s
Daughters; Kev. Dr. Cadman, of tTie
New
Metropolitan
Temple.
York;
Senator A. S. Koe.of Massachusetts; Senator Frye, of Maine; President
Hyde, of
Bowdoin college; Kev. W. I. Haven
Kev. )r. Perrin, Miss Marv
Danforth, of
Japan; and Miss Mary I.uun, of the
Deaconess hospital, Boston, are among
the speakers expected.
Miss Danforth will speak Thursday, and
Mrs. Bottoms Friday.

Haw Oil, Varnish*** and
Shellae.
and
I'nint I’rushc*.
Color*

compound*.

^HKcCZuXaMk

*

UNION CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.

July
preaching

White Lead.

and

Avoid
harmful artificial

shower of

sociatea. Funeral services were held at
the bouse on Wednesday at one o’clock
p. m. Interment at Juniper cemetery.

On

“Eagle”
lt>ll«-d

specialty

About 9 30 the bridal

a

live years, eleven months and fifteen days.
He had been in failing health for several
years, and during the past year had been
confined to the house for the greater part
of the time.
He leaves two sisters, Mrs.
Emma Gray, of Bluehill, and Miss Cora
of
Gray,
Baltimore, Md., and a brother,
Freeman Gray, now in the West. He also
leaves a wife and three children, who have
the sympathy of the community. Previous to his illness Mr. Gray was employed
ana

j

j

U. S. Deck Paint for floor*.

.Served in its

a

Emery M. Gray died at Penobscot on
Monday, July 4. of phthisis, aged forty-

rh mmman

Recitation, “The Lord’s Presence,”

for three

stenographic

We offer these

was

plants. The following
much enjoyed by a
large

A

As
a

and

Organ

surrendered

A Voting Contest.
Ellsworth has never had

Mass.,

Orlaud.

We sell the World’s Fair

sively in New England.

Stillman Jordan

of

Paper.

Prize-Winning

natural state—not

teacher,
great favorite socially. The groom represents a large seed firm and travels extena

man

with Mrs. A. E.

Wall

Sprint.

A

non/ial school in the class of '9-1.

She lias been

few weeks.

rame home from KingSaturday night to visit his family
over Sunday and Monday.
Mrs. F. E. Cottle and daughter Mittie,

ANI>

¥

r,°"EiCdlsior

graduate of ttie Eastern

is a

Matting,

Cloths,

ALL COLORS.

bridesmaids.
State

Floor Oil

SARATOGA WATER.

many handsome and useful presents.
Her gift from
the groom was a handsome pin.
The

1

The

WALSH’S, kllswXI'nk.

Straw

Carpets,

Misses’ Button and Lhcc, 11'.. 2, 1.25 ,x,
Former Price, $1.50.
Y
^
X ladies’ Button and 1 Ace, 2L, A1 1.50 X
Former Price, $2 00.
V
Y

¥

i

OFFER CHOICE LINES OF

y

of

consider

a

and

the ceremony and congratularefreshments were served.
The

was

1 he

j
(business established 60 years)

Button and l.ace, S'^ 11, 1 OO X
O
Former Price, $1.25.

A Child’s

bride, was best man.
Among the guests from out-of-town
were James A. Barton and wife, and Mrs.
Mary A. Kellogg, of Springfield, Mass.,
Miss Annie C. Warren, of Granby, Muss.,
and Miss Vida Marik, of Rockland, Me.
After

;

$ .80 V
«T*

Lhcp, 6 8,
Former Price, $loo.

X

the

tions,

!

X

V Child’s Button

of

cousiu

~

x

—

X

silk, trimmed
She
carried a

bridesmaids, Misses Susie and Mary Long,
bride, wore white dresses
blue ribbon and white
trtnmed with
lace, with carnation pinks on the dresses
Archie

Paper,
Carpets.

These Shoe* are all New t.ood*, of the n
Best Quality HUM,i)l.A KID, Solo I.calh
A er Counter*, Sole Leather Inner-ole*, and
Y Oak Bottom*.
Y
’x
*x

sisters of the

and in the hair.

Wall

V*

white roses, and
The
her hair.

and

twined

were

roses

a

wore

Paint,

4
8

? SPRING HEEL
¥ BUTTON & LACE, ¥

the

under

The bride

brocade

pink

THIS

relatives in

party stood

X

1

X

room was

roses, and the bridal

V

X

im-

of

j

CALLS FOR

of about

niece

Ward well,

Mabel

| 11 SPRING CLEANING

s

A

29, at the home of the bride. Rev.
K. Bean, pastor of the Congregational
church of Bluehill, officiated, performing
t he ceremony in

SALE

V

June

H. C. Hastings was in Bangor and O.dtown Monday and Tuesday.

ments

Edwin

and

Bluehill,

married at 8.30

were

Meeting adjourned.
-*ELLSWORTH FALLS.

man's Hay District.
President McKinley sent
j to the Thursday
Senate the nomination of Henry
McKiniey
| Whiting,
of Ellsworth, for collector of
another c.iil for troops, and unless!
customs for Frenchman’s
district to

there

155 00
5" On

in regard to condition of State street was
referred to the committee on streets.
Petition of residents of Church street
for new sidewalk from School street to
Oak street was referred to the committee
on streets, with power to act.
Committee on tire department to which
was referred request of Senator Hale hose
company regarding hose carriage, asked
further time, which was granted.
Voted to allow the Eagle hook
and
ladder company *12 toward
furnishing
their room, the money to be expended
under the direction of ttie committee on
tire department.

veto power, and with Homan
‘“took
t fie responsibility’’ to

his

14 5**

Total.
#1,702 05
Notice of John F. \Vhitcomband others

Jackson's

the

was

45 00
45 cu
5 50
£100
10 00
9*0 oo
161 2u
5 00
5 45
6 00
19 00

S L

Deer

like

2 »H>
5 50
c »
0 25

10

Edgar Jordan,
Lord,

it.

described last

at least

house,

School,

an

their removal.
The braced-back mule
will be taken in !
pulling Rt his halter represents his dethe Senate on the annexation resolu- j termination to
The
carry out his points.
lion the latter part of this week. Ad- 1 coin is not particularly valuable.
journment of Congress will soon fol- i
low.
('Olil.KCrOK OF (TSTOMS.

expected that

dept,

a

the local granges, would

2 on

25 00
.150
20 00

Ellsworth Water Co,
Maine Insane hospital,
George A Phillips,
Morrison, Joy A Co,
F B Aiken.
Perry J Langley,
George W Dunn,
Sen Hale Hose Co,
Eagle H & L Co,
F B Aiken,
K V Tliurber,
E P Pond,
Morrison, Joy A Co,
W L Remlck,’
Geo YV Patten,
.1 II Kennedy,
John C Meader,

Insane poor,

opening in Hancock county
factory, and that concerted efthe part of the farmers, or some of

is

for such

2 00
2 00

FETlldcn,

Hast

Barton,

Warner

|

#2,461

Timothy Donovan,

City water,

The canning of sweet corn is a business
is gradually increasing in Maine and
there is hardly a factory to be mentioned
located in the central part of the State
that has not this year made plans to increase
its pack.
The Gossiper believes
there

Bug bee \ Co,

of

Long,

wedding march.
| bride, played Lohengrin's
decorated with ferns and
55 The

AMOUNT
lr 1 7'

Hiram C Lord,
George A Phillips,
F B Aiken,

Llbrarv,

that

used

up

Police,

that
some

Oxford farmers do
milk fever, but

The

administration, and he

*r

of

distemper

hard, but there is no
dying. It is doubtful
lias strength enough to
ght all this week. It is j
eg
is

i,

part

the death

ition to Hawaiian annexj.-

of

it resembles that disease.

The

ation

ones

complaining

also

244 .''7
102 21

Win Goggins,
Levi B Wyman,
A L Douglass,
Ralph BC ushman,
Frank L Heath,
George A Phillips,
L F llooper,
Daniel T Card,

Fire

For Seuators:
KUFUS P. GK1NDLE, of Bluehill.
HANNIBAL E. HAMLIN, of Ellsworth.
For Clerk of Courts:
JOHN K KNOWLTON, of Ellsworth.
For Judge of Probate:
OSCAR P. CUNNINGHAM, of Bucksport.
For Sheriff:

For

are

northern

causing

is

call the

not

Houlton.

COUNTY TICKET.

i-j^wis

the

of their cattle.

Governor,
of

distemper

only

not the

are

#2,114 77

5.

C \ Bellatty,
Y\ H Moore,

afflicted with milk fever.

are

Oxford county
STATE TICKET.

David

Contingent,

ninety-second birthday,
recently
photographer’s and had her
in
taken
for
the
first
time
her life.
picture
walked to the

whose herds
1898.

ROLL OK AH of NTS NO.
NAME.

FIND.

dent

BElTBLiCAX XOJIIXEES.

ROLL.

Bridges.

her

j-

COMMISSIONER'S

Highways.

Sidewalks.

I SPECIAL

—

#050
IM
$nii

ap-

LONG-BARTON.

Miss
Bluf.hill, July 2 (special).
Georgia Iola Long, daughte. of CL CL

ROLL.

for mention in Hancock

common

2Mjcrttsnncntg.

3tibrTttennmt<s.

WKDDIXG HELLS.

MEET.

A

plan here set forth. We will do all in
our power to assist contestants.

AT

HAM
F. "

ALDERMEN

paper, and at the same
time the best local paper.
Any one who wishes to enter this
contest may call at this office for
further information regarding the

only county

Cull and

see me

W. II.

in my

New Store.

IIKKSSK1L

Special

Xotirca.

NOTICK.
rPHE proprietors of the Mount Desert Bridge
X Corporation are herebv notified that
their annual meeting will he holden at the
dwelling-house of the heirs of William
Thotnpso l, in Trenton, on Monday, the
eleventh day of July next, at 2 o’clock
p. m..
for the following purposes, viz.:
tirst. To choo>e officers for said
corporation for the ensuing year.
Second. To transact such other business
re
tive to the bridge that may appear neces-

subscriber herenv give* n, ;ice that
has been «iu 1
a|.p.■;nteii administrator of ihe estate of saimu l
>eammon, late
.f
I r.-.nklin, in
the county ,.f Hancock,
b ct-a-i d, am) giw-n floods as tlm law directs.
All persons hav ing demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
present the
sam, f«*
set i.cnu-tit, ami all indent, d thereto
are requested to make
; .<>im nt immediately.
I.v s o OOP F. GILES.
J une 7. a. <1. I89K.

r|^HL
lie
1

riTHE subscriber hereby
notice that
she has been ilulv appointed adminisA
le estate of < hai es E. Babbidge,
lute of >.,'!]• ngton. in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desir'd to
present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imM A H V 1.. It A IlKIPl.i:
mediately.
June 7, a. d. 189S.

FORECLOSURE NOTICE.

the

day
August,
his mortgage deed of that date,
ON1895. bytwenty-sixth
corded in the
of
for the
of

a.

d.

re-

Registry

counDeeds,
ty of Hancock, in the State of Maine, in hook
-93. page 307, Charles II. J a,
kson, t ht n of township No. 32, in said countv, conveyed in mortgage to me, Benjamin F. Jackson, of Mil-

ford, Maine. a certain tract of land situated
in said township No. 32, and bounded as follows, to wit: Begin at a stake on the north
line of said township and at the northwest
corner of land
formerly occupied by Geo.
h. Trask and known as the Geo. F. Trask lot;
thence southward by a road a* travelled on
the aforesaid date one hundred thirty-three
and one-third rods to the southwest corner of
said Trask lot; thence eastward by the south
sarv.
line of said Trask lot about one hundred and
Eden, June 17, 1898.
twenty rods to the west line of laud supposed
to he owned
Eben L. Higgins, Clerk.
by the Coe heirs; thence southward by said west line sixty-six and twoBy Ehen M. Hamor, his attorney.
thirds rods to the north line of land of Luther
A. Jackson; theuce
NOTICE.
westward by the lastnamed north line two hundred and forty roils
is hereby given that 1 forbid al!
to
the east Jiue of the Whitcomb and Haynes
pc sons from treating my wife. Feriuor
I lot.
thence northward by said'east
A. I’reworgy, on
my account, as I shall pav no line so-called;
two hundred rods to tin
north line of
bills whatever c»f her
contracting from ‘this I said
township; thence eastward by said north
Philip B. Trbworuy.
line about one hundred and twenty rods to
Juiy 1. a. d. 1898.
the point of beginning. The condition in said
mortgage deed is now broken, and bv reason
NOTICE.
of said breach of condition, I the said mortA LL persons are warned against trusting gagee, claim a foreclosure oi -aid mortgage
*»y "de, Alline Randall, on my account, and of the right of
redemption thereunder.
as
shall pay no bills of her
contracting after I Dated this twenty-eighth day of June, a. d.
this date.
Stillman Randall.
I 1898.
Benjamin F. Jackson.
North Sullivan, June 20, 1398.
By George F. .Ntv. all, his attorney.
_

NrOTfCE

dale;

\

WAR NEWS.

the Philippines. The total area Is about 420
square miles, ami population about

10,000.]

FRIDAY, JULY 1.
The first land battle of the
Battle of

In this column from week to week during the
continuance of the war, The American will
print the important facts and events of the
war In the order of their occurrence.
We shall
endeavor to separate the wheat from the chaff—
fact from rumor—to the end that readers of The
American will be correctly Informed of the
progress of events. We will give no space here
to unauthenticated rumors, and will relieve the
newof all sensational features and
Ina.
curacies which are Inseparable from dally press
Wc will toll tinreports and news bulletins.
plain, unvarnished tale, that the Hie- of Tiik
American may afford a fairly correct, history of
the war.
On Wednesdays, however, we will
print the most reliable news bulletins n * civ d
up to the hour of going to press, hut these
bulletins will be entirely apart from
tills
column.

TUESDAY, JUNE 28.
The President to-day anBlockade
nouuced the extension of the
Extended, blockade, to include all ports

began to-day,

war

when

the

Santiago.

American forces began the attack on the outer defences of
Santiago. The fighting began early in
the morning and continued all day.
The Americans were successful, driving
the Spaniards back into the city.
At
nightfall the Americans were within
three-fourths of a mile of the city, and
heights from which siege

commanded the

town

of

oti

three

El

the centre, and the

cations at Aguadores
theses front.
At all three

successful.

battery and fortifithe left, and on

on

points ttie Americans were
The fighting began at El

tured.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29.

In

meantime at the centre of the

the

for.

vent their

sinking,

and

burning

on

succeeded

in

were

the beach.

“Cristobal

The

Colon”

getting nearly sixty miles
tiago before she too was
render, and

Though

was run

four

away from Sanforced to sur-

ashore.

of

vessels

these

were

armored

killed and

wounded

one

“Brooklyn”.

on

killed and 160 wounded.

this afternoon.

head

To-day the Spanish gunAnother
boat “Leyte”, which lias
Gunboat for been in hiding in one of
the small rivers near MaDewey.

RUMORS

OF

ARMY

CERVERA’S FLEET A

DESTRUCTION OF

STEP TOWARD THE DESIRED

LONp

iH in

END—FALL OF SANTIAGO NEAR.

week toward the desired end of

the
been

war.

the

Americans,
oners

of

the

toward

350

of shot and shell with a courage which
knows no
fear.
The exhibition of
heroism and lighting ability to which

Admiral

Cer-

men, surrendered to the
and all are now held as pris-

war.

Cervera’s

fleet

Spain
breaking out
which

was

of

cruisers

armored

the most formidable

could assemble

and

the

before the
The

war.

four

of modern design
about f3,000,000

were

and cost

armament,
each. The torpedo-boat destroyers were
new
boats, the “Furor” having been
launched in 1896 and the “Pluton” only
last year. The former was credited with
a speed of twenty-eight knots and the
latter thirty knots. All the ships are a

of

hi* troops, with the Tenth cavalry
When they came to the
ranged alongside.
open, smooth hillside there was no protection.
Bullets were raining down on them, and shot
and shells from the batteries were sweeping

As

evidence of the advance

an

which

surgery lias made, and of the character of
service rendered to t he American army at

Santiago through

Spaniards

on

sea

deadly

a

and

land

storm

have

been

treated this week, will have a powerful
moral influence in future engagements.
But the grand victories of the week
have not been unaccompanied by sorrow.

predicted in
the approaches
As

this

column

to

Santiago

were

not

ships

The

battle

BORN.

heroism which will be the theme of song
and story in years to come.
But
us

is

what is of

present importance to

the immediate effect

battles

on

the

of these

Spain,

war.

still says she will not

it is

for

sue

two

asserted,

peace; that

Oscar

front,comes tlie report of an operation while there are 100,000 men in Cuba ready
performed on John Cudahy, of the tenth to die in defence of the island, surrender
is not to be thought of. But that statenila, surrendered to Ad- everything. There was a moment’s hesitation, cavalry, who was shot through the brain.
and then came the order “forward, charge!” The
on
t he
surgeon
hospital ship ment was made before Spain learned of
miral Dewey.
She had exhausted amLieut.Col. Roosevelt led, waving his sword
of Cervera’s ileet, or
••Olivette” removed the top of Cudahy’s the destruction
munition and food m repelling attack, by
Out into the open and up the hill the men
found the bullet embedded in tlie rather, before she accepted it as true.
skull,
had
hoard
She
on
tifty-two went. Deatli to every man seemed certain.
insurgents.
What
the effect of the news will be
officers and ninety-four men, naval and Up, up they went, not a man flinching, and wall of the skull on the opposite side from
which it entered and successfully re- ! when it becomes known to the excitable
military.
firing a* they ran. Roosevelt was a hundred
populace is a matter of conjecture, but in
THURSDAY, JUNE 30.
feet in the lead. Up, up lu the face of death, moved it,
Cudahy will recover.
Troop*
Arrive at
Manila,

of
The first
expedit'~
troops to the Philippine ialunds
the
arrived at Manila to-day

transports “City of Sydney”,
“City of Pekin” and “Austra-

lia”. accompanied by tlie cruiser “Charleston”.
On the way to Manila
Ladrone
the “Charleston” stopped
Guahan, the largest of
islands, took
the island without resistance, took possession of the whole group, and made
prisoners of Gov. Gen. Marina, his staff
and t he military force of six officers and
fifty-four men, who were taken to MaIsland* Seized, at

the Ladrone

1

nila.
'Hif I.udrones arc a group of twenty small
isuiiuD ii, the Pad lie, about l,*2oo miles cast of

dropping from the ranks at every step.
rough rider* acted like veteran*. It was an
inspiring sight and an awful one.
Men dropped faster ami faster, but others
took their places.
Roosevelt sat erect on his
horse, holding hi* sword and *h<> itiug for hi*
men to follow him.
Finally hi* horse was shot
from under him, hut he landed on hi* foot and
charged up the hill afoot.
At last the top of the hill was reached,
The
Spaniards in the trenches could -till have annl
Minted the American*, but the Yankees* daring
da/.ed them. They wavered for an instant, and
then turned and ran.
As they ran our men
coolly picked them off.
was

San Juan

itself

taken

remained

was

in

the

to

be taken.

heavy, and the

were

everywhere.
later

this

capture of Sati Juan.

The batteries there
eartli works

But

won.

the

one

The position
afternoon, by a
more desperate

charge up the hill eveti
than that of the rough riders.
At Aguviores, the third point of attack, the land forces were aided by the
navy, and the fortifications were reduced.
During the day a war balloon was used

Cervera’s Fleet is

Swept

position
step in

The

only

was

atibcrtisrmcnta.

from the Sea,

successfully by

keeping

the Americans in

the army informed of the enemy’s position and movements. Admiral Cervera’s
fired several

fleet

shells

irUo

the

but could not do much for fear of

BUT

to their

hills,
injury

troops.
SATURDAY, JULY 2.
The fighting was reSecond Day suined this morning. This
of the Battle, time the Americans were
on the defensive, confin-

SMITH

own

ing themselves to holding the positions
they had taken.
The Spaniards made a desperate effort

decided to change his business, and still offers for a while
longer this great opportunity to
has

recapture Sail Juan hill. Several times
they charged up the hill, but each time
were driven back with terrible loss.

to

procure

The

American

loss

in

the

two

days’

wounded.

The Spanish loss is estimated
live times as large. Among the
Americans killed was Capt.
O’Neill, of
the rough riders. Several other officers
were killed.
Gen. Linares, commander of

as

(our

the

or

Spanish forces,

Friday.
Sampson’s fleet
took
hand in the flghting Saturday by a bomwas

wounded

Admiral

Sampson
takes

a

a

Hand,

bardment of the fortifica-

tions at the entrance of Santiago harbor.
particular attention was paid
to Morro castle, and the old fort was
riddled. The huge Spanish flag which
has waved so defiantly from the castle
was carried away by a well-directed shot
This time

from the

“Oregon”.
SUNDAY,

JULY

3.

To-day Gen. Shatter
Demanded

of Santiago.

would shell the
less

de-

the surrender of
Santiago, informing the
Spanish general that he
manded

tin Surrender

the demand

was

acceded to

town

un-

in twen-

ty-four hours. At the request of consuls
of foreign governments in Cuba, the time
was afterward extended to Tuesday noon
to allow the removal of foreign residents
and women and children.
Admiral
Cervera’s
fleet,
Cervera1 s

f

Our store will

ready

soon

be

to let.

j

SMITH’S,
One

<if
|

the

the

Busiest Places of Business
in Ellsworth.

view

SEVILLA.

official

re-

port of the American losses at Sevilla,
June 24:

cavalry—Private Otto Krupp, troop II;
Corporal Alexander IJennoc and Privates Emil
Jack
Hlork,
Ilerlin, Peter 11 Dix, Gustav Colbei
and Jesse K stark, troop K.
"Tenth cavalry—Corporal William L White,
troop E.
"First United States volunteer cavalry—Corporal George Doherty and Private E Leggett,
troop A ; Sergeant Marcus II Russell and Private S Han/ lleofnoe, troop G ; Capt A K Capron, Sergeant Hamilton Fish, and Private Tilden W Dawson, troop L; Private William J
Ervlne, troop F.
"First

Though the exact figures of the Spanish
engagement at Sevilla probably never will be known, it is known
losses in the
that

they

much

were

heavier

Spanish
brought inside

American losses.
have been

than^the

papers which
the American

Spanish losses
were much larger than supposed.
These newspapers say that 4,000 Spanish

lines

indicate

troops

were

that

the

engaged with 10,000 Ameri-

cans, and the Spanish
killed and wounded.
As
were

losses

were

265

only 1,000 Americans
engaged, but the same rule of submatter of fact

a

cannot be applied to the reported strength of the enemy. Judging
by past Spanish reports, there is more

straction

reason

to believe

of

engaged

men

that

both

the number

and the losses

are

under-

estimated.
SPAIN’S THIRD SQUADRON.
Spain’s third squadron, which it is
nounced is

now

fitting

out at

Cadiz,

an-

is not

It will include the “Vitoria”,
which was built in 1865, and which is
only tit for coasting purposes; the
“Alphonso XII”.,which will not be ready
for sea for months; the former North
formidable.

has

received

some

Armstrong guns; the

“Numancia”, which is now at Barcelona;
the “Lepanto”, the best ship of the squadron, now at Cartagena, and the “Almirante Cisneros”, which is almost useless at

of

ON

THE

MARCH

excitement

the

caused

GOOD NEWS

FROM

“Cape

Verde

following pen picture of the march
American troops in Cuba, from
Baiquiri to Santiago, is from the New
York Sun:

Cavalrymen, dismounted fur the first time in
years, and Infantrymen front cool Michigan
and Massachusetts,toiled hour after honr along
these so called roads and paths through the
poison vines, and high grass
jungles of
that cuts like a razor, in a blistering sunlight
that makes the skylines of the di-tant hills

cacti?

shimmer and waver before the eyes, while from
the stagnant pools strange, gray mist floats upward, and vultures, with outstretched wings,
look greedily down from above.
The vegetation torn down and trampled under
foot by our troops has fermented, and a horri
lde sour breath arises from tin* eartfi.
Curious
stenches -teal from hidden places in the jungle.
THREE

PRIZES OF

Wednesday.

entrance

of

the

harbor, crept
“Merrimac”

started

for the

make the

open

chosen

a

sea.

Cervera

better time to

attempt, for it was entirely unexpected. Admiral Sampson with the
flagship “New York” had taken a run
to the eastward, and Commodore Schley
was in temporary command before Santiago harbor.
But unexpected as was the Spanish
admiral’s move, the Americans were prepared for him. Cervera made a running
light, hoping to escape with some of his
fleet, and perhaps to sink some of the
But the American vessels
Americans.

j

Sidney

and she

at

Uuautauamo

Her

papers
will be held.
A

were

harbor

DIKI).
GRAY—At Penobscot, July 5, Meldora Gray,
aged 45 years, 6 months.
HARRIMAN—At Iiucksport, July 1, Mrs Olive
P Harrimau, aged 83 years, 1 mouth.
SALS BURY —At North Lamoine, July 1, Infant
son of Mr and Mrs llervey E Salsbury, aged 3
hours.

MANILA.

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
SAILED

Friday, July 1
Sch J M Kennedy, Hutchins, Rondout, staves
and heads, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Scb Lulu W Eppc9, Jordan, Boston, lumber
for Whitcomb, Haynes it Co
Sch Hussar, Farrell, Rockland, staves and
heads for C J Treworgv
Sch Myra Sears, Fullerton, Portland, wood
for Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Sch Express, Ray, Rockland, staves for Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Sch Sarah Elizabeth, Mosley, Bar Harbor,
lumber, Burrlll Lumber Co
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar June 27, sch Lucy Bell,
Mai tin, Boston
Ar June 30, sch Westcrloo, Walls, Boston
Ar July 3, eehs Chromo, Tinker, Tremont;
Mildred I’opc, Boston
Sld June 28, sch Victor, Dyer, with ladder
poles from Macomber Bros for New York
sld June 21), sch W L Maxwell, Colt, with
paving blocks from J 1’ Cordon lor New York
Sld June 30, sebs Lucy Bell, Martin, with
curb stone lrom Hooper,’ Havey Co, lor Boston; Herbert E shute, with paving blocks lrom
Dunbar Bros for New York
Sld July 2, sch Westcrloo, Walls, with curb
stone from Hooper, Havey Co, for Boston
Domestic Ports.
Boston—Sld July 2, sch Fred Cower, Alma,
N B
sch A F Cobb, Mt Desert
Ar July
Ar July 3, sell Jas A Webster, Creen’s Land-

TRIBOU’S

ing

The American version of this affair has not yet been heard.

IN
I

CROCKERY.
GLASS and__

We have one lot «>f over 300 pieces odd
Decorated Ware which we will sell to

we

35c. 1JOX,

FOB ONLY 10c.

John Ij. (loss for Representative.
Stoninuton, July 2 (special).—John L.
Goss has been nominated for representative to the legislature by republicans of
the class towns of Deer

Swan’s Island and Isle

Isle, Stouington,
llaut.

uu

bricating

anything

turn into cash

I).

give

F.

us a

to

call.

Bangor

Ar July 4, schs Willie L Maxwell, from
Franklin ior New York; Wm S Campbell, Sullivan for New York; Hannah Coombs, Stoniugton for New York
Saco—Ar July 2, sell Ceo H Mills, Luut, New
York
Foreign Ports.
Honi! Kong—Ar June 28, bark Penobscot.
McCaulder, Newcastle, NSW

Hfcbcrtisnncnts.

GEO. II.

No

ailed

could tell what

one

I

me.

had

a

feeling in my stomach and a
constant pain under my shoulder blades.
Many times I was compelled to lie down
dreadful

flat

on

back to press my shoulders
for relief. After doc-

mv

against something
toring for months
decided

to

feeling no better t
Sarsaparilla, it

and

Hood’s

try

having been taken by some of my acquaintances with benefit. Before I had
finished the first bottle I began to improve, and it was wonderful to see what
a change there was in my feelings.
When
I had taken six bottles I was cured, and,
best of all, I have never had any return of
those sufferings.”

Frankfort,

Mrs. E. E.

Philbroox*
Remember

Maine.

Hood’s

parilla

Is the best—In fact the One True Blood

Hood’s Pills
Bailroaba

Purifier.

iaaavsrgg
jeteamboata.

anti

31aiiie Central Railroad.
Commencing June 27, 1898,
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A.

M. A.

M. P.

M. P.

M. P.

M.

BAR HARBOR
7 C > Mx’d 10 30 *3 50 *8 45
7 15
10 10 3 30 9 15
Sorrento.
4 10
Sullivan. 10 45
Mt Desert Ferry
7 50 12 20 II 20 4 40 9 45
f7 55 12 30 11 27 f4 46 f9 52
W'aukeag, S. Fy
4 50
Hancock.
t7 58 12 35 fll 30
8 C3 12 50 11 39
5 00
Franklin Ro .d..
1
lo.
de
10.
Co
f5
W'ash’gton
1 32 11 55
ELLSWORTH
8 20
5 18 10 20
t8 24
1 42 fl2 00
5 24
Ellsworth Falls
5 41.
Nicolin. t8 36 fl 57 02 14
Green Lake. t* 44 2 12 tl2 23 |5 5o.
Lake House.
t8 52 f2 25
15 5 *.
t6 02
Egery’s Mill. t2 30
6 06
Holden. f8 58 2 35 f!2 38
9 17
3 27 12 58
6 25
Brewer June9 25
3 40
107 6 35 11 30
Bangor, Ex. St..
BANGOR, M. C. 9 30 3 45 1 10 6 40*11 35
...

P.

Portland.
Boston.

M
1 16

P.

M. A.
5 30
1

M.

M. A.

M.

A.

M.

40 5 30
9 00
5 57' 8 40
Sundays only—Leave Bar Harbor 5 40 am,
Sorrento 6 00 a in, Mt Desert Ferry 6 30 a m,
p in, Ellsworth 7 03 a in, 2 34 p in; arrive
Bangor S 15 a in, 3 50 p in. Leave Bangor 8 35
a mi ; arrive Portland 12 25 p in, Boston 4 (0 pm.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
4 30

P. M. p.

Boston.

M.

9

7 00

A.

Portland.

A.

45
M

8

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction
Holden.’
Egery’s Mill..

Lake*House.

00 12 55
A. M.
7 35 *5 05
7 50 5 lo
8 05.
>

A. M.

00

9
P.

11

»

M.

11 05 12 30
>1.

p.

10 07
10 12
lo 21
lo 41

5S-

3 15 *4 45
3 20 4 50
3 _7
4 57
3 17 t5 17

to 03.. M0 It.
t9 08.MO 47 f3 53
9 23
lo 56 f4 02 |5 32
4 11.
t9 35 .fll 05
9 'V
il 19
4 2!
5 54

Lake.
Meolln .1
Ell-wortli Falls
ELLSWORTH
10 10 6 19 11 24 4 29 5 59
Ml 3o.
Wash’gton (’o.Jc M0 18
Franklin Road.. 10 3-> 6 32 11 39
4 42
6 12
Hancock-... lo 45.
11 49 |4 50 f6 20
11 <
fO 43 Ml 52 U r.:; fH 23
W'aukeag, S. Fy
6 50 11 59
6 30
Mt.Desert Ferry 11 10
5 00
8 05 12 15
Sullivan.
6 00
6 50
Sorrento.
30
7 15 12 45
7 15
BAR HARBOR
5 45 *7 15
*7 4o 12 40
Sundays only—Leave Bangor 8 15, 1135 a m,
Ellsworth 9 0 a m, 12 42 p in. Arrive Mt
Desert Ferry 10 05 a in, 1 10 p m, Sullivan 10 25
a m, Sorrento 11 00a in, Bar Harbor lo 50 a m,
1 50 p m.
Greer.

♦Daily.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
;Buns July 15 to August 28 only.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston

and St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and We.l
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offiv 3,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure ticket!
before entering the train, and especially Ells-

on

worth

F

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Prcs. and Gen’l Manager.
E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
to

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SERVICE.
Six

Trips

a

Week

to

Boston.

7^31__

.

steamer
Commencing Saturday, .111110 25,
“Mt. Desert” will be due to leave Bar Harbor
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor and stonington, to connect with steamer
for Boston daily, except Sunday, at 1 p m.

RETURNING.

From Boston, daily, except Sunday at
p
From Rockland, daily, except Monday
5 30 a m.
E. S. .T.

Morse, Agent, 1...

Calvin

Austin,

William H.

Gen’l

m.
at

arbor.

Supt., Boston.

Hill, Geu’l Mgr., Boston.

Three Trips l’er Week.
On and after May 0, one of the steamers of
tlds line will leave Ellsworth (stage to Surry) every Monday, Wedne day and Friday at
0.30 a. in., Surry at 7, for Bluehlll, *South Bluehill, Iirooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville, •Little Deer Isle, Castlne, Dark Harbor,
(lslesboro), arriving in Rockland in season to
connect with boats for Boston (Monday and

Fridav).

RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of boats from
Boston for above lanulngs, arriving in Ellsworth early afternoon.
Through tickets sold on board and baggage
checked through.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
O. W. HIGGINS,
•Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.
Passengers will be called for by leaving word
at Stevens & Drumtney’s stable.

will buy a new Guaranteed
151 CYCLE.
We have other

GRANT,

INSURANCE.

Ellsworth.

(3 doors from Main street.)

—

Suffering Completely Relieved.
I was suffering with my stomach, and
prescriptions did not do me any good.

or

TK11*0L*,

No. 2 Franklin St.,

Ar June 3d, sell C L Jeffreys and Pochas»et,
Creen’s Landing
Ar Julv 3, sell John Paul, Foss, Mobile
Sld Juiv 3, sells Cohusaet and Henry Whitney, Bluchill
Ar Julv 4, sell K C Wliilden, Deer Isle
Pout Royal, S C—Sld June 28, sell Henry
Stubbs, st Simons
Portland—Cld July 2, bark Crace Lynwood, Cilley, Kennebec
Philadelphia—Ar July 1, sch Sedgwick,
Hage.tliy, Savannah
Sul June 3u, sch Caroline C Foss, for Fernandina
Rockland—Ar June 30, soli Robt Snow,
i’lllshury, Brooksville lor New York
Vineyard Haven—Ar July 3, sch Ann, Sullivan for New Ledford
Parsed July 2, schs Anna W Barker, Bangor
for Philadelphia; Northern Light, Elizabethport for Boston; Lizzie Lane, Perth Amboy,
lor

3 CAKES OF Bl’TTiaiMILK SOAF,

have any Household Goods
in our line that you wish

This Crand Cure by Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is Permanent Dreadful

Landing

TINWARE.

If you

July l, sch Haze! Dell, east
Ar July 4, .-elis Northern
Light, Robbins,
Elizabetliport; Ann C Stuart and Ceo A Lawry,
Sullivan
Baltimore—cld July 2, sch Jennie S Butler,
Butler. Portland
Ci.ot < ester—Ar July 2, sell H S Collins,
Stonington for Bo.-ton
New York -Ar July 1, -bin Win H Smith,
Brown, from Manila; *o.li M E Eldrklge, Creei
sld

From Spanish sources comes the reIf you are looking for a PARLOR SET
port that on June 28 the cruiser “Antonio we have one
just as good as new, all perSan
Lopez”, while attempting to enter
fect, at one-half the original cost.
Juan, Porto llico, with provisions and
We have for sale 125 shares Electric
war material, was detected by American
Heating Co. Stock; 75 shares Klondike
warships, and was run ashore to escape. Gold
Mining Stock; 50 shares Self LuThe shock of grounding exploded her
Car Axle Stock.
boilers.

son.

—

BARGAINS

SPANISH REPORT.

a

—

SPECIAL

irregular,

Young,

Best of All

MAKKIKI).

SLlibrrtisnnmts.

for the money

J

GII.PATRK K-IIAMOR—At Northeast Harbor, by Rev Ernc-t A Cranston, Mi-> Cora L
Gllpatrirk, of Northeast Harbor, to Ralph Hamor, of Bar Harbor.
JORDAN I>kBF( K—At Waltham, Juno 30, by
Calvin Kingman, esq, Nettie B Jordan to
Edward II DeBeck, botii of Waltham.
LoNti -15A RTON—At East Bluehill, June 29,
by Rev E I'.ean, Miss Georgia lola Long, of
East Lluehill, to Edwin Warner Barton, of
Springtield, Mass.
M’INTYRE—A I5I5( >TT—At liucksport, July 3,
by Rev W illiam Forsvtb, Miss .Josie McIntyre
to Charles A Abbott, both of Verona.
MooRE —IIA VEY—At Sullivan, June 29, by
Rev James T Moore, Mbs Martha L Moore to
Harvard II llavey, both of Sullivan.
REDDING—M URR \ Y
At Boston. July 3, Mrs
Mary E Redding, of Elbworth, to N T Murray, of Rockhtnd.
ROMER— DkCOSTE—At Trcmont, June 29, by
Eben 15 Clark, esq,
Annie M Romer to
Ben.iandn DeCoste, both of Tremont.
WI LS< )N G KRRISII—At Winter Harbor, J line
2S, by Rev Frederick W Hager, Miss K'len
Wilson, of Philadelphia, Pa, to Herbert Gerrish, of Winter Haroor.

~~

steamer

Spanish

daughter.

a

LSI5URY—At North I nmoine, .July 1, to Mr
and Mrs Hervcy E Salshurv, a son.
SULLIVAN —At Ellsworth, June 27, to Mr and
Mrs William B Sullivan, a son.
VARNUM— At Brooksville, June 11, to Mr and
Mrs Wilson Varnum. a daughter.
D iris E.]
WEED—At Doer Isle, June 23, to Mr and Mrs
Willie 15 Reed, a daughter.
Young—At Sedgwick, July 1, to Mr and Mrs

All the good news of the past week has
not been confined to Cuba and the West
Indian waters. From Manila comes news
of the safe arrival of the cruiser “Charleston” and the first expedition of troops,
with the further news that the expedition, as forecast in this column last week,
stopped long enough at the Ladrone islands to walk off with the Spanish garrison and run up the stars and stripes.
Admiral Dewey also sends word of the
surrender to him of a Spanish gunboat.
He reports the general situation as satisfactory. It is possible that another week
will bring news that the stars and stripes
are floating above Manila.

WAR.

“Benite Estenger”
and the schooner “Emanuel Aroul”, captured by the “Hornet” June 28, off south
coast of Cuba, arrived at Key West Saturday in charge of prize crews.
The

a son.

SA

The

“Marblehead”

around the end of the sunken

Ray,

IN CUBA.

of the

Leach,

LITTLE —At Bucksnort, July 4, to Mr ami Mrs
Albert II Little, a daughter.
RA Y—At Ellsworth, July 2, to Mr and Mrs II C

by the

Manila defeat, it would not be surprising
if the defeat of Cervera precipitated the
threatened uprising in Spain.
But this is purely a matter of conjecture. What is known is that the
defeat of the only Spanish fleet in West
Indian waters, will relieve the American
fleet from the police duty in which it has
been engaged almost since the beginning
of the war, and will hasten the attack on
Porto Rico and the raid on the Spanish
coast.
The fall of Santiago will relieve the
troops now engaged there and they will
be pushed forward at once on Porto Rico.
Many of the troops which were being
hurried forward to reinforce Hhafter at
Santiago w ill be too late to participate in
its fall, and will go direct to Porto Rico.
Commodore Watson, with his Meet of
swift cruisers
and
powerful fighting
ships, will soon be headed for the Spanish
coast, and the war will be b»ought home
to Spain most forcibly.
It seems evident that Camara’s fleet,
which started
presumably for Porto
Rico, has divided at Port Said, the battleships and auxiliary cruisers going on
through Suez canal, and the torpedo-boat
destroyers returning to the Spanish coast.
It is not unlikely that Camara will find
some American ships close on his heels
before he reaches Manila.
If the report is true that with characteristic Yankee shrewdness this government has bought up all the available
large supplies of coal along Camara’s
route, the Spanish admiral will find his
movements seriously embarrassed before
he reaches his destination.

Ferrol.

This morning the fleet made a desperate
effort to escape from the Santiago bottle.
It was 9.30 when the fleet emerged from the

could not have
REMEMBER THE PLACE:

AT

is Gen. Shatter’s

no more.

and

\l

KILLED

Following

squadron,”
close at just half price. This lot is all
Fleet
whose
movements
food supplies for
Both vessels had
during
and well worth double the price
Destroyed, the early days of the war, Blanco, and were bound for small ports perfect
Also a lot of White Granwe ask for it.
and
until it
was
finally on the south coast.
You will
ite Ware at your own price.
The British steamship “Adula” was
penned up in Santiago harbor, caused so
tind all of the above goods the best value
much conjecture and some uneasiness, is seized by Commander McCalla, of the
ask for them.

narrow
_

the

men

The

begin

BLODGETT—At Brooksville, June 9, to Mr
and Mrs Alden B Blodgett, a son.
CARTER—At Surry, June, to Mr and Mrs
Ervin W Carter, a daughter.
DOW—At Sedgwick, July 4, to Mr and Mrs
Neal Dow, a daughter.
DI7NII AM—At Mariaville, June 19, to Mr and
Mrs E C Dunham, a son.
EATON—At Deer Isle, June 29, to Mr and Mrs
O K Eaton, a daughter.
GRINDLE—At Sedgwick, June 23, to Mr and
Mrs Emery J Grindle, a son.
HASKELL— At Sullivan, June 25, to Mr and
Mrs F Forrest Haskell, a son.
HOWLAND—At Penobscot, June 24, to Mr and
Mrs William II Howland, a son.
LEACH —At Penobscot, July 5, to Mr and Mrs

immunity of the Amerionly be accounted for by
gunnery of the Spaniards.
of Santiago has furnished

the miserable

to

construction trains will be here
laying ties, rails and gravel.
Men are leaving for haying but it is
thought there will not be any delay for
want of men.

This
can

Ellsworth, and expects

before

without cost, and the week records
the first heavy losses in the war.
But as an offset to this comes the
achievement of Sampson in accomplishing the destruction of Cervera’s fleet of
four armored cruisers and two torpedoboat destroyers without serious damage
to any of his ships, and the loss of only
can

Week—A

West Franklin, July 2 (special).—
Work is| being pushed in this section,
grading is
nearing completion.
Bad weather and uncovered rock cuts
have prolonged the work
beyond the
specified time. It will not be long

taken

one man.

Tills

and

week,

last

Labi

laying rails to-morrow.
The two engines which have been delivered here were taken to the terminus
this week and turned, and are now ready
for firing up to go on t he construct ion
trains. A number of fiat cars for the new
road were delivered here this week, and
are now at the junction.
Contractor Hunt is to-day moving his
camp from the junction to Franklin.
Within ten days the grading will be completed through to No. 7.
There was a lively fire Rt Cannon <£
Ryan’s camp Tuesday. The fire started in
the woods. The camp, with the Italian
settlement and nearly all their baggage,
whs
burned.
About 200 railroad ties
were burned.

Immense strides have been made this
The past week’s events have

be

Lively Fire.
Things are pushing forward rapidly on
the Washington county railroad.
J. B.
Carter, who has the contract for tracklaying and fence building along the line,

AND NAVY.

lost

1,330

vera, with

ivlll

Ralls

NEWS AND

3M)ut:3rmcnts.

THE SHORE LINE.

WAR.

board

Spaniards

The

Maj. Gen.Wesley Mer- American line the attack on San Juan
ritt, who will be gov- heights had begun, and the fight was total loss.
ernor
general of the raging fiercely. After half an hour of
“NEWARK” AND “DOLPHIN” COLLIDE.
Philippine islands,sailed fighting, in which the batteries were
The cruiser “Newark” and the dispatch
from Han Francisco on the steamer “Newprincipally engaged, Roosevelt’s rough
boat “Dolphin” collided near Key West
ark” to-day.
riders and the Tenth cavalry were ordered
The “Dolphin’s” stern
The auxiliary cruiser to take the hill. The
charge of the rough Tuesday night.
Reinforcements “Harvard”, with 1,5CJ riders and Tenth cavalry up the hill wi'l was smashed. The “Newark” was uninfor Shafter.
troops, arrived at Han- furnish a subject for song and story in jured. The “Dolphin” was sent to Noriuik iur repairs, which win
occupy mree
tiago Wednesday night. UHjiB IU CUIUC.
1 UrK OU« UUI IC
III! .>C\V
weeks.
The transport “Louisiana”, with medical
spondent paints tiiis pen picture of it:
WONDERFUL SURGERY.
supplies and about 250 men for Shatter’s
Lieut Col. Roosevelt, mounted, rode at the
Gen. Merritt
Off for Manila,

army, arrived

THE

second class

our

Caney. As soon as firing commenced here
on the south coast of Cuba
the Spaniards began to retreat toward
from Cape Frances to Cape Cruz, inclusive, the
city. Their retreat was cut off, and
and also the port of Han Juan, Porto Rico.
finding themselves cornered, they fought
The blockade of southern Cuban ports Indesperately. After severel hours of fightcludes the Isle of Pines, by way of which ing the
Spaniards retreated in disorder.
Havana has been receiving some pro- One hundred ami twenty-five were capvisions.

bargained

he had

hour after he left the harbor
the destroyers “Pluton” and “Furor” and
the
armored
“Admirante
cruisers
Oquendo”, “Infanta Maria Teresa”, and
“Vizcaya” had been run ashore to prean

the

Caney on the right of the
line, the heights of San Juan

of

American

than

more

Within

cruisers, of a class superior to most decisive since Dewey’s glorious vicbattleships, yet their de- tory at Manila. Cervera’s fleet, the pride
struction was accomplished by ttie Amer- of the
Spanish navy, has been destroyed.
important points—the ican ships with the loss of but one man The American
army as pressed forward

guns could be trained upon the city.
The plan of attack contemplated

capture

were

grades

and

BAR HARBOR.

higher prices.

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing of
ELLSWORTH

ELLSWORTH

at

Fbanklin St.,

all sorts.

BICYCLE

CO.,
Ellbwobth.

The American has subscribers at 106
Hancock county;

the 116 puo L-offlces in

of

other papers in the county combined do not reach so many. The Amerail the

is

ican

Hancock
be,

the only paper printed in
ty. and has never claimed to

not
cor.

only paper

but it is the

that

can

prop-

ieath struggled for the mastery. The dls;ase puzzled the skilled physicians but at
ength it was pronounced Bright’s disIn May the child rallied and the
ease.
physician decided she could be brought

It is to the honored
honored dead
that have taken our feet from every valley
of disaster and defeat, and placed them
upon the sun-crowned heights of victory.

unnumbered graves.

living

We

and

engaged

this time

at

are

to the

even more

in

a

dishonored
who has
stranded monarchy on the

with

Spain,

flag.

The

But

war

home.

our

permanent

improvement

the

living

a

in the W.

a

quiet,orderly

set of

men.

Whalen

Miss

Rena

very

Henry

and

Six of

grange members attended a
Hancock Pomona grange,

our

meeting

of

North
The day was

Halcyon
Saturday.

which met with

Bluehiil
most

all the

County

a

last

grange at

enjoyable.

Schools

evening

closed last
Friday. In the
r-ize exhibition was given in

a

the town bail.

large and atThe speakers, numberchosen according to

There

tentive audience.

was

will

a

ing sixteen, were
the five schools in
rank fr•

town, the

will And

Sept.

work

resume

home from

20.

visiting

Washburn, of Brewer, has
a
few weeks with her granddaughter, Mrs. Harry Gilley, who has
been

Mrs.

J

spending

but is

PRIZE EXHIBITION.

Europe

shore of

Hooper, of East Sullivan, have been visit- the past week, returned to North Lamoine
the 25th, where she had been visiting her
ing their aunts here, the past week.
Miss Black and Miss
uncle, Mr. Gray.
The friends of Benjamin Dunn, a forCoggins graduated from Castine normal
mer resident of this place, were pained to
hear of his sudden death, at his home in school this spring.

Good

progress and
t he schools.

reports

success

27.

Quite

a

Among

are

marks

the

and Dr.

Henry Stevens,

school,

as

Wooster

Arno

wife,
j and
Willis

Albert Giles, wife and children,
Crimmin, wife and child.

Harry Crimmin,
Hampton

heard of the

are

them

over

at New

attained in most of

home for his

pupils

in

che-on

the

recited.

those \v'

same

manner

as

subject assigned

The

by : us superintendent, Raymond
McFarland, was “The Life and Writings
The prizes for essa3‘s
of Longfellow”.
First prize to Annie
were as fol.ows:
Young: -e ond, Delia McFarland; third,
Eunice Coggins.
Special mention was
made of A r.i Berry and Ethel Whitaker
and spec C prizes were awarded them,
fhe compel i;ion between the three prize
winners was very close.
The benefits of such exercises as t hese
over-estimated.
cannot
It is hoped
hat they may form a distinctive feature
of the schools. The affair was under the
direction
i the school superintendent.
them

July

4.

H.

past year, is at

vacation.

SPEECH

WAS

THAT
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it was) but the occasion did
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makes his -peech now through the col-
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of The American.

Fellow Citizens:
We have assembled
to celebrate the
raising of the national
flag which your generous contributions
have pure based. This occasion is an interesting ne. As we look on this flag we
must be reminded of the sacrifices it lias
cost the

people

tain

ou

it

of this

land

republic

and

to

main-

through
changeful years. Through
years
it has floated tne proud emblem of Amer122

sea

ail these

ican

liberty.

est as

well

as

Beneath its folds the poorthe wisest aud the best can

nnd

protection.
I venture to say tuat the sight of this
glorious flag stirs the blood and quickens
the feelings of patriotism in every true
lover of American liberty.
We must not
be unmindful that this national ensign
has cost us money, blood and treasure to
keep it above the dust and to give it a
place among the nations of the earth.
Seven long years our forefathers fought
to su-'ain it, and when peace was declared
m
17S3 we were left
without credit,
or an
financorganized government.
Xot urn ! 1789 was our government established. From that day until the present we
have exceeded tne most sanguine expectations by our rapid growth in population,
Wealth and

and

resources

the civilized

have

surprised

world.

This flag has never been wanting to find
We have seen in our short
followers.
lives sacrifices mat touched me tenderest
feelings of the human heart, to protect
this flag. From Sniloh’s plains to Carolina’s sandy' shore, before Richmond, and
above the clouds of Lookout mountain,
the patriotic defenders of this iiag sleep in
-t
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family, of Amherst,
Mass., accompanied by Mrs. Dwight
Russell and Miss Ida Russell, are at
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pay-day some of the workmen on
railroad took their packs and Btarted
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mud,
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their

Sullivan (ireen. while at his quarry on
Green Island Tuesday,
was
severely
injured. His right eye was destroyed.
The wrist of his bright arm; was broken

visit

Miss Marcia Young closed her school at
East Sullivan June 21.

to the
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George Lord, of Calais, visited his sister, Mrs. Henry Coggins, last week,

Fast Franklin.
IN MEMORIAM.

Bernice
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wound.

steamer

in the harbor

give a concert
day of school.

after
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ing friends here.

finding of a ledge in the
cut in J. Springer's
lield, additional
I.. A. Bunker and wife, of Easthrook,
gangs of hammer men are employed on
visited Mrs. John Walker last week.
the railroad, mostly natives.
A sociable was given at the hall Friday
\\ tide at work on the railroad
tiugene
Butler eut his hand quite badly with the evening by the ladies’sewing circle of Mt.
Desert Ferry.
Ice-cream and cake were
sharp edge of a stone, necessitating the
served.
taking of three stitches to close the

horse

Thursday.
Quite a number attended the Sunday
school convention at Sunset on Tuesday.
“Elthier”

Mor*e, Georgie

Franklin.

Owing

for medical treatment.

day

Friday, June Jl,

Elsie Burrill, of Brewer, is

his

Maynard Young, Hollis Austin,

Frank Bradbury has discharged his
paving breakers, owing to some trouble

week.

Samuel
of

j
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term of

parents by spelling sixty-five
correctly. This is his first term.
June 27.
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North
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here.

with the contractors.
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primary

of the
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Winter

to
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com-

The death-dealing liquid ut the Hancock copper mines has been dealt out
quite freely of late.

few

in town

Maude

June 27.

was

was

W. Clark, of Castine,

the

George Bradbury, Ralph Billings,
Harry Goodwin, Willie Rollins, David
McKenzie and Freddy Driscoll.

weeks.
A.

which

son,

OceHiiville.
a

for

West

May Coombs,

Went

Mrs. Florence Stinson is home for

the

thanks.

Morse, Cassic Coombs, Chauncy

90, Philip Gilley 9S.

Good average rank in
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Franklin primary school
taught by Miss Cassilena Springer closed
June 24. Pupils not absent one-half day:
Genie Coombs, Mabel Eddy, Hazel Hardi-

Class

Fred Walls

decorations,

the

mittee extend

Whitmore 97.

Gladys

called

drilling

be said in

surprised

Bunker is

young sister Berdine.
1
E. F. Young, who has been employed at
The Children’s Day
concert at the
Bar Harbor for J. E. Clark, returned home
church Sunday evening was
largely at- on Saturday.
tended. A programme with “Pictures of
Herbert Hodgkins, of Eastport, is visitheroic Methodism” being used with good
ing his grandparents and other relatives
effect. Ivory Butler rendered valued aid

94,
Grace Carroll 9S, Lima Cook 98, Leta FreeClarence
Gott
Bee
97,
man 97, Charlie
9S,
Elizabeth Gott 97, Woodbury Gilley 95,
Flora Gilley 97, Maud Holmes 97, Susie
Houston 97, Harold Holmes 97, Leman
Mayo 96, Lisa Mayo 98, Laura Mayo 95,
Aquaie Richardson 95, Marie Sawyer 98,
A

en-

Lucy

No Trouble.

No Muss.

eight weeks taught by
j
Miss Lillian McFarland, of Bar Harbor.
S. M. S.
July 4.
:• Sold in

hole three

a
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Walter

school, taught by Mrs. Sara S. Abbott,
with Miss Cora M. Gordon as assistant.
To illustrate the advancement made by
some of the pupils, one little five-year-old

death of her

:
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and be received

erecting

The

to-night.
follows:

Bertha Soper, of Bar Harbor, is the
guest of Miss Jessie Bunker.
(i. W. Sargent, of Franklin, formerly
of tills place, was here Friday and Saturday looking after Ins farm and calling on
friends.

Friday w ith appropriate
llag-raising. The leading

a
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Miss

receiving

brief

a

will

club

the

Mrs. C. T. Hooper moved
Harbor Saturday.

from Coburn clas-

tier way home

canned

Miss Gertrude Phillips, of New Hampshire, has been at the home of her pafor

institute.

made

Dramatic

“Brae;
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Miss

feet deep in which the staff was set.
Mr. Larrabee closes his first term in the
grammar school with credit. Too much

Florence

efficient teachers.
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F. W. French and Louise Hawin district No. 2

They

here
sical

work of

E. Dunn and

Friday.

last

num-

guests listened to the programme
in the primary room under the charge of
Miss Louise Heath.
The rank of the grammar school pupils,
Miss Nellie Carroll, teacher, was as fol-
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kins closed their schools

ber of
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exercises and

Augustus Bunker
Island this week, where
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be
they
employed for some time.
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leave for Swan's
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Brae.Miss Nellie Alley
Boh Wilder.Herbert Mllllken
Frank Karl.Frank Jelllson
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and Bertha Barton are tilling
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Mrs. Lydia Smith, of Steuben, is visiting Mrs. Nellie Cook.

Eddington,
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cottage. The Dickey and Farnham cottages are open.
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Dean,

Mrs.

some
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Lawlor
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sister,

her

Sunday afternoon and held
social service in the evening.

Mrs. Edith Webb, of Franklin, is visiting relatives here.

visiting relatives here.
The drama given by the V. L. B.

Charles Fernald and

after

inji-a. nervousness,

is

by

Mr.

June 28.

coming week. The cottagers are
1 ciety is highly spoken of.
nearly all settled in their summer homes.
J. Mirick Horn, of Batimore, is in
Mrs. Dole, sons and daughter with other j
town fora few days, the guest of W. B.
friends are here. The Rev. C. F. Dole is
Prof. Blaisdell.
not due here for some weeks.
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Douglass with a handsome
gold pen, with mother-of-pearl handle.
Pupils not absent one-balf day were
Eleanor G. Wescott, Addie 11. Soper, C.
Carroll Dunbar, Harrie L. Gillis, Walter
W. Wescott, Annie S. Grindle, F. Marion
Dunbar, Lewis L. Gillis, Lydia I. Grindle,
Alma M. Wescott, Levi B. T. Gillis, Bay
L. Gray, Elbe L. Dunbar and Eunice H.
Dunbar. Absent only one-half day, Jennie L. Wescott, and only one day, Willie
11. Bray and Jennie H. Grindle.

Tracy is in very poor
number from each school being in proMiss Sara Coggins, from the seat of
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her
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whole
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of
at
to
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Calais,
visiting
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ing relatives in South Hancock.
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year
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graduate
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land, Annie Young.
Salisbury, Miss Coggins
Fred DeMeyer has gone to Franklin to
Ruth Curtis, Lewis Reynolds, Dora Lin- take up teaching.
spend the Fourth with his sister, Mrs. Lescott. Frank Bennett, George Bennett.
The friends of Madam Wellington,
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na Blaisdell.
Eva Bennett, Inez Sargent, Hattie Mc- mother of Mrs.
I
Mary Homer, will henceFarland, Atwell Hodgkins, Harold Nash forth sadly miss her sweet and genial j John DeMeyer recently lost a valuable
The cause of death was uncow.
and May West.
presence during the summers at the young
known as no symptom of disease could be
were all well learned and the
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manner
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Baptist vestry Saturday evening.
Henry H. Phillips and his son Willie K.,
who have been working in the mills at
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afternoon exercise was a paper en“The North American School Review”, edited by Eleanor Wescott and
Walter Wescott.
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useful and valuable presents, among
in Hancock county.
We knows all about it. He knows I am tired.” many
North, no South, no East, no West.
a two-year-old Jersey
cow, from
The funeral took place June 20. Com- them
confidently hope and fervently pray for
Mrs. Hooper’s father.
the successful and speedy termination of forting words were spoken to the sorrowS. V.
June 27.
ing ones by Rev. Mr. Anderson, of Souththis war that shall forever close the SpanFor a
'ainty Xctrs see other pages.
west Harbor, and t he flower-heaped casNorth Hliit'lilll.
ish rule in the western world.
Miss Sarah Bowden has gone to Blueket was borne to the quiet little Center
Lfemoim*
Southwest Har!*«r.
hill to work.
cemetery.
Grange picnic to-day at Blunt's pond.
Patrick O’Connor is making an addition
N.
July 3.
Miss Mary Belle Soper closed her school
Miss Cora Mersey has gone to Seal Harto his cottage.
at the Falls Friday,
bdr for the season.
Kast broou.
Dr. Abby M. Fulton is in town getting
H. N. Butler and wife have been visitMiss Marion Urindle and Miss Ida
Elmer King and bride, of East Boston,
her cottage ready to entertain friends, if
ing relatives in Ellsworth.
are visiting Mr. King's parents, Stillman
Soper are at home for a short time.
she does not secure tenants.
King a: i wife.
Ward Wescott came home Wednesday
Ralph Page is at home, having hurt his
Mrs. Ada Parker and four sons came
from Mosquito mountain, where he has
eye with a piece of stone.
Mrs. Celia Wescott and family, of Bar
home.
summer
week
to
their
last
George
been stone cutting.
Harbor, are
Mrs. Julia M. Ash, of North Sullivan,
isiting her parents, Capt. J. Parker and wife, with the girls, are exB. Linscott and wife.
has been visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. Ruth Stover, of Bucksport,! with
pected later.
Neat flag posts and pretty flags on the
Miss Laura McCarty and cousin, Miss her little daughter Frances, visited Her
Lewis Benson has rented the Ocean
Fred
of Ellsworth, are visiting relatives parents, T. J. Wescott and
wife, last
grounds of Capts. Charles and
House for the season, and after many Dyer,
week.
in town.
Hodgkins manifest their patriotism.
needed improvements is ready to open
School closed Friday after a very sucMisses Gertrude Hutchings and Olive the hotel for
A number of men and a few teams from
guests.
Coolidee arrived home Friday. Since the
this place have gone to Franklin to work cessful term taught by Miss Nellie M.
The Congregational sewing society held
close of their school term at Houlton,
on the railroad.
Douglass. This is the eighth term taught
its closing session for the season with
by her in this place. One of the features
they have been visiting friends.
J. R. Butler and wife have returned
Mrs. J. M. Mason June 29. The society
called

be

children residing here. He was a memW.
ber of Bucksport lodge, A. O. U.
The funeral of the dci eased was largely
attended by the officers and crews of the
A large sum
American vessels in port.
raised and a lot
was
purchased, sura
rounded by
granite coping, and a handinscribed placed
tablet suitably
some

picnic At Peck’s beach the last day of
school, which all enjoyed very much.

with him. They ha%*e
M. Ash house, and

went

men

Mrs.

and she soon failed.
Patient in her sufferings, she yet hoped
for recovery with the strong buoyant
hope of childhood. One night just before
“Berher death her grandmother said:

sea-

of

been

have been

not

was

crew

other

Wednesday

until further notice.

The patients of I)r. Thomas will ;•«* glad to
know that he has arranged professional visits to
KUsworth every other Tuesday at the American
House, and to Bluehill every other
at
the Bluehill House. There Is no
phydf-lau In tin*
United States better known than the doctor. Hls

Wednesday

and often of tlch a ml
raculous nature that many w. iui>
hafe claimed
that many of hls cures were miracles.
Dr.
'•uresare so numerous

Thomas'ability to tell a
without asking a question

; atient ld-i diseases
i- as well established
that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits of the doctor will afford an ex
oellent opportunity for many to consult this
eminent specialist close to their homes.
as

lie
jre ft

souml

Whistling kloy.
In

the world

so

sweet,

on a

dark

j which, according

to all

the traditions of

BISMARCK AS

and the

stage, ought to go along
with such a high-flown occasion. But if
that skirmish by daylight seemed a trifle
romance

ami dreary morn,
the gloom without maet* the gloom within, till we wish we’d not been horn,
he sound of a little barefoot boy gnlly
whistling In the rain,
c he drives the cows to pastures green,
down the path In the muddy lane?

CIIANCKM.OR.

B. Wan Bade and Willing to
fug In Pari lament.

Bn

FROM FAR-OFF ALASKA.

The prince used to prepare himself for
tame, the moment that darkness fell over
answering questions put in parliament.
the camp and harbor, fact, as well as imHe was very indignant at the practice
and at tho meeting of the ministry when
agination, began to assert itself.
During the few' moments in which the the matter was discussed declared, “I
must speak straight out, and should like
non-combatants slept on the despatch
to be as rude as possible without being injoy of u boy Is a funny thing, not damp- boat that
Saturday night—and they were sulting.
He made use of several expresened by autumn rain;
not many, for the firing on shore kept up
sions, asking the minister of justice if
lotlics and bis hands and his sturdy feet
with
a
dawn
cessation
after
until
scarcely
those were insults. Tho minister, being
aro not spoiled by grime or stain ;
—their dreams were a weird and blurred conscientious, was obliged to
world to Idm Is a wonderful place that he
say yes.
Then the prince grew angry, exclaiming
and
means some day to explore;
conglomeration of shrieks, shells
that
in
that
case
it
he
would
better
that
time
to
and
eat
who
ore’s
machetes. When awake the reality w*as
play
plenty to
he should not answer at all, but leave it
cares If the heavens pour?
even more awe-inspiring.
It was one of
to (’amphausen, the vice president of tho
those sights which are hall-marked on
hat cheery trill of a heart as fresh as the
council.
Herr von Tiedemann describes
your brain for ever and ever. From the the office hours in tho
drops that clear tiie air,
chancellery, which
ii smile to our lips, and clears the soul
“Premier”, lying safely in the stream, you began early and ended late. At that time
of the gloom that brooded there;
could see those great hills rising out of
Prince Bismarck rose only toward noon.
we bless the boy as be spats along through
the sea, superb and gruesome, illumined He worked hard from 12 to 0 and again
rivers of rain and mud,
now by the flash of a
rifle, and again by from 9 till late at night. Tiedemann selthe hope and cheer In that whistled note
dom lefts his office before 1 a. m.
the searchlight of the “Marblehead” a
would rainbow the sky In a flood.
It was not easy to rend to the prince.
incandescent snake which crept carelong
He demanded a suseitating extract—as ho
in S. Ilrrkstresser, in I.miles’ Home Jourof ground and
inch
along
fully
every
a
called it—of everything, and declared,
l._
every mound of chaparral every fifteen however complicated a matter might be,
IKS1
mil-:
(M>KU FIl«K.
minutes. Later the moon came up, and its kernel might bo extracted in a few
His subordinates gradually aclent the scene a creepiness and uncer- words.
customed themselves to speak
Marines Itushing from their Hath tainty which was all its own.
In and
to th
Defense of the ('amp.
But it was not until the sun was up that Tiedemann often condensed more than a
hundred paragraphs into tho space of ten
all the horror of war was realized. When
From the V V. >»«.]
minutes, but tho preparation for such a
the Sun reporter arrived at the camp
ru|»ort had cost several hours’ study. As
again they were carrying in dead bodies. soon ns the reading was over Bismarck
Mr McCali.a, Cuba, June 15.—As a
The body of Surgeon Gibbs, who had been gave his decision without a moment’s reinning l»ee it certainly excelled anyflection.
It was astonishing with what
the jolliest fellow in all the camp the day
g ever known at Manhattan Beach*
before, lay in his tent, where a Spanish certainty he hit upon the important points.
as just 5 o’clock in the afternoon of
Never
did
he hesitate, but always knew
bullet had reached him, and they were
11 that the despatch boat “Premier”
^ what, he
wanted. If anything did not inthe bodies of Sergeant Smith and
carrying
to in (lunntanamo bay, and at the
terest him, ho said, “Do what you like.”
two privates up the hill on litters. All
Ho wrote very little, preferring to dictate,
: of the officers and men of the mathree were frightfully mangled, and one ^ isince Killinann’s bullet
grazed his right
quietly enjoying themselves in the of
the marines, who seemed most shocked
thumb
lie had found it awkward to hold a
j
r it is small wonder that three of the
at the Spaniards’ brutal work, on the folquill
pen.
wngers hustled themselves into a
j IIis method of dictation was
when surrounded by the
strange,
I b<*at in order to set foot on Cuban lowing night,
no spoke in jerks, sometimes with long
and
to
be
knowing
escape
imposind at t he same time to become liter- enemy
and
so
then
pauses
rapidly that it was
drowned himself in the lagoon.
it* !)*■ swim. A drowsier, more peace- sible,
difficult to follow him.
His thought and
Half-past 10 was the hour set for the expression were so rich that ho frequently
could not be imagined. There
funeral.
Four graves were dug on the uttered two or three
!»<• camp, its white tents glistening in
tautological phrases
side of the hill, and Chaplain Jones of
ti aau
uu: iiiost
tuuusu
'earn,
am light a
hundred yards above the ♦ I... u'l’v-u,,Ant-n
As
he
fitting.
might never bo interruptsea loves, and the winding path which led
ed
to
ho
then
—for,
lost tho
strange
The bodies were wrapped in shrouds, i
say,
up th hill to it was littered with boxes
from which their bare feet showed. The thread of his thought—it was all the inoro'
of am Munition and all sorts and condidillicult to follow him.
Bluchcr did this
body of Surgeon Gibbs, who was shot | more
t ons of camp provisions and parapherreadily, for he was a stenographer,
within the lines, was the only one which but Tiedemann was
It was the first lull in the day’s
nI'n
not, and so ho seldom
hart
on.
The Spaniards had could write a wholo
boots
sentence, and had to
and barring the sentries, who were
the other three of every rag. be content to catch the most important
stripped
imping up and down their beats, every There was time for
very little ceremony. turns of speech, sometimes only a single
an in camp was taking advantage of it,
word. Afterward it was his business to
As many marines as could be spared from
h ie as for those great chaparral-covered
work the sentence out.-Leipsiger Xeuo
work on the trenches—400 out of the enights which surrounded the tiny camp,
Xachrichten.
tire 610 perhaps—grouped themselves about
i seemed as though nothing short of the
Few tears
the graves and uncovered.
c
iek of doom itself could ever awaken
THE CUBAN WATER MONKEY.
were shed, but every man looked grim.
1 icm to life.
Suddenly a single ritie shot
The strong voice of the chaplain had just
as heard.
It came from somewhere up
One Must Be an Expert to Drink From
started the first lines of the Episcopal
It Gracefully.
i«i the second ridge of hills. The 150 men
burial service, “I am the Resurrection and
in the water started and glanced toward
The Cubans have a domestic utensil
same
old
second
the Life,” when from that
called a “water monkey” that is to bo
the camp apprehensively. Fora couple of
ridge of hills there came a volley of mus- found in houses, hotels and oflires. It anminutes everything was perfectly still.
ketry which brought every marine to at- swers the same purpose as the olla in
The swimmers
began to sport about
tention in a trice. There was no scene. Mexico and the clay jugs of India. It is
again; it was an accident. Evidently Most of the men fell into line and marched made of gray porous clay and is manufacsome green hand on outskirt duty had
tured in Malaga, “where the raisins come
to the trenches immediately. The others
from.” By absorption and evaporation
discharged his ride hv mistake. Hut the sank down on the
where they had
grass,
a blanket of cool air surrounds the jug
lie was given to this idea a moment later,
their rilles cocked and ready, one eye on
continually and keeps tho water almost as
when, with a piff! paff! piff! paff! each the
other on the open graves. At cold as if it contained ice.
In a country
enemy,the
individual hill surrounding the camp
the sound of the second volley Chaplain
where ice is both scarce and expensive
seemed
belch forth flame. A wild rush
Jones shifted his position slightly so that these jugs an* indispensable.
for the beach ensued, but what followed
Tho water monkeys have two apertures,
the mound of newly turned earth came
much he told more from inference than
the size of a dollar, through
lK*tween him and the enemy; but his voice one about
actual knowledge. There isn’t a man in
On
which water is poured into a glass.
never faltered for an
instant, and, al- the
MeCalla
who
can
tell
to-day
opposite side is a protuberance with a
Camp
you
th'and
fast
bullets
hot
though
pattered
small hole running through it. From this
exactly how he managed to get to the top around
him, he read the service calmly tiie experienced Cuban drinks without
of that hill.
Cnder ordinary circumand reverently to the end.
When about to
touching it to his lips.
stances it i> a good six minutes’ climb,
Later oil that day and during the fol- drink, he holds it twoor thru* inches from
and it blows the average individual at
lowing there were far more thrilling his mouth, into which the tiny stream of
Hut that day, in less tha\ three
that.
water pours.
Crndually and slowly he
events than any which had gone before.
minutes every man who had been in the
Hits the monkey away from him allowing
There was a
hot tight at nightfall, in
*
to
tiow
from the monkey dov n
the water
water wa- grasping his r i ti and lying flat
which seventeen Spaniards were killed on his throat.
Oceasionally the drinker
on his stomach on the brow of the hill.
the beach by a single shell. The “Marble- gulps, and when his thirst lias been satisIt was distinctly a
stampede decollete. head” and
the monkey toward his
“Dolphin” turned seaward and lied be ieu...
Perhaps forty of the men managed to get shelled the
outlying hills, while in the mouth, then suddenly tips it up. shutting
their trousers on; the rest merely ran.
It takes considerable exharbor the Spanish fire on the despatch off the stream.
And it i- worth while noting at this point
pi rh nee to drink out of a water monkey
boats beeame so tierce that the “'Texas”
that if the .-'paniards score no other trigrace!ally. i he beginner semis a stream
had to come to their rescue with her guns
oi
water down hi.- neck instead of h
umphsat < iuautanamo, they certainly cap- But
back at this close range upon
looking
throat lour times out of live until he has
tured a very line line of masculine lingerie
the last four days at Guantanamo, the
mastered the ai t.
Exchange.
that afternoon. The Premier’s” party is
picture which stands out clearest on the
is still moaning the loss of one truly
mind is those o|>en graves, the marines at
Musky ami Eit/.-IIugti
superliue pink s.lk undershirt. The in- full
.’b n h id drifted into war
The com.
length reverently chanting “Our Fafant the rush was over. Major Cochrane
ther” while their guns spat at the enemy; channels. ;:r:d tl. major had tho lluor.
stood up in flu; middle of the camp, and
“Well. Cob nel Mushy, you know, was a
Dewey, the marines’ mascot mongrel pup,
after handing the non-combatants guns
good fighter, but when C.moral (.Irant sen
on the earthworks wagging his
perched
he said:
“Hook here, hoys; don’t you he
tin* Virginians turned the
him to Chi
unHedged tail most unconcernedly, and cold should
One day he was
to him.
ashamed to dt. -k when the bullets are flyfull in the sunlight the tall, strong figure
lie t< 1
; making a speech in Alexandria,
ing. There’s nothing undignified about of
Chaplain Jones as he chanted sonor- j the Virginia; that they ought to vote fur
it. I always do it myself. Down on your
ously: “Man that is born of woman
| hi 111.

IT

DIKE TRAIL.

in

11

The

few

man

01

asked

for

no

who

you.

standing when
the major spoke laid themselves out Hat.
They were just in time. A second later
the steel storm started.
It seemed to
come from a heavy clump of trees on the
second ridge. Good marksmen could have
nu n

more

were

stunning bulls-eye.

From t lint ridge fifty feet above the camp
it seemed as though it must simply be a
case of pulling the triggers of the Mauser
rifles in order to make a human bulls-eye.
Hut though the tire was terrific and lasted
nearly twenty minutes, not a living soul
on the hill was struck.
It is true twe
scouts c n picket duty were killed in the
action, but they were both killed in the
woods, a short distance from the Spaniards’ rendezvous. The camp was still ir;
its infancy so far that no trenches had
been made. Of course there were various
degrees in the coolness of the men, bul
there was no exhibition of stage fright

|

daily diet,”

will
is

only be careful in his

the authoritative

ment of Mrs. S. T.

••

state-

nity

pointing

the way

to

here at the time.’
‘Flunk you for your fortunate recollection,' gratefully exclaimed Mnsbv. ‘It.
is pleasiiM. to know that there still live
some men who put aside envy and testify to the courage of their fellow beings.

immu-

all-too-common ailment,
articles of food and
general classes of food to avoid and what
may be eaten, and gives dietary listh for
from this

Mrs. Rorer tells what

those who

are

suffering

from

(

|

As

I

part
man

stomach

Those who have

erate

commoner

There are two saw-mills
I
have all they can do.
sold thirty pounds of pitch (we had left)

to-day

fl.15

for

pound.

per

I

paid

fHcbtcal.

8 cents

Read. Mark. Learn.

it in Vancouver.
It may sound big,
but it is a fact, but I w’ould not take a
?100 bill for those socks mother made me.
It is now 10 p. m. and the sun is still
for

)>
J

Some Pertinent Questions that can
all be Answered with one heply.

called

abed

water

that he and three others will try to make

in

.mile of
tains

company

camp, but back on the mounis waist deep, and in places

our

snow

fifty feet deep.
and interesting

Snow-slides
to

guests

did

espy

a

comely

“Prythee,” quoth the courtier, leering
girl, “an I give thee a
kiss, wilt thou give me a draught of thy

The timber consists of hemlock, spruce,
fir, pine, cotton-wood, poplar and balmof-gilead. There is plenty of game here,
such as bear (black and brown), caribou,
1
moose, mountain sheep and ^grouse.
have been so busy I have not had a chance

ware?”

of

one

meadow,”quoth she, “thou wilt
ready to give thee milk, and glad

thy kiss, for she is of thy kin.”
The court

gallant looked in the mead,
espied a she-ass.
“So sharp, fair rustic,” quoth lie anit now
grily, “thou lookest as if thou couldst
day and got eleven grouse as large as our
barely say bo to a goose.”
common lien, and one mountain goat (or
“Yea, that 1 can, and to a gander also.”
sheep). 1 left camp at 2 a. m. and was
Whereat she cried out lustily, “Bo!”
back at 6 30 a.
in time for breakfast.
and

to hunt

much, but I intend to do much of
while we are here. I went out one

m.,

The sheep

fat;

was

all

Haid

it

The young man hastened away, and the
Sir Digby did laugh heartily,

would

must have climbed all of

and entertain his

I and I tell

i

“dandy”.

you it is a
missed a thing I

never

sheep

That

ail

was

aimed
of

I

the lake,

i

pick

can

at with

grouse’s

a

every time with it.
1 would like to mount

j

head

idea of

If you have been

1 go out.

and

a

skin.

want

bear

some

plenty

We have

1 tell you

present.

meat at

Birds

plentiful

are

and

which I

of

They sing night

such

having

a

tooth

drawn

sick you will

llnd Hood’
can take to
restore

you

j

Talk about

|

fresh

beautiful

before.

and

little

spruce

while

! pounds

Well, you
I went out a

gum!

anything like it.

never saw

last

it.

of

Sunday
hangs

It

pea to a
crystal. The

lumps varying in size from
hen’s egg and

as

elear

as

slightest touch

breaks

shall all

chew

have

a

a

a

them
of

picked

and

the trees in

on

when I get home, if nothing

gum

Wash

B

Day

|

You

off.

Alaska

spruce
more.

DOMESTICATED.
I

have

since

we

done
have

a

good deal of

been

T roubles

washing

I had

here.

a

dun-

nage bag full of soiled clothes; we had no
chance to do much in laundering on the

so

Now I am a “dandy” at washing
mending, but please don’t give this
away to my good wife.
I have done no cooking, I am the boss
[ Mr. Prim is captain of the party], so J

get

get out of that, but the rest of the boys
good cooks and I give them a week’s
We have enough of everyturn at it.
thing and have had to buy nothing. One

are

|

can

buy

a

small

pig

for

f2,

but I do no;

We have plenty ol
good it is.
Hour, bacon, beans, corn-meal, rolled oats
rice, split peas, dried apples, prunes, ap
ricots, tigs, etc., etc., besides sugar, tes
and coffee.
I never ate so much ir
Such eating!
It is nothing for me to eat t
my life.
large loaf of bread, four or live large slice*
of bacon, beans, sauce, etc., for one meal
I doubt if you would know me, 1 am fat
healthy, beard grown long, and tanned a*
black as a “nigger”, and twice as dirty
can’t seem to help it. Don’t worry abou
Tell my friends I an
me; 1 am all right.
as fat as a pig, and as full of Klondike a:
know bow

!
I

|

j
;

1

:

j
!

l! is
mu.
1

iv.'

warm
j

household comfort.
I

warm.

Such

monster

ones

in

an

you

It has been cooler for

they

are

in winter

no

fuel
in

gasoline

State of
d.1898.

SHERIFF’S SALE.
Maine, Hancock >.

June

2",

AN EXECUTION issued on
rpAKF.N
X a judgment recorded at the term of the
supreme judicial court, holden at Iv'swnrth.
oi
within and for said county and Stan
the third Tuesday of January, a. d. iv 8. which
said judgment bears date the ninth day oi
February, a. d. 1898. wherein John •'. I.’EngU
of Jacksonville, Florida, is cred;t<T and th'
and Castine Telegraph company,
Bang<
by law, is de:u><r
]i corporation established
and to satisfy said execution ami ir.nide’o.u
| charges, 1 shall sell, at public auction, m ac
c.^ mad*
with the statute in such
j cordauce
rnand provided, the franchise of s.d 1
aI tion at the office of Geo. M. Warr n
I tine, in said county, on Saturday, ir
third day of July, a. d. 1898, al :
J. M. Y .,i.:
the forenoon.
Depu.y w! -:ft.
..

...

M*TI( E OF lOKEG.O.d 1 1
m*
"lIrHF.BF.AS Preston L. Gupti
•'
ro, in the county of i:..
l a
th
of Maine, by his mortgage m e
if
day of May, a. d. 189!.
j fourteenth
<
in the Hancock county, Maine P
\ Deeds, book 278, page 40ft, convey rn
-.ai*
B. On rlock, a certain parcel n fai
.usd at.
situated in said Gouldsboro. am;
th
I described as follows. viz: Boi:
>n the ea**.
land
Howard
north
of
Tracy,
by
j
;t;.
hit
on
tin
land
of
(.'has.
Blance;
by
„f
!
! of John Tracy: on the west by I n
•nan Spurling, and contains nru
•oi Gup
more or less, together with the
<■.
*.„;.•
thereon. And whereas the com!.: w
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, c
claim a foreclosure of said mortg
8.
Dated this 21st clay of June a. <•.
S. B.
'K.
By his attorney, L. LI. Tracy.
..

to

>

-’

There

equal to stove
point of efficien-

>

>

■

cy, economy, and cleanliness.
Over 2,000,000 women are

...

<-

ap

1

neve

several days
quarters again.
There are about 100 tents here.
Every
one is good-natured, no roughs, no rows

so

is

1

After the first fev

quite
days the mosquitoes put

ire

“.ranee.

saw.

|

v

still quite cold nights and freeze
half an inch every night, but tin

indispensable requisite

<

ON

I
an

NOTICE OF lOKECLOSi 1U..
TXT HE REAS G« trade E. B1 li
▼ \
uobscot, in the county or Hancock,
and State of Maine, by her mortgage need,
dated the seventeenth day of SeotewinT a. d
1895, and recorded in the Hancock Registry of
h«
Deeds, book 325, page 273, eonveye..
me,
mu
undersigned, a certain parcel
situated in Penobscot, in said county, and de
scribed as follows, to wit: lioui.ucu oi. the
northwest by the town road leading from
Hosea B. Ward well's; on the •...nthwest In
land of Joseph Perry; on the southeast by \ h>
."
'he
tide waters of the “Northern 1
northeast by land of Hosea B. Wardwell, conI where
taining sixteen acres, more or les
!
as the condition of said mortgae
‘■•‘ci.
broken, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mort
gage and give this notice for that purpose.
June 20, a. d. 1898.
Sophronia \V. Bridges,
By Geo. M. Warren, her attorney

a.

VAPOR

ever.

—

j

boil your clothes, heat your
irons and cook the dinner
without muss or confusion.
You can do anything and
everything on a vapor stove,
from broiling a steak to
roasting a turkey. The dirt
it saves, the labor it saves,
the money it saves, makes a

and

1

other.

<

!

to an end the day you
You can
a vapor stove.

come

trail.

articles of food

no

1

liful.

I
I

see.

NOTICE OI
FORKCI.Os’ 5 r.
YIrHEHEAS Nellie S. Donovc of F.llsState
ot
y\
counts.
worth, Hancock
:rMaine, by her mortgage deed da
! reteeuth day of November, a. d.
corded in the Registry of Deeds
Mama c.k
d
county, Maine, in book 296, page
to
the undersigned,
Alexander
C
me,
Hagerthy, of said Ellsworth, a certain lot or
of land situated in said r... ,-.•>! h, ami
parcel
bounded and described as follows, to w’f
Beginning at an iron bolt at the northwest
corner of the John Donovan lot;
h. uce uniting northerly by line of Grant street sixty
(60) feet to an iron bolt: thence easterly and
at right angles with said street f
l> et
,ul parallel
to an iron bolt; thence southerly
with said Grant street sixty (60, tern to said
d DonoDonovan north line; thence b)
van’s north line to place of begintdne: containing twenty-four hundred _..ct, square
'•
on
feet, together with the buildi:
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been and is now broken, no/ i.iciefort
by reason of the breach of the mu.inon
thereof, I claim a foreclosure cf said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose
A. C. H>«
inHv
Dated June 18, a. d. 1898.

3tobrrtiscmcnts.

Flowers are
day.
springing up in tlie woods, but none such
as we have east.
There is a pretty bine
tlower which grows in profusion in the
woods in clusters of six or eight and is
shaped like a pond lily. It is very beau-

|

and

fourth of the box J
don’t recommend
sene', anyone

Well,

..

mutton

saw

ever

me

i

■.

for about

vn.es—none

a

Also three other parcels, two of
ing
upon the eastern side of the county road,
above-mentioned, and adjoining, m
m-ing
r« d feel in
sixty feet in width and one ha
length. The other parcel lying on the west,
side of said county road and
the
first-described parcel and all he,
ue
premises conveyed by E. E. Chur, b to a. H.
Buz/.ell A Son. by deed dated.
d
of
1881, and recorded in Hancock
more
Deeds, vol. 193, page 445. which sec t’or
And
the
,as
particular description.
conditions of said
n
mortgage
broken, now therefore, by reason cf the
said breach of the conditions tm
a, i, the
said Gyntilia A. Bcniu tr, claim
re
of said mortgage and hereby give notice ot
my intention to foreclose the same.
Cynthia A. i’rvc tt
Dated June 27, a. d. 1898.

meat

of

ttiat

used

Perhaps

ginning.'

after having nothing but bacon
three months.

fine

was

1

1

Ointment.

NOTICK OK KOKKCLOSt KK.
~VI'rHKREAS Albert S. Penney and James
F. Kimball, both of Mariavi’le. in ‘be
YY
county of Hancock, and State ot Maine, by
their mortgage deed, dated the fourteenth
J ii, (he
day of August, a. d. 1891, and reco
Registry of Deeds for said Hancock county,
in vol. 281. page 200, conveyed to me, ( uthia
A. Bennett, in mortgage, the following described parcels of
real estate including
the buildings thereon, situated in Maiiaviile
aforesaid, and hounded and desc I'.ed a-; follows, to wit:
First. A lot beginning on the county road
leading to Ellsworth where Garland’* brook,
so-called, crosses said road; thence southerly
on said
road to the road leading to Otis;
thence westerly on said Otis road
land of
J. J. Smith; thence northerly on said Smith’s
line to land formerly of Horace
Smith:
o.
thence easterly to said county
the.ice
southerly by said road to the place of be-

Hood’s Pills cure nausea, sick headache, biliousness and all liver ills. Price .’5cents.—.-Idvt.

1 could do it here; they have beautiful
! horns, curling almost twice around.
1
want to meet a nice, big, black bear next
lime

take

guests with the tale.

Sarsaparilla the best medicine you
give you appetite and strength and
to a condition of perfect health.

if

cured, and the

Doan’s Ointment for sale by all dealers,
price 50 cents, mailed by Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Soie agents lor the
U. S. Remember the name, l;oun’s, and

it.

off

before
cured.

down here to

out.”

mile

head

sheep’s

a

was

Doan’s

summed up as follows: "“The doctor
hitched fast on me, pulled his best, and
just before it killed me the tooth came

away, and i think he never kicked after 1
:ired but tumbled down the mountain to

I

and

was

have

one-fourth

boy’s

A

not

..

and one-half

one

up a steep mountain, so steep in
M»me places I could barely get afoot-hold.
1 shot him with my rifle M-gave me,
miles

was

was liKeiy to give some relief,
w^en I
heard about Doan’s Ointment.
I did not
have faith enough in it at tirst to try it although informed in the store ; mr.* it nad
cured others. Finally I got
box. The
lirst application relieved m.
;>-jv-hat,

worshipful

weigh
pounds dressed, but it is about
all it is worth to go for them.
1 think I
125

but

or.
annoyance continued just as
At night it was worse than h. the
dayand
it
most
drove
me
wild.
I
was iu
time,
someWiggin’s drug store looking :
!
thing which I had not used, a » •. hi. g that

•1

“In the
find

recommended

milk-

with her pail.

the while at the

GUM.

AND

his

host, they

his

maiden

etc.
GAME

one

did happen a
youDg gentleman from tlie court, whose
apparel was more garnished with lacings
and gold than his brain with modesty or
wit.
One time going into the fields with

frequent

are

At

time among

watch—from a distance.
Millions of tons of snow, ice and
rocks often come sliding down a mountain with a roar, and go for miles, carrying everything in the path, trees, rocks,

those in most general

1

very
sack

Skaguay, starting at 2 a. m.; so I must
It is now 11.15, with the
get this ready.
lighting now for all we know.
These fellows will be
This is a beautiful spot to camp, right sun still shining.
back in a week, then I will know if I have
iic
« 11UU1.
it
in un^ngut iieniiy
all the time; the only part of the clay it is any mail.
anything like dark is from 12 midnight
A Smart Milkmaid.
to 1 a. in.
At 2 a. m. it is broad daylight.
From the “Book of Merrie Jestes”,
At 11 p. m. it is the same.
There is no
published in 1609, we extract this story:
time that one could not see to read a
The worshipful Sir Digby Somerville did
paper by the natural light.
keep a bountiful house full ever of brave
There is no snow to speak of within a
at his seat in Suffolk.

ling through this town, but Kilpat

rick was after him. and he carried
blamed fast you couldn’t have toldwhethit it was the Confederate Hag or a small*
use—are the worst
breeders of dyspepsia.
It is likewise a i pox warning.’ ”—New York Sun.
surprise to know that water, internally
One Red Rose Rent For a Church Site.
Every man simply lay down and seemec and externally—and “eternally”, as an i
A unique celebration occurs in Juno of
eminent physician has added—has very
to take matters in a matter-of-fact sort o:
! every year at Manheim, Pa., according to
great curative powers in the treatment of The Ladies’ Homo Journal. It is known
way. A few chatted, but most of the mer
I
stomach disorders.
were silent, and every now and then
as the feast of roses and is held to com*
I incinerate the benevolence of Baron Stiocareful observer could notice a head osThe Young Wife’s Social Duties.
trich-like trying to burrow its way a little
gel, who more than a century and a qunrTo simply live alone, with no provision
further into the hillside.
| ter ago leased a tract of land at Manhei
Johnson, th< for the
of the social in- I to a congregation fur a church site at an
gratification
stalwart mate of the “Premier”, whe
stincts, is apt to prove too severe a strain ) annual rental of one red rose to he paid in
smoked his good old clay pipe nonchaAlter iiaron Miegol a
upon the reserve forces of even the hap- i June of each year.
the
whole
lantly during
demanded un. 1
engagement
marriage. There is some excuse to i death the rent was never it is
piest
to
a
construct
formally
managed
slight fortificatioi be made for the man
a few years ago, and now
i
who seeks society
out of four planks, and behind this la;
to one of the baron’s descendants.
outside of the home wherein no thought paid
“the
feast of
as
known
is
occasion
The
and
the
Sun
Johnson
reporter.
is given to social pleasure, while the wife
attracts
In twenty minutes the firing ceased; tin ! is apt to grow petty and personal, and so j roses,” and the quaint ceremony
the greatest interest.
less attractive as she shuts herself
scouting parties began to come in hot anc
away
from intercourse with others.
swearing lustily at their failure to locab
Currying Out the Proposition.
This dropping out is very
easy, but
the Spaniards. The non-combatants fron 1 even when
prosperity comes and large so“The subject of Alice’s graduation escial functions are possible it is too late tt
the “Premierr’were told that it was nov
Bay, you remember, was ‘Aim High.'
gain the most valuable possession, friendsafe for them to row out in the harbor, s<
Yes.
which is entirely independent ol
ship,
“Well, she has been throwing herself at
they started for the despatch boat, eacl 1 financial success. To have and to hold f |
he is 0 feet
greatly elated that he had actually takei place in the social life of the world is not I the new preacher's head, and
the right, but the duty of the
; tall-”—Cincinnati Knquirer.
young
part in a battle, and yet each down in hi < only
wife who desires to have a home in itheart di. appointed iu lu wry unemotion
truest and best sense.
Helen Jay ir
A distinguished professor says that what
al methods which had characterized th
Ladies’ Home Journal.
! is called stupidity is simply the indication
o
far as the;
No one,
whole affair.
| that u certain brain area is nut'properly
knew, had been killed or even wounded
Self-made men are most alwus apt tev\ 1 nourished or is without comnvunicatioi:
be a leetle too proud ov the
This was certainly something to be sin
Henri
with the nerve fiber.
job.—
W. Shaw.
eerely thankful for, but it certainly wasn’
Analysts say that butter is the most
A conscientious student o f
dramatic.
Many a man who can’t think for him
nutritious articlo of diet, closely followed
self doesn’t hesitate
“Secret Service” and “The Heart of Mary
thinking for hi* by bacon.
j
land” felt thwarted of the excitemen
neighbors.
learn that the

court

cents per foot.
here, and they

outside world.
We heard there were rumors of war with Spain, and they may be

say. gentlemen, inv war record is a
or the state’s history, for the gentlehere will tell you that I carried the

it

Irish crier being order*- iu clear the
did so by
this announcement:
“Now, then, all ye blackguards that isn’t
lawyers must lave the coort.”
An

have

•>

last Confederate flag through this town.’
“‘That's a fact,’ said Fitz-Hugh Leo.
He carried the ConfedI saw him do it.

troubles.

fought against dyspepsia will be surprised to And how really
few articles of food are prohibited, and to

I

I

shining brightly. I suppose you are r 11
Why is it that in Ellsworth and its subby now as it is long past midnight at urbs, with a combined population of over
I would like to know how 5,(XX), there is on>y one manufacturer of
about the size of your Walker’s pond, your place.
which leads into Tayish lake.
We camp my dear old “Ginger” (the cat) and little medicinal preparations who gives statements from residents to back up its repreTake good sentations?
here because there is plenty of timber “Rob Roy” (the parrot) are.
care of them, won’t
for boat building, etc.
you?
Why is it that Doan’s Kidney Pills and
How I would like to get a letter from Doan’s Ointment do this in Kn*wnr'rhas
We arrived April 17, and the next day
well
as in every other city and town of
began cutting our logs and building our M-or you. I would give anything. I
any importance in the Union?
saw pit.
In just oue week we had sawed wrote the American consul at Vancouver
Why is it that there are advertised in
eighty-nine boards or over 800 feet of to forward my mail to Skaguay, but nary every newspaper a dozen r'medics and
two can supply local proof, local er>
a letter yet.
only
I
have
had
one
from
only
lumber, enough for three good boats.
dorsation of their claims?
We have our skiffs all ready to start for M-, and that was at Vancouver.
The solution of the problem is simple.
Lowe and I started for Skaguay a week Only two remedies have th*.
the frozen North as soon as the ice leaves
curing and
about twenty-live the staying power. Other remedies make
ago, but went only
the lakes, which will not be for at least a
all kinds of gigantic yet futile efforts to get
miles
and
were
to
turn
owobliged
back,
couple of weeks. Everybody tells us we
local proof, but the
ends in proing to the condition of the trail. It is ducing a statement attempt
have the best shaped and the best built
or two from
places
miles
to
m* tj. d,
boats that have been made here.
We ninety
Skaguay, and if after we that, as far as Ellsworth is
as
well
be
in
the
moon.
Here
is
our
might
oars
and
sluice boxes made the ice
made two for our outlit and a small one get
Ellsworth proof which backs up the
for running up rivers, prospecting.
The has not left the lakes, we will try it again. merits of Doan's Ointment.
Mr. ('has. H. Curtis, sh'/! •'Idc1, Of
largest one is thirty-two feet long, one There are several things we want, and I
“I was
says:
regular
twenty-eight feet and one eighteen feet. want to go to the post-office, i would Water street,
Thomas until i u-od
doubting
The two larger ones are four feet wide at gladly walk ninety miles for a letter from Ointment. I never believed much Doan’s
m medihome. [He will find a bushel of them.]
the bottom and three feet deep.
cine perhaps because I have 1
and
One of our neighbors, and by the way, strong all my life, but about -i yf ;ir
We get no news of any kind here, and
ago, a
little
I
over.
became
greatly annoyed with
know nothing of what is going on in the he is a Fort Fairfield boy, just notified me
Itching Piles. J used what apothecaries

was

Rorer in Ladien’ Home

Journal.
In further

through this very town.’
Yes, replied Fit/Hugh Lee, for

federate tiae

T.,

W.

We are now camped on what is
“Windy Arm”, a narrow stretch of

1

the sufferer

GUM-

Windy Arm, Lake Tayish,
May 19, 1898.

—

lover northern Virginia for four yen’***
Dyspepsia Kasy to Vanquish.
i Talk about my war record!
Why, in.*
and
“As painful
annoying as dyspepsia war record is a part of the state’s history.
is it may be easily and quickly cured if
Why, gentlemen, 1 carried the last Con-

AND

Boston, written to friends In Hancock county,
and submitted to The American for publication. The writer has many friends In the western part of Hancock county.]

■

M"macn, e\ery

kind.

HIGH.
It is often hard to distinguish between
high here—flour praise aud flattery; the one may be honof fifty pounds,
Honest praise
est, the other never is.
bacon 90 cents per pound, oats ?50 per will
strengthen any man, but flattery will
1*600
sack, hay
per ton, lumber forty weaken anything except a mule.

[The following letter la from A. A. Prim, of

j

—

GAME

~N.

any

of

PRICES RULE

VISIONS HIGH.

x

••

FOR

drop

Everything is
sells for f45 per

APPETITES BIG AND PRO-

■

cum

PARADISE

of

liquor nor any signs
of it since we left Skaguay. That place is
awful—no law; no order.

LETTERS HOME FROM THE KLON-

A

disturbances

no

never seen a

In.nit-

|

If jour <!ea !cr does not sell

Vapor ■

un i stc«v$ Gasoline, write to ■
H Stoves
New
Standard Gil

fij
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Company,
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FARMERS AT NORTH BL1/E1IILL.

pa gen.

nee

Agricultural Institute and County
(■range Meetings.
North Bluehill, July 4 (special).—

West Brooksville.

Edgar L. Simpson, of Bar Harbor, spent
the Fourth in town.
Milton Drisco, of Addison, is visiting
George Patten and wife.
A. T. Hill rejoiced over new potatoes

FOURTH CELEBRATED.

THK

The Fourth of July celebration by the
church people at West Brooksville whs a

decided success. The fantastic parade in
The
the morning was most fantastic.
grove by the church, where the most of and green peas on the Fourth. The plow*
the day was spent, was the most comfort- iug was done with a crow-bar.
able place in this region for the hot day.
Fred Joy and wife, of Winter Harbor.
i
The seats, platform, tents and tables were
on their wheels Sunday. June 26,
came
abundant, well arranged and beautifully II and up the
day with Mr. Joy’s sister,
decorated.
Upon the platform were an Mrs.spent
E. W. Hill.
organ, table, and sufficient seating room.
states that a contractor
The
Commercial
The exercises of the morning opened
with the singing of ••America" by ail the prophesies the train on the W. C. R. R.
into
East Sullivan in two
will
be
running
people. This was followed by prayer,
the reading of the Declaration of Inde- weeks. Since the mules went by we have
pendence, and t lie oration by Hon. George : seen no indications of the possibility.
M. Warren, of Castine.
Walter Estabrooks and Miss Joan E.
Mr. Warren’s address was most approPatten were married at the parsonage
priate for the day, and was listened to June 17 by Rev. Janies T. Moore. The
He spoke of the
with rapt attention.
best wishes of their mauy friends are for
growth and present greatness of our coun- their future happiness and prosperity.
try, its strength and influence in the
Miss Marcia Young closed a successful
world, political and moral. He justified school June 17. Through the efforts of
the wars in the history of our country, exMiss Young a handsome flag will now
cepting ti at with Mexico, and very truly float over the school-house in the Harsaid that the present conflict with Spain,
land district.
It
was
unfurled
with
in which we are giving blood and treasure
appropriate exercises on the closing afterfreely for humanity's sake, for ttie help- noon.
ing of a weak sister in her oppression, is a
Mrs. Abbey Robertson
Squires, of
moral spectacle for angels and men, such
San Juan, Cal., after an absence of thirtyas the world never saw before.
five
is
relatives
in her navisiting
years,
dinner
After the exercises an excellent
tive place and receiving a warm welcome
was provided.
fr
>m
all.
Bunker
will
return
Barney
In the afternoon there was a pleasing
with her to California to visit his daughprogramme of recitations and music, a ter, Mrs. Helen Ramsdell.
nag drill by twenty young ladies and
Sub.
July 5.
Kev. Andrew
aduresses
I

j

The usual monotony of farm life here was
somewhat enlivened by a two-days’ session of Farmers’ Institute, July 1 and 2.
The speakers were Secretary McKeen, of
the Maine board of agriculture;
F. S.
Adams, of Bowdoin college, overseer of
the Maine State grange, and Prof. O. M.

|

Qowell, of the agricultural experiment
station at Orono.
Much attention was given to the subject of “Dairying,” which is of especial

j

by

stirring

South Deer Iwle.

hour’s length, consisting of recitations,

The W. C. T. C. had a very pleasant
meeting Wednesday with Mrs. Abbie
Judkiiis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith, of Pernbroke, Mass., arrived at F. A. Peirce’s

|:
1

and instrumental
music,
beautiful flag exercise by
the children, admirably executed, was
carried out, after which there was the
sale of cake and ice-cream. A social hour
duets

together with

was

Sunday,

and returned

with his

grandparents.

Wednesday, taking |

Lydia Whittaker is at the Centre
work in the family of Orrin Fernald.
Weaver,

of Ellsworth,
at work on the railroad
returned home.

at

of the

bor for

a

for the

Are.

!

visit.

Mr.

Davis

the Fourth with
A. N. Jewett.

and

wife,

of

Mrs. Clark

s

Zltmrrtisrmmts.

Great

fond.

Rev. David Smith,
here Sunday.
A. K.

Suudsy

of Franklin, preached

Mace and wife, of Aurora, spent

Bangor

BltOXZE

a

last week.

Howard Lord, John
Palmer have crews in

MONUMENTS and STATUARY.

business trip to

Laughlin
the

and L.
woods hark

peeling.
Ezra Williams and wife, F. E. Mace and
wife, and Miss Bessie Williams joined an
excursion pRrty from Aurora and went to

Leighton brook to-day.
Dr. F. S.

Bunker and wife, of East
Eddington, were at F. A. Avery's camp
for a few days last week. They made a
There

was

July

berry

and

4._Flossie.

Dr. D. W. Banker, who moved here refrom Bluehill, is a welcome addition to the community.
Dr. Bunker had
many friends in Bar Harbor, but the circle is widening rapidly since his arrival.
Bluehill loses what Bar
Harbor
has
gained, and that she feels the loss is expressed in the following from a Bluehill
correspondent: This community has met
with a great loss in the departure of Dr.
D. W. Bunker to Bar Harbor.
As superintendent of schools and a member of the
school committee he did much to elevate
the standard of education here.
He is a
trustee of Bluehill academy, a deacon in
the Congregational church and a teacher
in the Sunday school.
Mrs. Bunker also
will be greatly missed in our social
gatherings, where she was a constant and devoted member.
Bar Harbor is to be con-

cently

More than 500 beautiful designs, more enduring than stone and less expensive. Send for
full descriptions to S. It. .JOHNSON, 35 Park
St., Bangor, Maine, agent for Penobscot and
Hancock counties.

_> .> >>» >

Broken-down Health

gratulated.

,HE>LT:ct

2
S? good
<S

ll

Harriet L. Hardy, who has been one of
Bueksport’s most efficient school-teachmarried at her home in Bangor
Thursday noon to William G. Folsom, of
West Newton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Folsom left on the "City of
Bangor" on their
wedding trip. When the steamer reached
this landing a large party of the bride’s
former pupils were at the w harf to
present their compliments.
Mr. and Mrs.
Folsom will reside in West Newton.

&

^

you must burn
to get the power.
To c

have

digest it.
a
ii Atwood's Bittersbegin
ft
right here. They restore
|L.S L
2 I digestion, regulate the
food and

v
e.

Birch Harbor.
A son was horn to
Pettee on a une 23.

£
^

Mr. and Mrs. E. L.

.Mrs. Everett Gross and son, of Stonington, are visiting here.

V
c,

Fitzgerald is visiting in
and Stenington.
Airs.
Ethel
Colwell, of .Steuben, who has
^
been visiting her
35c. a bottle. Avoid Imitations.
brother, W. F. Davis
2 i returned
home Saturday.
June
27.
ocMcrrrroeeecccseeccioecca
C
f5

....
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puniy the blood.
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Monday for Brock-

The Misses

Cleveland,

o!

White,
the Homestead.

are

fit

a

but

Sport

Attendance

Small

3fcbrttisnnmts.

Han-

THE WAR

is

a

summary of the

makes

F:-her.

Murrav, F.. I
lieor^i* H, by

2

1

4

.1

u

Small,

time

spending his

2

|

BANGOR,

“..]

I
g- ment,

j

and would be

fc; ances from Hancock

glad to welcome
County.

all his old friends and

Confec-

keep

in

stock.

1*
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| AOFSTREAK
LUCK
|

i

AT THE

WEST END
j Furniture
Store.

S
Jl

A fortunate

purchase

enables

made

<1

the

5

kind.

by the J. 15. Owens
price others ask

same

Mary Rea,

of

Mil bridge,

of

her

of

These

are

had
S.

beautiful and

in best quality corduroys and velvets,
styles—patent oil-tempered, steel springs,
resting on steel rods instead of webbing. No place
for dust, vermin or disease germs; by far the best

I

couch

ever

offered

for

the money in
price will be

collection

A

was

taken

for

Kllsworth.

$6.98 ONLY.
At the WEST

END FURNITURE STORE,

FINE

KOliEUT

HAMMOCKS.

i..

DIUMMEY,

1

Odd

j

Fellows’ Block,

very best results

|

BUSINESS—-^
SAID TO BE

the

least

you will

DULL

volun-

B.

4.

RIVER.#

Clarence Hodgkins, of Brewer, visited

Sunday and Monday.
Miss Estelle Hay, who has been to the
Augusta hospital for the past ten weeks,
has returned home in good health.
Mrs. Frank Ray and her two children,
of Somerville, Mass., are visiting relatives

relatives here

dealers

in

ail

merchandise

be, it
R

as

dell

classes

are

Blaisdell, wife and son, of Banvisiting Mrs. Blaisdell’s parents,

affirm

must be

of

it

pretty

to

SOLD BY

near

foot.

P.

Such being the case, and I

having

a

stock

of

...

Desirable and Seasonable

J. W. Holt and wife.
Mrs. Alden

Dyer,with

her two

GOODS

children,

East brook, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
C. A. Fullerton.
Victor.
July 4.
of
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that the

larly
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eral

Moore

and

Miss

H.

STRATTON,
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Ellsworth, Me.,
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low

prices,
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No. 5 Main

TRUE'S

Pin worm

fre>- to njottn-r*.

and

that all

GREELY.
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FIRE-

for

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES, HOUSE and CARRIAGE VARNISHES.

JERSEY FARM
IS

t THE MAN IS FOOLISH
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2 Harnesses, Trunks,
l ap Robes,
Summer
Blankets,
?

SALE

Whips,?

?
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THE

Best in the Market.
FOR
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who denies hitnself the comfort +
ami convenience of a modern «*.
grip.-ack when ’bs prices are ao 4
reasonable. Same Is true of
v
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♦

♦

BY

£

0

ami other horse gear.
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^ Bili.g

all stomach troubles of adult®
u household remedy for
Price ,*J5 ceuts.
Ask your
Tul E ^ CO., Anbnrn, Mr.
F -r Tap-- U'.irm we hare a special treatin'-i.t. Write 1

BRICK

PLACES, 1’IRE SETS and ANDIRONS.

BUTTER

but

Its efficacy in such troubles—and likewise for
o equalled.
—haft never I
It Hun be cm
46 year*. Purely vegetable and harm less.
Drus^iM for ;i.
„R,
F.

1 ALSO HAVE A

MANTELS, MOULDED

St.

I he best W'i.rm
nc:i,’.y '-v rythiug else
® the best I'.emedy lor all the comj>!aints
® neftS, Uostiveness, indigestion, .-our

r

so

Lead. Zinc and Nails of all kinds.

LABRADOR

®

I

lib-

be accommodated.

IN CHILDREN.
worms,

a

Paper,

|j

IS

HARDWARE, 1

BUILDERS’

reduction from my al-

Giles

spent a part of last week with relatives
and friends in Waltham.
July 4.
TrilbT.

Iwlfs

the

ready

Miss Lillian Giles, of Orono, was the
guest of Miss Minnie Hale Moore the past
week.
Miss Minnie

public—particuladies—want, I

have decided to make

Mrs. George Thresh, of Bangor, came
Saturday to spend the Fourth with relatives here.

y

Paint.

as

DEALER
gor,

expense

use

Sherwin-Williams
If business is

here.
Walter

at

The

teer aid association.

July

desire the

ll you

Ellsworth.

I

you paint

WHEN
M. I.

Brido!

ok

IIOI.MI'S, Proprietor.

It.

1

Nichols, in Dollardtown, greatly improved, and enclosed with a fence.
Christian Endeavor meeting Wednesj
day night was led by Mrs. Seeds. Forty |
were present.
Much interest was manifest.

Co., at about
cheap, painted
elegant bargains.

upholstered

#

vacation

has

42

for the

# Odd Fellows’ Building,.West End
Special line

uucle, J.

just

Pottery

Lamoine,

cemetery lot

to offer

us

HIGH GRADE JARDINIERES,

\

the

parents here.
William W. Barron, of Beverly, Mass., j
is spending his vacation with friends here, j

Mrs.

^2

acejuniu’-

Bi/W

While this dozen lasts the

t ionerv

with bis

the

!■

MAINE.

bers and

1

Misses Ethel and Myrtle Whittaker, of
are visiting their grandmother,
Mrs. Davis.

IX

DINING-ROOM FURNITURE.

three

H. Hooper is quite ill.

Glass is

^

VAJA'ES

Provisions, Grain, J
Tobacco, Cigars.
Boots, Siiocs, Bob-

WEST ELLSWORTH.

on

and

#

of

Mrs. Mercy Carter still remains
sick list.

carpet,

GROCERIES86^; J1 Dozen Couches

i

George

the

me.

Sedgwick, gave an exhibition half mile with Henry Wilkes, making it in 1.13 j.

^ffbion

all

against exorbitant prices; w hat
benefits my customers benefits

.1 it Shedd, (.
II
Maddoek-, Ellsworth. 3 4 3 4 4 r<*
nine, 2.36S, 2.35-,, 2.3C\, 2.40, 2 5., 2.:4b.

H.

difference in the way

fighting

am

^

<[

in which I treat my customers.

races:

2

no

of
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and

COUCHES and CHAMBER SETS. PARLOR SUITS

|

fur-

Every yard

too.

SPECIAL

A

AT BLUEHILL.

prospect,

pur-4^1

K.

pleasant flag-raining took place at S
a. in. on July 4, at the residence of Capt.
It was an impromptu
Edgar Stevens.
gathering of neighbors, including representatives from the families of Frank
Davis, Mrs. George A. Clough, George Filsbur y, Washington Partridge, Mrs. W. E.
Morton and E. L. Gross. Dr. H. M. Stevens
acted as master of ceremonies.
Miss
Annie Clough was assigned the honor of
raising the flag w hich was very heartily
cheered by all present.
Miss
Lina A.
Morton read a historical sketch of the
of
the
first
Then
followed
flag.
making
the singing of the “Star Spangled Banner” and “America”.
Brief
speeches
were
made by Henry Clough, Messrs.
Pilsbury and Davis, which were responded to by Capt. Stevens. All the exercises were to the point, and were the occasion of much interest.
X.
July 4.

prolitahle pleasure,

in

chased within three months.

very interesting.

4.

pleasure yet

a

every article of furniture in the large stock, is new, 3
fresh and of the verv latest stele. having been

There was a Children's Day concert by
the Congregational Sunday school SunThe at tendance was large.

July

It' not, you have

guest at

day evening.

ami me exercises were

|l

G. H. OAKES & CO.?

|
^

Homestead.
Rev. R. L. Olds has returned from Vermont with his daughter, who has been
attending school there.

upon

II

Furniture House

and

fc:

the

conferred

was

II

HALL,
THE NEW

I Carpet

t

a

was

OAK

X--

Miss Mary Bridgham Hill arrived at the
Maples Thursday.
David Friend and family of Ellsworth,
were in town Sunday.
Mrs. R. G. W. Dodge, who has been ill
several weeks, is improving.
Mrs. Hinckley, of the Hinckley house,
who has been ill, is improving.
Mrs. George A. Clough and family ar-

W. A. Rich, of Belfast,

f fl

HAVE YOU VISITED

theii

ton, Mass.

J.oO Class. Purse $*0.
Pay Break, Lv Pawn It, C A Weaver,
Bar Harbor.
Palsy s, by Ben II, Leach & Merrill,

ers, was

engine, and

must

cottage.
Clifton Marks left

can

Bncksporr.

£

opened this week.
family are at

was

Lusk and

Bar Harbor,

of State grange,aud Prof, (lowell,
interest of the ocea-

Following

ice-eream

Bar Harbor.

regain health, you

attended.

well

MOUTH OK THE

straw
the hali
a

sociable at
Saturday evening.
MYs. Fred Williams, Miss Bessie Williams
and Mias Sabine were the managers.

right

fifth degree

overseer

fine catch of trout.

£ it

were

twenty-seven members. The presence of
Secretary McKeen, Bro. t. S. Adams,

in town.

J- F. Haynes made

MANI'FACTL'KKK.S OF

Q

meetings

present good races.
The attendance
was not large, owing to many counter
attractions.
H. B. Grant acted as starter.

sister. Mrs.

the
young people spent
the day
in
Walt ham. The Indies'aid
society had an
entertainment at the hall in the evening.
It was a success.

—

an

Mrs.

County Attorney J. E. Bunker, jr., of
was in town Sunday.
Miss Josie Snow gave a picnic last week
Another event of the week was the
meeting of the county grange with the at her cottage at the Harden place.
Halcyon grange. Over one hundred memJoseph Johnson, who is employed at
bers were present, representing every Stonington, is at home for a few days.
grange in the county except two.
Mrs. Lewis Soecenski and family, of
Mrs. B. Frank Stover, lecturer, gave the Boston, have taken the Holmau
cottage
for
the season.
address of welcome, which was responded
Miss
and
Miss
Annie
Louisa
Fries and
to by Hollis 1". Austin, secretary of the
friends, Miss Loots and Miss Shute, are at
county grange.
The

to

East

I'. S. Jordan, the registered
guide of
t his town, is having fine success. His
parties are catching large
ot
trout.
strings
Postmaster J. P. Grover and DeputySheriff L. E. Crosby attended the
republiciu State convention
at Augusta
last
week as delegates.

new

Hood’s rills cure liver Ills, biliousness, Indigestion, headache. Easy io take, easy to operate. 25r
A.J.-C

S

Ingleside

ideas.

good sport at its Mountain park
track on the Fourth. Bluehill never fails

summer.

liev.

A good crowd was present at the K. P.
celebration the Fourth.
The programme
was well carried out.
July 5.
G.

n

Hlurhlll.

the Pendleton house this week.

nished

Eddington, were in town Sunday.
j The bicycle craze has struck this town.
The Bangor stage brought live Monday.
John Clark and wife, of
Bangor, spent

Hag

2 may be restored if you start
2 right. It takes fuel to run

practical

full of

~

other page*.

fee

rived at their cottage Saturday.

] ] 3 1
School closed July 1 after a successful
j
The exercises Friday afternoon j
Those not absent I Bluehill. 2 2 12
very pleasing.
one-halfday were Miss Helen Day and Henry Wells, by Henry Wilkes, S W
Coleman Bridges.
Newman, Manset.
3 2
Misses Anna and Flossie Tracy, of Ells- Mambriiio Lann-woud, by Defiance
(_ E Miller, Brewer.
14
4 4
worth, have been visiting relatives here.
J uly 3.
Time, 2.41, 2.51, 2.43*, 2.42*.
Sumac.
Class. Purse $100.
A tnhersi.
Miss Pay Pawn,by Pay Pawn,
Mrs. J. W. Ilaslam is visiting friends in
1 S i»rant. Frankfurt*.. 1 3 2 1
1
1.Shaw, I. F Judkins.'.. 4 1)2
3
Ellsworth.

West Sullivan.
All arc pleased with the beautiful
in front of the school-house.

and

connection

County Xetc»

&»t additional

were

to work.

28._

treated

in

other subjects

Summary.
Bluehill, July 5 (special ).—The
cock County Agricultural society

term.

Marlboro.

Mrs. William Hussey. of Amherst, and
Mrs. Harry \\ ight, of New port, are boarding at S. H. Remick’s.

well

Fine

George W. Young lias gene to Columbia
Falls to work on the railroad.

lin was attended with the usual amount
of noise. Along toward Tuesday morning the celebrators dragged their weary
selves homeward, satisfied with having
done justice to “the day we celebrate’’.
Ch’e’ee.
Juiy 1.

Saturday,

were

RACING

Springer have returned from Harrington,
where they have been employed.
Mrs. Henry Foren has gone to Bar Har-

Fourth passed pleasantly under
the direction of nearly all of the societies
in town. The celebration at West Frank-

in

dairying.

Mrs. Agnes Milliken
and
daughter
Martha arc visiting at H. C. Milliken's.
Sherman
McFarland
and
Watson

The

came

crop and silo
All the

corn

with

by a picnic dinner consisting of baked
beans, brown bread, and other good
things sufficient to feed a multitude.
Many of the grangers remained to the
institute in the evening, at which Prof.
Gowell gave an interesting lecture on
"Dairy Products”.

Alfred E. Foren has gone to New York.
The management of the West Franklin
Miss Hattie Marshall, of Bar Harbor, is
hall has passed from the bauds of William
in town visiting relatives.
McFarlane to E. J. Rollins. Mr. Rollins 1
Miss Mamit Thorsen, of Boston, is visitgave a free entertainment Saturday evening her parents.
ing. He is known here as Prof. Rollins.
i’rof. W. K. Butler and
He will give a series of entertainments,
family, of
Waltham, Mass., art- at their home here
amusing and instructive, this summer.

WHITE

F.

evergreens and flowers,and Old Glory
waved over all. The inner man was pro- !
vided for in Bro. Allen A. Fiske's orchard

week.

well loaded with fish.

six per cent, of butter fat.
S. Adams emphasized the importance
as

with

West Hancock.

who has
with his

Thad. Hodgkins has gene to Bar Harbor

high

as

The concert at the Methodist church
There j
Sunday evening was a success.
Among other prominent members who
were responsive readings, class and single
were Mrs. Treworgy, of North Sedgrecitations, a motion song by the small I spoke
children and the 23d psalm by some of wick, Bro. Noah Norton, Bro. Smith,
the smallest of all. The closing exercise
Deputy Hardman and Mrs. Hardman.
was a series of recitations and a dialogue
The hall was appropriately decorated

been
team,
Miss Helen Blanche Clark and Miss
Marion Wooster were in Ellsworth Saturday, the guests of Mrs. Marion Higgins.
I)r. Fred Elmer Ball, of Dakota, and
Mrs. Maud Ball Stratton, of Hancock,
were guests at Mrs. John D. Clark's last

June

it being proved that our cows are
doing good work, some of them testing

added much to the

The proceeds of the day amounted to
about ?5o, which will be devoted to
chur
rk
day one
Speak g >f
of the clergymen present says: “By celethe
in
rather
than on the history of Methodism, illustrated
this
brating
way,
day
j
by racing .rinking and carousing, cannot I by pictures prettily framed for the occa:rbe est
!
dollars and c» nts. The sion. The church was beautifully decointerest excited in our country’s history,
rated with flags, potted plants and cut
standing and welfare by the admirable 1 flowers, while in each corner stood a rusaddress of Uie morning cannot but be a
tic box fuil of magniticent growing
ferns,
some of which were five feet
lasting good.’’
high. The
J.S. R.
W. C. T. C. had a committee at the door
July 5.
to distribute pledge arid text cards tied
West franklin.
with white ribbon with a bouquet atWalter Bradbury was up from Somes- tached.
ville and stopped over the Fourth.
Eoo.
July 2.

Ransome Hodgkins

days,

The

a

enjoyed.

Aleck

to this part of the town. The
Babcock milk-tester was in operation both

Gray

A few closing words
of congratulation were added by the
and
chairman, Kev. J. S. Richards,
pastor
and an evening’s entertainment at
the
school hall was announced.
and Kev. D. Smith.

solos,

interest

atibtttiBnntnta.

COUNTY NEWS.

i., i'unt

into

x

and let
for you.

oiu narness

shape

♦

me

lick It

O
X

JAMES AMcGOWN.
?
ARTHUR SIll’TK A CO. 2
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\\ ben

strive to do the best we can
to bnd that our best is beyond anything we had dared to hope fur.
we

we are sure

“See

here, clerk,

are

the colors

in

this

United States Hag fast colors?” “Couldn’t
be faster; they re warranted not to run.”

